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Dear Reader, 

This is number 22 of UNIDO's state-of-the-art series ir. the field of 
materials entitled Advances in Materials Tecbnolo1y: Monitor. In this 
issue we return to the subject of Powder Metallurgy. As many of our 
readers will recall, Issue No. 4 of the Monitor had already covered this 
subje~t. This issue will hopefully bring us up to date on the subject. 

Some of the main articles for this Monitor were provided by 
Prof. Roland Stickler, University of Vienna. 

We apologize for the order of articles in the table of contents due 
to technical difficulties. 

We invite our readers also to share with us their experience related 
to any aspect of production and utilization of materials. Due to paucity 
of space and other reasons, we reserve the right to abridge the 
presentation or not publish them at all. We also would be happy to 
publish your forthcoming meetings, which have to reach us at least 
6 months prior to the meeting. 

For the interest of those of our readers who may not know, UNIDO 
also publishes two other Monitors: Microelectronics Monitor and Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology Monitor. For those who would like to 
receive them please write to the Editor of thos ... Monitors. 

Industrial Technology Development Division 
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1. DEFECTS ll"ITING THE POTENTIAL USf Of PK-MTERIAtS SUBJECTED TO CYCLIC LOADING 

(8ri9itte Weiss and Roland Stickler, 
University of Vienna, and 

Jor9 fembock. Metallwerk Plansee GinhH, 
Reutte, Austria) 

Intr_odyc!_ign 

It is known that even pin-materials of highest 
quality may contain small amounts of microstructural 
defects (pores, inclusions) which may affect the 
mechanical properties of such materials, in 
particular the high cycle fatigue behaviour. 

In view of the inherent risk involved with 
unexpected failures of components marle of 
high-strength pm-alloys it appears mandatory to 
provide t~e designer with sufficient information on 
the reliability of property data. At the present 
~tate of art it seems that the presence of small 
amounts of inhomogeneities cannot be avoided, 
however, a control of maxilllUll'I sizes of such defects 
and their distribution should be feasible. for 
quality control a prediction of the detrimental 
effects of microstructural defects as fun~tion of 
their size, distribution, ge0111etry and hature is 
required. for econ0111ic processing and to achieve 
mininum guaranteed properties it is essential to 
define realistic limits of tolerable defects. 

Several attemps to describe the high-cycle 
Fatigue (H~f) behaviour of defect-containing 
pm-materials have been published. Amongst the first 
to suggest an e~planation of the effects of defects 
on the fatigue properties of pm-alloys by a fracture 
mechanical approach were Betz and Track. (1) They 
assumed that fatigue crack initiation occurs during 
the first few loading cyc~es and that it is possible 
to calr.ulate fatigue crack growth to overload 
fa1lure by fracture mechanic (FM) relationship~. 
The authors could demonstrate that the fatigue 
-;trength of pm-materials is related to the size and 
location of inclusions. 

The fact that superficial pits or scratches may 
affect the HCF-properties is known. While numerous 
publir.ations exist about the influence of 
ma(rosropic notches on the fatigue behaviour based 
on fM consideration; (2, 3, 4, 5), only recently a 
q11alitative explanation for the existence of small 
non-damaging surface notches and a quantitative 
derivation of their critical sizes were 
prP~Pnled. (6, 7) The proposed analysis requires 
only the ~nowledge of geometrical factors (stress 
rrnrent_rrltion factor, notch geometry and size) and 
intrin~i· mrllerial parr~eters (fatigue limit of the 
unnotrhed material, effective threshold stress 
inten~itf). According to this analysis the radius 
nF a non-dilmrlqi nq semi c i rcu 1 ar c i rcumf eren ti a 1 notch 
i-; qivrn by 

( 1) 

with 

( 2) 

Thr fali~ue strength of a ~otched specimen ca~ then 
bP deduced from the relationship 

( 1+4,51
0
/r} l/2 0) 

The proposed relations were found to predict the 
limiting size of semicircular notches (edge notches. 
circumferential notches) and to give a 1·easonable 
estimate of the reduction of the fatigue strength ~f 
specimens as function of notch size for 
recrystallized Cu, Al-alloys and steels. The 
results for CJ in excellent agreement with 
experi111ental findings are shown in figure 1 which 
contains also the data calculated for recrystallized 
Mo-spe.:imens. 

Recently, several investigators studied the 
effects of small artificial surface defects 
(micropits) on the fatigue limit. Yamada et,.JJ_. (81 
and Murakami et_~!- (9) found in high-strength 
steels during cyclic loading close to the HCF-1imit 
that NPCs were formed around such micropits. The 
problem of defining the fatigue limit was then 
related to a description of the condition for 
propagation of such NPCs either based on 
conventional S-N data or fatigue threshold 
conditions. 

To overcOllle the difficulties of correlating the 
size and shap~ of various defects Murakami (91 
proposed that the parameter describing best 
different geomt.trical shapes is the square root of 
the defect area projected onto a plane nonnol to the 
stress direction, but neglecting the contribution of 
NPCs. The value of dK is then described by the 
following equation 

dK/2 = 0.65.S. ,,f{~~rea 

In this relationship the influence of dKtheff in 
describing the growth conditions of such NP( is 
neglected. 

(() 

Recently we have proposed another approach to 
treat the effPcts of artificial micropits or. the 
fatig~~ behav1our. (10) Thi~ model is based on the 
experimental observation that NPCs are as~ociated 
and comparabie in size with such micropits in 
specimens cyclically loaded close to the fatigue 
limit. The size of the NPCs was found to correlate 
well with the extent of the Kt-field around th~ 
micropit, as computed by FEH methods for various 
hemispherical and cylindrical closed-bottom holes. 
In combination with the appropriate Kitagawa-diagram 
these considerations were found appropriate tn 
p~edict t~e size of non-damaging micropit~ and of 
toe decrease in fatigue strength resu:tino from 
1arger holes. Thi, model is demonstrated 
schematically in figure 2 by means of a ~it~gawa 
diagram for the coses of a nor.-d'lmaging and a 
damaging micropit. The infl,;;:"rr· of clo<;ure which 
i~ build-up during microcrack growth 111> and which 
results in a reduction of the NPC-size can be 
r.alculated by equation 5 (valid for R = -11. 

dKeff = dK - (1-e-k·c).KopmaK 

with dK being calculated for the effective crar.k 
len~th (c+r) and the second term re"emblinq the 
closure contribution increasing with the rrark 
length. 

[n pr~"ent investigatio~ these ronsiderat ion~ 
were arolied lo evaluate the effect of mir.ropits on 



the fatiQue pro?erties of specimens of 
recrystallized 111olybdenum. It was the aim of this 
study to predict non-damaging defect sizes and the 
redu.:tion of the fatigue strength by larger 
pit-shaped defects. 

hperimenlal d.etai ls 

for the investigation<;, bars of recrystallized 
technically pure Ho ~reduced and processed by 
conventional pm-procedures were used as specimen 
material. fatigue te<;t specimens were cut from the 
cylindrical rods of 5 11111 dia111eter. 

The specimens were mechanically polished in 
longitudinal direction and subjected to a brief 
e~ectropolishing procedure. Hemispherical micropits 
and cylindrical holes with hemispherical bot~oms 
here produced by electro-discharge machining. 
Electrodes were prepared by fine tungsten wires 
embedded in stainless steel capillaries. It was 
found that the diameter of the holes was related 
essentially to the diameter of the tungsten wire 
whereas the depth was controlled by the nUlllter of 
individual discharges. 

After tht> electro-dischargt> machining the 
specimens were thoroughly r~eaned and heat treated 
(recrystallization at 1350C/4h). The dimensions of 
each surface hole were measured by light microscopy 
(holt> diamt>ter by a travelling microscope. accuracy 
+1-:!J'm. hole depth by a focusing method, accuracy 
+/-,_iA.m). Tht> actual sizt>s of hemispherical pits 
ranged bt>tween 60 and 125 µ111 radius. for the 
cyclindrical holes with hl'tllispherical bottoms for a 
radius of 125 .vm of depth betwet>n 60 and 250_..,m. 

The fatigue tests werl' performed with a 
resonancl' syste111 operatt>d at 20 kHz at room 
temperature and at a stress ratio of R = -1. 

Ot>tails of this test procedurt> have been 
de$tribed earlit>r. (12) In present inve~tigation 
the fatigue loading was t>xtendt>d to lxlO cycles 
to obtain reliablt> data on the existence of a 
fatigue limit. At least t>ight specimens of the 
deft>ct-frt>l' material and of each holt> gt>ometry were 
tested to determine the fatigue limit. Each run-out 
specimen was examined by LM and SEM to reveal the 
presence and lt>ngth of microcracks in the vicinity 
of the holes. Subsequently the specimens were 
fracturt>d by cyclic loading at an amplitude slightly 
above the fatigul' limit for a quantitative 
evaluation of the fracture surfact>s. The extent and 
the shape of the NPCs around the holes wt>rl' 
df't Prmi nPd. 

MPa<;urempnts of thf' threshold <;tres<; inten<;ity 
for fatigue rrark growth were rarriPd out hy a 
high-frPqut>ncy test techniqut>. (12) Thf' value of 
dktheff wa<; computt>d from closu~f' measurempnt<; by 
a 'itra1n gauge mt>thod. (IJ) Specimen~ were prepared 
from the cylindrical rods by matching flat centre 
portions of approximately ] 11111 thicknt>ss. A small 
centPr notr.h (0.4 mm diameter and 0. 18 11111 dPpthl wa\ 
introduced on one of the flat sides by 
electro-dischargP machining for the initiation or 
thp fatigue crack. The growth bt>haviour durinq 
r.yrlic loading was observed under a high-power light 
mirrosrope, the threshold values were dPtermined in 
arrordance with ASTM rpcOlftlllpndations. (14) A 
sunnary of the ~cnanical property data is qiven in 
table I. 

The Kt-values for the various sizes and 
ge0111etrips of micropits w~re takl'n frOtft FEM 
computations (10) carried out for cylindrir.al 
specim•ns. 

l - (_ -

Experimental resvl~s 

fatigue Pndurance data for semicircular 
circumft>rential notcht>s: 

The calculations of the non-damaging notch size 
and the reduction of th~ faligut> 1 imit according to 
Lukas et al. (6) wt>re shown to be in good agreement 
with e•rerimental data for Cu, Al-alloys and 
steels. Thprefore. no extt>nsive experiments were 
considered nt>cessary for Ho. The calculatPd data 
<;hown in figurt> 1 indicatt> that for the <;P111icirc11lar 
circU111ferential notch geomt>lry lht> critical size for 
the non-damaging notch is appro•dmately 30..um 
radius. Tht> reduction in fatiguP stren9th with 
increasing notch size is considt>rable, with a 
minimum at a notch of approximately JOO,c.m radius. 

f ati que endurance data for mi cropi t-shaped 
notches: -

The values of tht> fatique limit (for 
N = lw109\ of specimens containing hemispherical 
micropits are plotted as f •nction of tht> defect 
1·adi us in figure 3a. This diagram clearly rPvea ls 
that already micropits with a radius of 60,um appear 
to affect the fatigue limit of the defect-free 
specimens. With increasing dt>fect-radius a gradual 
reduction of tht> fatigue limit can bt> noticed. The 
scatter in the experim~ntal data is indicated by the 
bars in the diagram. 

In figure ]b the influt>nce of increa<;ing dPpth 
for a deft>ct radius of approximately 12SJ4m is 
shown. A gradual dt>crease of tht> fatigue limit with 
increasing depth of the hole can be noticed. 
Although the non-damaging hole dimensions werP not 
t>stablished we may asSUll'll' from an extrapolotinn of 
the curvt> ~hat the critical depth of a defect of 
125.J'm radius ... ould amount only to approximiltPly 
20_,um. 

fractography: 

The LH investigation of run-out specimt>ns 
reveal~d only in some specimens the presence of 
NPCs, however, it should be mentioned that in this 
lllclterial it is extrein~ly difficult to identify such 
microcracks becaust> of tht>ir predominant nature of 
grain boundary failure associated with virtually no 
residual crack oper.ing. In figure '1a a HPC is show!' 
initiated at the edge of the hole. The fracture 
surfact> is shown in figurt> 4b. from which the P~tent 
of the NPC can be determined. 

The result<; of the frartoqraphir ev;iluill inn ilre 
plotted in figures Sa and Sb. for the hpmi\pheric;il 
mirropits the NP('i follow thr pPrimPter nf thr holP 
in i\ <;pmirirruli\r 'ihilpP. A rmnpari">on of the<.P 
findinqo; with data from fEM-·romputi\tion on thr 
e~tent of the Kt-field (to ;i lPvPI ot kt 1.0<,) 
<;hows qood agreement. 

The NPCs arou~d the cylindrir;il blind-hottom 
holPs f'~hibit~d an appro•imate parabolir \hilpP. The 
lenqth of the N:'Cs at the surf act>. "r". inrrP.ned 
with increasing depth Of the hole while the dPplh 
bp)ow the bottom of thl!' hole, "ii", inrrpa\Pd with 
thP hole depth >ta much smi\ller ralP. The drop-off 
of Kt along the specimpn \urfare. "ktc"· ;i~d hPlnw 
thP bottom of the holf', "kt.-.". i-; ;il<:o plnttPd in 
Ii qurf' Sb. 

Kt values computed by fEH: 

The valu•s of the K( value-; at the perimeter 
of the micropits and at he deepest point of the pit 
r.omput•d by FEM are list•d in table 2 wtlir.h al\o 



contains values of the distance from the hole at 
wh;lh Kt has decreased to I.OS. 

The maximum of Kt occurs in a plane nor111al to 
the stress axis. For the hemispherical holes Kt 
is essentially the same at the specimen surface and 
at the bottOlll of the hole. For cylindrical holes 
the maximlllll in Kt occurs at the specimen surface 
with lower values for increasing hole-depth. 

The experimental work was carried out in an 
attempt to simulate the effects of micropits or of 
small pores intersecting the specimen surface of 
typical p111-111C1terials. 

The ana'.ysis of the influence of 
circumferential surface notches according to the 
approach shown to yield engineering data for other 
d~~n~s resulted for recrystallized Ho in values for 
a critical notch radius of about 30.J-lm. These 
calculations were based on the measured dKtheff• 
fatigue limit, and a value of 10 = 53,JUI. It 1s 
obvious that small surface notches or scratches 
alr~ady affect the fatigue limit. The limiting size 
of non-damaging notches can be predicted, as well as 
the fatigue limit of specimens containing larger 
not~hes. 

An attempt to apply the same reasoning to 
micropits and hole-shaped surface notches failed to 
give reasonable predictions. This is probably due 
to the fact that the approach by Lukas (7) is based 
on deductions valid only for a notch the 
lateral extension of which is large compared to its 
radius. 

However, results in agreement with observations 
were obtained by using the recently proposed 
model (10) based on an expe~imentally determined 
Kitagawa Diagram, with the fatigue limit or 
un~otched specimens, the dKtheff• the Kt values 
and the extension of the stress field around the 
hole as parameters (see figure 2). The results for 
semicircular surface cracks with F = 1.24 are 
plotted in the Kitagawa Diagram in figure 6. The 
accuracy of the presentation is limited by the 
scatter in the experimental data on the fatigue 
limit as well as by the uncertainties in determining 
the dKth ff values. Under the assumption of a 
closure-free material a crack nucleated at the edge 
of a hole under a cyclic stress Su x Kt should 
grow up to a distance where Kt approaches unity. 
As revealed by the FEH crnnputations the stress field 
around hemispherical pits extend for a di<;tance of 
approximately twice the radius of the notch. If 
this total length ("effective length" notch plus 
NP() i<> shortttr than the uitir.al length c

0 
the 

crack around the notch <>hould cea<;e to grow. If thP 
lttngth is larger than c0 the value of dK at thtt 
rrack tip is larger than the limitiPg dKtheff at 
•1, fatigue limit of the unnotrhed <ipPdmen. 
lnttrttfore, the crack should continue to grow up to 
failure of the specimen. To obt"tin a fatigue limit 
for this notched specimen the cyclic stress 
amplitude must be lowered until the effective defect 
length becomes smaller than the corresponding point 
on the dKtheff-line. The results obtained by this 
rea'ioning are in rea<;onable agreement with the 
experimental findings, figure 7. 

Closu1e effects would reduce the ~ffective 
length of the NPC, howttver, in view of th~ 

- J -

predominant :ntergranular fracture mode 
associated with the NPC in the recrystallized Ho 
material we may a<>sut11e little or negligibltt 
clo<;ure contrib11tions. A similar analy<;i<; 
pttrformed for cylindrical holes yields al'io 
results in fair agreetnent with experimental 
observations. 

For comparison the tolerable micropit sizes 
wttre evaluated following thtt method proposed hy 
Hurakami. (9} Under the assumption of the 
effective defect size (cross-section of hole plu<; 
NP() the obtained results slightly underestimate 
the experimental findings, tabltt 3. 

From the experimental results on the effects of 
small superficial defects (grooves, pits) on the 
HCF-fatigue strength of recrystallized pm-Ho wtt 
arrive at the following conclusions: 

Thtt andlysis for surface grooves as shown to 
predict non-damaging notch radii in 
specimens for Cu and steels also appPars 
applicable to recrystal 1 ized Ho. The 
critical radi~s of a circumferential 
hemispherical notch not affecting tnP 
fatigue limit of unnotched specimen<; (for 
R = -1) is about 30 }" m: 

For pit-shaped surface holes the 
experimentally verified non-damaging siztt of 
less than 30 ,um can be predicted using a 
model based on experimental data of 
dKthe[f• Su• the Kt and its extent 
into he interior of the specimen which 
approximately equals the lttngth of thtt 
NP(<;. The effective rrack <>ize in the 
Ho-specimens corrttsponded to about 2.5 timtts 
thtt notch radius; 

Under the applied experimental conditions 
closure build-up was found to be negligibltt 
probably due to the predominant 
intergranular growth of the short fatigue 
cracks from the holes; 

The proposed model was found also suitable 
to approximattt the fatigue strength of 
specimens containing supttrfir.ial holes; 

It may be speculated that the proposed model 
can be applied in 9ttneral to predirt thtt 
fatigue behaviour of metals and alloys 
containing i<;ol~ted defects (notr~P~. voids, 
inr.lu<;i~n~. tttr.l. 
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List ol symbols used 

d 
r 
k 
lo 

f 
PIP( 
R 
s 
\, 
Sn 

~k 
K 
dKef f 
dKtheff 

crack depth below n~tch 
crack length on specimen surface 
critical crack le •Qth on specimen 
surface -
effective crack lenoth at specimen 
surf ace, r+c 
depth of notch 
radius of notch 
materials constant in I/mm units 
critical crack s;ze associated with 
circumferential notch 
geometrical correction factor 
non-propagatino crack 
stress ratio 
cyclic stress 
fatigue limit of unnotched <;pec;men 
fatigue liMit of notched ~pecimen 
stress concentration factor 
range of stress intensity far.tor 
stres~ intensity factor 
range of effective stress intensity fartor 
range of effective threshold stress 
int.,nsity factor 
or•.,ing level for macroscopic c ·ack 



technically pure p•·MO 
cycl indr•c•I rods, 5•• dla•, recrysUl l lzed ll50C/4h in vacuu111 
grain size: 80-100 ~· •ver•ge gr1in dl••eter 
tensile: Ra• 675 MP1, A• 35\ 
dyn••ic Young-s •odulus: Edyn • l40 GP• 
t•tigue li•it (N • lxl09, RT, R• -ll: Su• 290 •/-5\ MP1 
threshold Hren intensit 1 for f•tlgue cr.ick growth (RT, R• -1, 
.JJ'dN:::Sl•l'l-11 •!.:. se111i-elliptlc•I surface cr•cU: 

d~th • S.6•!-10\ MPa.•l/2, dKtheff • 4.2+/·10\ MP4_.llZ 

r.~le 2: FEM results of Kt for single m1crop1ts Jt the surtJce uf 
long cylindrical b•rs: 

~ole shope Dimensions Kt •t 
r•d•us/d~~th surf•ce/bottom 

~"' 

n~mt~~h~rl~JI OU/OU 

80/80 
l ZS/I ZS 

l. u, '. u 
Z.05/2.05 
2.10/ Z.10 

Z.S4/Z.2S 

dtst•n'e trom hole 
surface to Kt • 1-US, µm 

c(surf•cel/J{bottom) 

ou.'t>U 

80/80 
l Zu 11 ZU 

T•ble l: A~•lysis of effects of microp1ts on ftt•gue strength of 
recryst•l l tzed Mo by • modi fled Mur1k1•I procedure (9) 

•lcropi t s ile etfecti~e s i le dK Cc• I c. l effect on Su 
r1dtus/depttis r•dius/depths MP•.•1/2 { dKtheff • 4. 2 

µ• µIll MPa.1111/2! . ) 
60/bO I 2U i l l1l 4.09 non d•m•g•ng 
80/80 ln0/160 4. 1 2 c1.,.,gtng 

I ZS/I ZS 240/240 S. II d•m•<Jlng 

l ZS /60 250/ l 20 4 .'J d11ug1ng 
I ZS/ ZSO JIO I HO I. I <l•••glng 

• l d1111491n9 for 1IK ~ dK the ff 



Su/Sn 
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Fig. 1: bfluence of the radius of 
a circumferential ser.iicircctlar not.ch 
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2. OEVEIOPttENTS IN POWDER ttfTALlURGY 

l. 

The art of •a~ina ~e~a 1 art cles us•na po•der 
as the ra~ ~~ter~al b~can ;~ arc ~"~ ti~~s 
<:OIJ0-~000 B1:1. 1~ ~i's e•en· •Jal ., ;•Jr"-s"?ded h 
~eltino rroredures bu~ a revival ~eaan at !he t~rn 
of the-centur. ~ith the PO"'~~r met?iluro• trH1 
~ethod beino ~s~d tc •ahr•cate metals .. lih verv hiah 
neltiro poi~ts. such n• tunosten e 1 ectric lioni · 
'ila~e~ts and platinum ·~-e: Later dP•e'0pm;~ts 
included cemented carbides. electrical contac~ 
mat.,rials and bruc;hes. brori;:p se!f-lubriu1ti"o 
bearinos. po.dered iron cores for electri(al -
~ompon~nts. fri~•ion materials for bra~es and 
c ~ U~ r~,l'.1~ anri autr:_i"!'lr"~i l €" Oo?~r J'HJMO<;.. 

There nas teeri rapid oro~th in the use of iron 
an! steel powder in rp(pn~·.ears for the ma~s 
production. of precision mec~anical components. Thp 
m~;~ (0"Sumpr has he~~ th~ motor irduslrv: ~he 

averaoe Japan.,se rar ~ow contai,s.- 8 ~a-~f rH 
p?rts: The past 19 vears has also seen-the 
,; ... ,e 1 opmeri• .Jf ne;; types '.Jf PH process and ne"' uses 
fnr ~etal pnwJers: the industry is movins quite 
rapid 1 v towards becomino mere s'Jphisticated and 
''hg!-: tech". mahng procbcts with a ~igh adderi value 

Trad it i qnq_l_ F,.. pn>.£.es~ 

P~1 is often referred ''> in c•irrent tenrinoloov 
as a near ret shape f o:-mi ng process. A 11 of th1ese 
processes, such as casting, forging. PH and spray 
formi~g. aim to produ:e a part with a ro~pie• shape 
in as riear to the fin~I requirer shape and 
dime.,sions as possible. Ir this way ewpens've 
fi~ishina operations. surh as narhi.,ino. can be 
minimized. All o• the processes use a-mould 0r die 
•0 dL'plica~e the required shape a.,d diir·ensions; tf·,e 
metal ~ust be in a forir in whi~h it will fl~w into 
the mould o.· die. t'1at i~. liquid metJl. plastically 
~efnrmina metal. metal powder, or 1iqui1 metal 
particle~ arrivin• at J surface. 

The PM process consists essentiaily of 
ti) fillino a die with metal powder; 
(ii I tompa~ting the powder in the die; 
t' ii 1 removing the "green" compatt from the die; 
and (iv) ;intering •hP "green" COIT'pact at high 
temperature to produce a dense part. PH is usually 
•a~en to mean the prec;sing ~nd sinterin9 proces~: 
there are more comple• processes, 'or e>ample. hot 
pressinq and powder forging, but the simple press 
.:ind sintpr ro:it.: is th<> most. widely used. The met;i] 
powder is not us~al Ty madP by the PH parts 
man11factur1'r. but is supplied by a separate pr,wrl<>r 
mMn11f ~rt 1JrPr. 

Fabrication of parts from powrlers has th" 
tnllnwinn rli;tinct advantaqe~: 

1 11 Thr parts produced requ i r" ver·1 1it•1 e. if 
an1. marhininq or oth"r fini~hinq opprations. There 
is, ther,,fore. virtuall ! no ;rra~ lo;s. Los;e; hv 
the conventional mrltinq. rastinq and fabrira!i'Jn 
ro•1'" ran he, hy romparison, substantial. for 
rwampl". inqot croppinCJ, rnllinq lo~~e-;, .,.1r11r,inn 
rt i r.rarrl, "' r .• 

I~) Parts can be ma~s produred. 

11) rnmpliratPrl shape~ are pos~ible. 

t ti) '/pry 1Jn1 form partr, are prodw<>d provirl"rl 
qn<>rl rontrnl i~ ~ept ov"r lt1e prore~~ 

( ~' 

~-ea·~t;"'e ~e"a:s a~d.'0r !-eta'is .... ~:~ ~;c~ :'"'O:-:~; •. ,.: 

~~;~~ s~c~· as ber~Tl;u~ ard t~··gs~~~- ~o ~2~~ car~s 

b .... ~n ... ot~er wav wlt~ $',.!(,... l"""'flota 1 ~ --01jirt ~-=-
'J ~er: 0 ~v~,,,,; cal 0 r ~ ~ 1"'1p r act l r:- a~ _ 

1 ~i rM tei:hniq11ES perm;~ ?. ,_.,::;.. 9r~rt~~r ra:~:;o::: 

of compos'tio~s and ~icrostruc~ures to be vr~dJre~ 
ccmparEd ,.)th t..,e cas~lria rou~E- Stn!':t'-.111:~ rtrE 
aenerall·. more isot.roplc- ... 1~~ a r::''1"ieq·.;Er•_ 

~~prcve~~nt in the isotropy o~ ~e,·~a~i~al prc~er~iPs. 

~: i rM par~S prcd11,..ed b~ r 0P"·.;~i·t !0''(4i ~~~~ .(!~ 

havo 'ow~r i~ract s~reraths a~d 1o~Er e 1 0~aJti~-
than foroed metal parts -b~cause of '"• !lifi ir,, 1 ~_. G': 
n~t'1lnlnc f1Jll 100 per r~rit de~sl':, b·f q .. p sln~'?r'-·; 

route. 

I~' There are ~o establi5hod spe•ifi(atinns 
!Qr po .. ders and. as po .. ders pr'Jd:i(ed ;., diff.:;re".~ 
plar~s b! different me~hods terd ~n di•te~ 
~orsidPrably. this prod~ces control prnble~s. 
Fo· .. der frolTl a different supcl ier migh• reo·:i r<' 
changes •o the pressing and sinteri~g prcress •c 
achie•"? the sam~ final specifirat:rin. 

I~\ Die costs are high for par~s wit~ cn~pla. 
shape. Tne process is more eronomir;i11, ..,,,; • .,~. 
the·efore. to lon~ producti'J~ runs. . 

1~1 The degree of compressibili'.y of pn .. der 
varies across larae cross-sertic~s. creatinc 
prohlems i~ the slnterioo beh;iyio~r of l~r~~ par•~. 
;~,~ orocess is s1;ited b~~~. ~hErefar·~. •o ;h~ 
manuf?rture of relati~el 1 S~dll c0mPC"<>n 1 s. 

I~) Due to their differert fl'p·han1cal 
oropert1es. lono-term ;er·.-ice trials are usu;ill·, 
1ece~sary befor~ a PM part r;in raplace a 'nra•d nr 
rast part. These trials can be e•rensi•e. . 

In advanced countries, th• largest rnrisuirer of 
PM components is the automotive industrv 
lb0-70 per cent of total tonnage of iro~ and steel 
po· .. d.,r). Typical automotive appl ica• ions inr•urle 
oil pump gears. self-lubric;iting bear·ings. fan h11h~. 

camshafts. connecting rods. thrust hearinus. 
carburettor rams, front suspension ball join• 
bearinqs, do0r strik"r rark~. ~•eerinQ ~urpnr• 

yo!-"es. ·valve seats. 9ear-b0~ -:;..,rr-lt,·11r~1TnrJ ..... _r·.·~~-
~ i m 1 no r h ,:;ii r s pr.) (It pt. s .::t n rt < h I"" r ~ r h or; qr ~fl r r .1 r- t ~ ... 11 ~ ~

;i; iii~ton~ ;inrt rnd q11ide-;. 

T~" ,.,.., .. ~1 tf'ff>;oht f"f rH p;lr-• ... :;'".'·d ,, .. 1 r~1r 

nnt l;in1" rnmp.ired wd~ •he tnt.1; ,.,.iqh• nf "'" r;ir, 
~11• th,.<,<> rart ~ ari> :"r)S I <;"l,111 ;rnrl ~<>r.< ~~m<• 
c;pP(f;\l 11r r:r1tir:al funr:.t;on. ·re·1 .-"\re 1'hi1t. "~~1,P" 

par•· .. ln addi!i~n t.o th" rlr:tor.;cti·;p indu:,•rv. 
ferrou~ PM part•, are !'leino u~<>rl :nr:rPa~in(Jl1 i,, ,1 

wirlo ranqe nf ot~er m;irhin.,ry anrl dnmp-;li• 
,;ipplianrP;. In li!pan. a larqp m;ir•.et har, qro ... n 1p 
for <;m"ll PM pilrl.5 in b.1sin.,s; marhirp;, rn"'r"'~r 

fl"riphor;iils S\Jfh ii§ printer<; 'lr1d plnl'Pr;. ~nrl il•1rli~ 

cl n ti ·• 1 d po r P ..-. or rl ~rt;, . A p ,1 r t i r 1 J 1 a r 11 '; ll n t i r 0 ,, ~i 1 • rf 
f.,_-;; ;illny PH pi1rl<; i<; in ~terr<>r mn•nr•, 1,,,. 
printPr~ anrl rli;c driv"~- Th,. m;ir~"t fnr ~•,.ppP• 

mJlnr; in Japan is p<;timated at 
?O million units/yPar. PH part~ marlp n' <;pP•i~l 
stl'"Ts ~uch ii<; <;trtinlPs<; ~te~l and hi(Jh ~p<>NI ;•M·I 
(HSSJ ilr" us<>d in ;periill applir...itions: H'.iS, in 
partirular, marlP by PH, i•, finr'inq ii m.ir•et ;~ 

v.irio11<; 1.oolirin itpplir.ition;, 



or the ~on-ferrous alloys. copper and copper 
alloys made by PH have been used for many years. 
The parts include bearin~s and porous filters. The 
use of PH in the aerospace industry has grown, 
pa~ticularly for certain critical engine parts such 
as discs made from superalloys (Ni and Co base). 
Aluminium alloys made by PH also appear to be 
finding increasing use. Anotler specialist area 
where PH has inherent advantage is for the 
manufacture of magnet materials such as 
samarium-cobalt and neodymium-iron-boron permanent 
magnets and Nb3Sn superconductors. The 
manufacture of· refractory metal parts by PH is well 
established. Tantalum sheet is used for electronic 
capacitors as well as for many high-temperature 
furnace applications. Perhaps the best known 
materials made by the powder route are the 
refractory metal carbides, used as cutting tools. 
These are usually based on tungsten carbide but most 
cutting tools contain alloying additions of Ti(, 
rac, NbC and VC. These materials are a perfect 
example of a material that can be made in no other 
way; they are quite small and yet are indispensable 
to nearly all engineering manufacturing operations. 

Hetal powders are used in a wide variety of 
other· applications apart from PH. Examples are 
ferrous alloy powders for welding consumables, 
aluminium powder as a rocket fuel, and lead powder 
for oil drilling muds. The type of powder and 
particle size and shape required tends to be 
different for each application and, therefore, the 
methods of making powders differ widely depending 
upon the application. However, about 75 per cent of 
all powder produced is iron and steel powder, and of 
this, about 85 per cent is used to make PH parts. 
By far the greatest tonnag~ of powder produced, 
therefore, is ferrous powder made specifically for 
the PH industry. 

1. I Pr.Qd.Jl.C U!L'l no.Li r.!!.!Land s tee 1 powder 

For PM applications, the major requirements of 
the powder are: (i) high apparent density to reduce 
filling height and improve flowability; (ii) good 
compressibility to produce a high green density; 
and (iii) a suitable and consistent chemical 
analysi; to achieve rapid sintering and consistent 
final properties. 

The two main methods of producing iron and 
steel powders for PH are (i) direct reduction of 
magnetite (Fe304 ) and (ii) atomization of liquid 
i ron and st ee T • 

Various other processes exist, such as the 
electrolytic process and the carbonyl process. and 
these are used in special circumstances, such as a 
requirement for high purity iron powder. However, 
they do not appear to have the technical or economic 
potential of either the direct reduction or 
~tomization processes for producing po~der suitable 
l'lr PH. 

The direct reduction process for produci'lg iron 
powder has largely been pio'leered by the Swedish 
firm, Hoganas, which now controls a major share or 
ferrous powder projuction in the world 
( 'VI00,000 t/year). The process consists of 
reducting magnetic iron or~ with coke to produce 
sponge iron. This sponge iron is subsequently 
broken up and milled to powder. 

Perhaps the major achievement of Hoganas is the 
steady improvement in the properties or their powder 
for PM use, in relation to both compressibility and 
consistency. They have managed to control the ore 
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beneficiation and the reduction process to achie.~ 
this. The main disadvantage of the use of pure iron 
powder for making steel parts is that the additional 
elements have to be added as elemental powders. 
which can give rise to segregation during the powder 
handling procedures, die filling. etc., and hence 
give rise to heterogenous str•1ctures. Hoganas has 
developed a process that largely overcomes this 
problem by partially pre-alloying the powder by 
subjecting the mixture to a low-tempe1·ature anneal. 
This allows some diffusion and bondi~g to occur. 

This difficulty does not occur with water 
atomized powders which generally have greater 
uniformity of composition and fewer inclusions. The 
main disadvantage of water atomizeo ~owder is that 
the powder particles do not have th·~ duct i l Hy of 
sponge iron powder, particularly if it is heavily 
alloyed, and hence the powder does iot have good 
ccmpressibility. This can be overcome to a large 
degree by annealing the powder sub~equently. The 
process has now been improved so lhat it is 
competitive in price with sponge iron powder. The 
trend in PH generally towards higher density and 
greater strength has meant growing use of water 
atomized powder and about half of the total 
production of iron and steel powder is now produced 
by this route. 

Powders can also be manufactured by air or gas 
atomization rather than water atomization. This 
method is used where roughly spherically shaped 
particles are required. Generally air or gas 
atomized powders are not favoured for PH because 
they give low compressibility and poor green 
strength; the more ragged and flake-like particles 
produced by water atomization deform more readily 
and therefore give better green strength. 

The major usP. of iron and steel powders other 
than in PHs is in the manufacture of welding 
consumables; currently about seven per cent of iron 
and steel powder is used for this purpose. 
Substantial development has taken place in 
developing powders with the appropriate particle 
size and shape to achieve high apparent density and 
with the appropriate carbon and oxygen contents. 
Iron powder is also used in a variety of other 
applications; examples include photocopying 
powders, reducing agents in the chemical indu~try, 
fillers in plastics and iron enrichment of flour. 

The production of powders of non-ferrous metal~ 
is. in many cases, carried out by a chemical proies~ 
rather than atomization. E~amples are elertrnlv~is 
for producing copper powder. the rarbonyl prnrP~~ 
for nickel powder and thf Sh~1ritt-Gordon pror.e~~ 
for cobalt powder. However the inr:reasin4 use of 
al Inyo; for PH has meant that atomizing of t.he 1 ici11id 
alloy is becoming the prefprred method in many cases. 

Powders of metals and alloys with melting 
points much above 1,600°( are difficult to produrP 
by atomization ant, generally, chemical reduction 
methods are adopted in these cases. The best known 
example is that of tungsten powder for lamp 
filaments and tungsten carbide tool manufacture. In 
this r.dse, the starting point is tungstic n~ide 
powder which is reduced with hydrogen. T unq-;t.en 
carbide powder is produced by carburization of 
tungsten powder. 

Although development~ in the manufacture of 
powder have been gradua 1 rather than sudden, two new 
processes have appeared recently that are of 
interest. Roth of th~se rela~e to the manufar.ture 
of powders tor the aerospace industry. The first is 



a inethod of mak i r.g powder of very reactive ineta ls 
such as titaniU111 by centrifugal spraying. An arc or 
a plas111c1 is struck between the end of a titaniUlll rod 
and a water-cooled copper cup or disc which is 
spinning rapidly. Hetal is melted frOll the end of 
the rod and is subsequently flung frOll the periphery 
of the cup to solidify in flight and foni a powder. 
The rod is fed down continuousl .. and the operation 
is carried out in a partial pressure of argon gas. 
An alternative inethod of heating is to use a 
tungsten electrode or an electron beam focused onto 
the end of the rod; in this case the rod itself is 
rotated rapidly and inetal fr0111 the 110lten pool is 
flung out radially to form the powder (figure 1, see 
page 22). 

The second new development is not really a 
method of 111aking powder but is a novel ineans of 
mixing powders to obtain improved properties in the 
final product. It is known as mechanical alloying 
and consists essentially of ball milling powder 
mixtures containing constituents such as yttria for 
a very long period (sever~l days). The effect is to 
distribute the oxide additions on an extreinely fine 
scale (35 nm particles); this very fine 
distribution is preserved during the consolidation 
procedure with the result that the final product has 
exceptional strength, especially at elevated 
temperature (figure 2, see page 22). Hechanically 
alloyed nickel alloys (such as Ni-Cr-Al-Y) are now 
being used for turbine discs in high-perfoniance jet 
engines. The process was developed by INCO in the 
US about 10 years ago. Recently, a series of 
Al-Hg-Li alloys, made by inechanical alloying, has 
also been produced. 

The variety of uses of non-ferrous metal 
powders is very great, some of the better known uses 
are given below. 

The main use of copper and copper alloy powders 
is in PH parts. Electrolysis was once the dominant 
method of copper powder production, but with an 
energy usage of 3,000 kWh/t it has bec0111e 
uneconomic. Atomization is now the major method of 
production. Uses of pure copper powder include 
chemicals and conductive inks. Copper alloy powders 
are used for brazing and as decorative "gold" flake 
powders. 

These powders find three major fields of 
application - hard facing, brazing and PH 
superalloys. Elemental nickel is also used in th: 
chemical industry. 

1.2.1 Alumini11_11! powder 

Aluminium powder is used in large tonnages -
""100,000 t/year, world wide. Applications include 
rocket fuel, chemicals, paints, plastics and 
explosives. The US Challenger space vehicle uses 
"'200 tons of aluminium powder per launch. It is 
mostly produced by air atomization. Aluminium alloy 
powder is being used in increasing quantities for 
PH. In the aerospace industry, powder for this 
purpose is made b) inert gas atomizing. 

1.2.4 Zin~ e~w~e~ 

This is used on a very large scale, with the 
paint industry dominating the usage. Zinc powder is 
also used in the refining of zinc; all electrolytic 
refineries use about five per cent of their output 
as powder in the range 30-200..)lm· Atomizing with 
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air is nonnally used; finer powders 11-10~) can bE 
made by vaporizatio~ and condensation but this 
consuines -v 1, 100 kWh/t and is therefore very 
expensive. 

3.2.5 Le~~ ~nd t,ir•_po.,!fer 

Lead powder is used in SOllle paints and for 
special oil drill1ng 111t1ds. Tin powder is used in 
chemical processes and for mixing with bronze powder 
for bearing rnanufacture. Pb/Sn alloy powders are 
used as solder pastes. 

This is used in s111c1ll quantities in the 
chetnical industry and for pyrotechnics. It is also 
used for special military applications. In the 
latter application, spherical particle shape and 
small size (20-lOOµm) is essential and the powder 
is 111c1de by gas atomization. The usual method of 
production is by rasping or milling ingots. 

An overall picture of the relative consumption 
of different m~tal powders in the US during 1qs3 and 
1984 is given in table 1, page 22. 

3. 3 Gr_o_wth _ _i_ri_tbf _ _!lll ot powders 

Growth in the PH industry over the past 
20 years has been steady rather than spectacular 
(figure 3, see page 22). The consumption of iron 
and steel powder, which accounts for 1v75 per cent 
of total powder production, has been 9rowin9 at a 
rate of IVlJ,000 t/year over this time. This is in 
the context of a total world consumption of ferrous 
powder of tv400,000 t year in 1984 (excluding USSR 
and China). Total world steel production is 
-v~OO Ht/year; thus less than 0.1 per cent ;s used 
in the form of powder. 

It is perhaps more meaningful to compare 
ferrou~ powder usage w1th the tonnages used in steel 
forging and steel cas•ing. Powder accounts for 
about 10 per cent of s~eel used in either forging or 
casting, but what is 110re significant is that powder 
consumptio~ is increasing while steel usage for 
forging and casting is falling. 

There is evidence that the use of components 
manufactured from powder is now increasing more 
rapidly, particularly in the high technology end of 
the market. Japan appears to be leading the way: 
in the years 1982-1984, ferrous powder ronsumption 
increased fr~~ 54,000 to 70,000 tons, an increase of 
"-'13 per cent per annum. The greatest part of this 
tonnage is used in the automotive induo;try anrl 
although there was an increa<;e in the total numhPr 
of r.ars produced at that time, the tntal weiqht of 
PM part<; per r.ar also inrrea<;ed rapidly and l, now 
"'A ~-JlvPhicle in Japan. 

Growth would also appear to be or.curring in the 
use of non-ferrous powder both for PH parts and for 
other purposes. The major area of expansion for PH 
parts is in the aerospace industry. The 
nickel-~ased superalloys have been produr.ed by PM 
for some years: indeed, for certain very highly 
stressed parts, such as turbine discs, no other way 
eKists for making parts with the requisite 
strength. The use of PH for making advancer! 
aluminium alloys for the aerospace industry also 
appears to be increasing. AlU111iniu111-based alloy' 
containing substantial additions of lithium for 
light weight and of iron and molybdenum for high 
strength are now being developed. Another 
sper.ialized area where powder usa!}e is likely to 
increase is in the manufacture of permanent 



111agnets. There has been substantial develoJ>111ent in 
recent years in producing new rare earth-containing 
111a9net alloys: for exC1111ple. sainari1J111-cobalt and 
neodyini1.111t-iron-boron. All or these alloys are 
produced by the powder route. 

Other than PH. there would also appear to be 
expanding needs for non-ferrous 111etal powders. 
Us~ge of nickel powder for Ni/Cd batteries is 
increasing. and there is steady growth in the use of 
Ni. Cr, Ho and Co powders in welding consumables and 
for plasma spraying. 

l.4 ~~e~i~ril~~i2n 

Specification of the properties of powders is a 
mo,,L. gr~at iinportance to the PH industry and 
one that has not received a great deal of 
attention. The two lllOSt important properties of a 
powder particle are its s1ze and shape; other 
properties that can alsc be i111Portant are chetnical 
composition. structure and surface condition, for 
example. state of oxidation. C11111parative 
111easurements of particle size and size distribution 
are relatively easily made and these para111eters are 
1110st often used to describe a powder. Particle size 
measurement, however, is convoluted with particle 
shape: the different physical techniques used for 
size measuretnent only agree exactly when the 
particles are spherical. Sieving is perhaps the 
oldest and cheapest ll!ethod of measuring particle 
size and size distribution down to zo..,.m. Below 
this size more physical techniques must be used such 
as sedimentatio~ (for non-ferromagnetic powders), 
gas permeabil:ty or light scattering. 

Particle shape is much more difficult to 
measure and quantify, although with the availability 
or computers, qua~titative particle shape analysis 
is becoming readily available. The usual method of 
describing shape is based on the appearance of the 
powder particles under a microscope. On this basis, 
a series or typical powder types can be specified. 
One such series divides powders into seven types, 
based largely on the appearance of different metal 
powders made in different ways. 

(I) Spherical powder: typical examples are, 
Aq, Cu and Cu-Sn powders made by gas atomizing. 

(2) Nodular powder: nearly spherical or 
drip-shaped powder; Sn and Pb powders made by gas 
atomization are typical examples. 

(3) Oendritic powder: electrolytic coppPr 
powder deposited on the cathode is an example of a 
dendritic powder. 

(41 Flaky powd~r: very thin flakes, Al, Cu 
;ind Cu-Zn powder!> made by chemical milling are 
"•ilmplP'\. 

(~I Angular powder: mechanically crushed Fe, 
fr and Si powders are of this shape. 

(6) Spongy powder: porous powder: re powder 
m;inufactured by the reduction method is an example. 

(7) Irregular powder: asymmetrical powder, 
typir.al examples are mechanically pulverized Zn and 
Pb powders, and atomized Cu powder. 

Quantitative shape analysis is a subject in its 
own right, and it is undergoing quite rapid 
development with the advent of rapid computing and 
automatic vision systems. Several different 
approaches have been taken such as (i) conventional 
shape f~ctors; (ii) ~terenlogical characterization 
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of shape: (iii) morphological analysis; and 
(iv) the use of fractals. Host or these 111ethods use 
a series or mathematically defined para-eters with 
names such as elongation, cQ111Pactness and 
ruggedness. None of these systetns of defining shape 
ilas yet been incorporated into any of the 
standards. However, the increasing use of aietai 
powders, ~ot only for conventional PH, but also for 
a range of new applications, will increase the need 
for a better means of specifying powers. Currently. 
with relatively few large powder manufacturers in 
the world, the problem is not acute berause the 
properties of a particular grade are carefully 
controlled by the inanufalturer. The need to be able 
to specify an "equivalent" powder will becQllle 
increasingly necessary. 

FrOlll a practical point of view, the most useful 
parameters for describing a powder relate to its 
bulk properties. The most itnportant of these are 
apparent density, flow rate and CCJlllPressibility. 
Apparent density is usuall§ measured with a Hall 
flowmeter in which a ZS cm cup is filled with 
powder at a constant rate, the excess powder is 
levelled off with a spatula and the contents of the 
cup weighed. Flow rate is also 111easured with a Hall 
flowmeter or a Carney funnel. C0111pressibility is 
measured by pressing powder in a die with pressure 
applied simultaneously frOlll top and bottom. The 
pre~sure required to achieve a specified density is 
a 111Ecasure of c0111pressibility. Alternat :ely, it can 
be specified as the density achievable at a given 
pressure. By plotting the densit~ obtained at a 
series of increasing pressures, z compressibility 
curve is d~veloped. 

A further standard test is used to measure the 
dimensional change on sintering. In this test a 
standard sized test bar is pressed and sintered and 
the shrinkage (or growth) calculated fr0tn the 
difference between the die cavity dimensions and the 
final dimensions. 

All of these tests demonstrate the empirical 
nature of powder testing for conventional PH. Yet 
these tests are essential for obtaining the 
information necessary for making a die, for 
controlling the consistency of the powder, and for 
the ov~rall control of the process. 

4. ~-PH proces~ 

4 . 1 PQ.'!W __ f2rgi_119 

The conventional cold pr~ss and sinter method 
of producing parts by PH suffers from the difficulty 
of obtaining 100 per cent density in the final 
produr,t. This has been, and remains, .i sub'\tantial 
obstacle to the wider use of PH for highly stres~ed 
parts. One way of overcoming this problem ;., to 
carry out the final shaping operation by forging in 
a closed die. This net only produces a product or 
high density and hence high strength, but it i!i also 
a product with high dimensional accuracy. The cost 
of subsequent machining is therefore largely 
eliminated. 

Interest in the powder forging process date~ 
back to the mid-l960s. An excellent review of the 
history and development of powder forging has bPPn 
written by G. Brown of Guest keen & Nettlefolds 
(GKN). At that time it was judged that there wa~ a 
lar?e market in powder furging and significant 
research and development ex@rcises were started, 
notably by GKN in the IJnited Kingdom, Federal Hogul 
in the United States and Sintermetallwerk krebsoge 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. Gears and 
connecting rods were seen as obvious initial 



candidates extendinq to certain autoinatic 
transmission COlllponPnts. By the late 1960s, it was 
apparent th1t c0111ponents could be 11ade suc'essfully 
and were capable ~' giving good perforwiance. 

The process that was developed involves two 
stages. In the first. a preform is produced by 
conventional pressing and sintering to a relatively 
low density of 70-80 per cent of the theoretical. 
This prefor. is then either cooled and reheated 
(l.05~-1,125°C). or transferred directly to a set of 
rlosed dies where it is forged to final size. To 
naintain dimrnsional tolerances. the te111Perature o~ 
the work. the dwell tiine and the die te111Perature 
must be controlled carefully. 

The type of powder required for powder forging 
is quite different frOlll that required for 
conventional rressing and sintering; a soft powder 
with high cOlllpressibility is not necessary because 
the c1111paction is perfor.ed hot. fully pre-all~yed 
powders 91ilde by water ato.ization can tnerefor~ be 
used. Non-metallic inclusion structure aPd content 
is very important in powder forged CCJlllPOnents and 
considerable develop111ent has taken place to try to 
prJduce alloy powders which give 11anageable 
inclusion content while at the same ti111e 11aintaining 
a reasonable cost. A balance lllUSt be struck between 
the expensive elements, nickel and 110lybdenU111 and 
the powerful hardenability prOlllOters, inanganese and 
chr0111i11111. Currently, there are three or four 
prinary alloy specifications in use, and these are 
capable of generating, with varying carbon content 
by graphite addition, mechanical properties to suit 
the inajority of COlllponents likely to be produced by 
the powder forging process. 

The first inass-produceo COlllfJOnent produced by 
powder forging was a new design of connecting rod 
for Porsche in the mid-1970s. This was fully tested 
and was found to out-perfonn the best forged 
CCJllPOnent: the endurance limit was raised by at 
least 25 p cent. The develop111ent attracted 
considerat .e attention at the tiine. However, it is 
only in the last few years that powder forging has 
becOllle an accepted production process. Toyota in 
Japan now has two full-scale production lines to 
produce connecting rods and ford has advanced plans 
for producing connectin~ rods by this route. A wide 
variety of other C0"1pon~nts is currently being made 
by about eight c0111panies around the world; tnese 
include CQlllPOnents for transmissions, drive trains 
and eng i nes . 

It is interesting that tne full potential of 
powder forging is only now being realized, some 
20 years later. There would appear to have been 
several reasons for this. first. the process is not 
inherently rheap bec.Juse two die !>els must he used. 
one for the preform and one for the final produ(t. 
Second, technical difficulties were encountered, 
particularly with regard to internal oxidation in 
the heating and transfer stages. Third, 
developtnents in other materials were also taking 
place, particularly in SG iron, and it was possible 
for component 1n.1nufacturers to lower their price 
sufficiently to prevent powder forging from bec0111ing 
a serious challenge. However. probably the most 
impo~tant reason for the slow acceptance of powder 
forging was (and still is) the very large investment 
in eYiSting inanufacturing methods and machining 
lines, coupled with a downturn in econ0111ic 
activity. The inertia of a large-scale 
manufacturing operation i~ very considerable and a 
!~-20 year interval for the introduction of a 
radi(•lly new process is probably not unusual, a 
point that inany enthusiastic research and 
developtnt'nt. workers do not always appreciate. 
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Powder frrging is now bec0111in9 an accPpted 
nanufactur1ng techniqu~ and, although the a11tOunt of 
~owder being forged is still relatively s•all 
'" ZO.COO ti year). it appears to be qrowi.:g. The 
powder p~oducers appear to be anticipating this with 
reports of planned increases in production capacity 
ot water atomized powders. A factor that is helpin9 
the 1110ve to powder forging is the increasing cost of 
energy: it has been estimated that powder forging 
energy requirements are about 50 per cent of 
conventional hot forging. 

There has been considerable interest in the 
past 5-10 years in the possibility of producing 
metal (and ceramic) CCJlllPOnents by injection 110uldin9 
tech~ology. As yet. production ~· parts by this 
route is quite small (an esti11ated use of 45 tons of 
carbonyl iron powder in 1985). but the pot~ntial of 
the process is considered to be very great. 

The process was invented by Raymond [. Weich in 
IQ72, who founded a CCJlllPany. Pal"'lliltech, in 
California. Host of the development has taken place 
in the United States. where there are now three 
major CCJml?anies who have developed the technology. 
These c0111panies have licensed their technology to a 
range of other c0111panies (including IBH) in the US, 
Switzerland and Japan. As in many 1110dern 
technological develop111ents. in-depth information 
about the process is difficult to find; there are 
no published papers that discuss the process in 
detail. The technological "know-how" appears to 
reside in the United States. 

Essentially, powder injection 1110ulding consists 
of four step!!>. 

(1) Hetal powder or ceramic powder (or a 
mixture of both) is mixed with a polymeric binder to 
make a feedstock material that acts as if it were a 
more or less conventional thermoplastic ~ ring the 
moulding cycle. The size of the particles is 
usually under 20 pm and preferably unde1 10 1"' 11. 

(2) !he feedstock is llOulded to the desired 
(oversize) ~hape in 110re or less conventional dies. 
All plastic forming techniques, such ~s extrusion, 
vacuum fonning, roto moulding. etc., can be used to 
~hape the feedstock. 

(3) The binder is removed from the green 
shape, leaving behind a matrix of powder. This is 
carried out either by (i) dissolving out the hinder 
or (ii) heating in a controlled manner to hurn ii 
out. ThP space between the parti(le~ is n~w empty 
(or full 01 gas) but the !l>hape of thP matri• is the 
~amp as the formed green part. 

(4) The matrix is sintered at a hiqh 
temperature in a well-defined atmosphere-and the 
part shrinks to the final dimensions. The shrinkage 
is substantial, about 15-25 per cent; it is also 
predictable, controllable and substantially 
isotropic. The final product will have a density 
)95 per cent of the theorPtical density. 

The process differs ;ignificantly from 
(Onventional PH. The main difference lies in thP 
particle size of the powder used. The conventional 
press and sinter process typically uses iron powder 
with a size of tv 100 >'"; at this size the powder 
flows freely and automatic die-filling to give a 
unifonn loose powder density is relatively easily 
acc0111plished. The properties and shap~ of the 
powder particles are also r.arefully chosen and 
controlled to give good c0111pressibility and unifonn 



compaction in the cold pressinQ operation. 
r,pically. the densil¥ is r4ised fr()tll 2.4-Z.8 ~/cm 
(apparent density) to ~-~-~-8 q/cm in this 
operation. The final sinterinq at 1.100-l.150"( 
produces a further d~nsitication to ~-5-7.2 qlc• 
with ~n associated shrinkaqe nf 1-S per cent: This 
shrinkaqe is no~ very large but the final density is 
only 8.l-92 per cent of ful 1 theoretical density. 

Very fine powders ( 10-20 p•I. by comparison. 
sinter at a 111Uch higher rate because of the larger 
surfdce:voittMe ratio ar.d. thereforP., much hiQher 
final densities are 3chievable, >95 per cent, in 
shorter tines at the same sintering te91perature. 
Thus. there would appear to be significant advantage 
in using 1•owders with a s..a11 p.lrticle >ize. Why 
then are they not used? Apart from the cost factor 
in producing fine powders. the main reasons are that 
they do not flow freely and do not COllflress 
uniformly. The powder density is, therefore, not 
unifo.-. in the die .lfter filling and even if it 
were, it would not re111ain so after cold pressing. 
This gives rise to non-uniform shrinkage. distortion 
and poor homogeneity in the final product. The main 
advantage ef PH therefore as a near net shape 
forming process is largely lost. 

The advantages of using fine powders, namely, 
near theoretical density and relatively low 
sintering te11peratures, can be utilized if the 
powder is first •ixed with a polyiner to provide 
uniform flow in the shaping process. In this way. a 
high density product c.ln be produced with higher 
strength and 910re uniform structure than can be 
produced by conventional Ptt. 

The disadvantages are that 15-20 per cent 
shrinkage lllUSt be contended with, and the time 
necessary for re90val of the polywier, prior to final 
sintering, can be long (several days). There ii 
also a li•itation on the size of parts that can ~P. 
made by this technique; the upper limit on 
thickness, to pe.-.it easy binder re91Qval. is 
.... 10 .... Nevertheless, des~ite these li•itations, 
the process has the great advantage of being able to 
produce parts of more COllfllex shape than the 
conventional press and sinter route, and it is this 
factor, together with the high production rates that 
are achievable with injection moulding, that gives 
this new method of near net shape fo.-.ing its great 
potential. 

Conventional Ptt is a near net shape fonning 
process: the ai• is to produce a C0111Plex shape with 
a •inilftlllll of further processing. The powder route 
r.an also be used to produce a continuous product 
such as strip or sheet. In this case, the 
advantages of the process are that either it 
produces a cheaper product than the conventional 
•anufacturing route, or. more usually, that it 
produces a technically superior product. In 
particular. the fine grain structure and near zero 
segregation obtained by particle technology 
frequently inake it possible to fabricate alloys that 
r.ould not be 11ade using cnnventional ingot 
technology. 

There are three different ways that are being 
used to inake continuous strip fro- powder: 
(i) powder rolling, (ii) prebonded powder rolling, 
and (iii) hot powder and pellet rolling. Each 
pror.ess has its own niche created by its particular 
cOlllbination of benefits and disadvantages, although 
the final product in each case is reinarkably si•ilar. 
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·I, .l. 1 Pow!!er ro 11 i ng 

Powder rollinQ is the oldest and 
best-established process and. in principle. is the 
siinplest. Powder is poured into the nip of a 
rollinq mill which is usually positioned wit~ thP 
roll a;es in a horizontal plane. It is coinpacted 
and emerges as a "green" strip "'hich must 
subsequently be sintered and/or hot rolled to give 
an acceptable product. The apparent simplicity of 
the process hides a nuinber of techniral cOlllfllexities 
which have a profound effect on its operation in 
practice. 

The 1110st important of these is the inability to 
control the size of the feed and C0111Paction zones as 
the powder moves to the centre of the rolling nip: 
this controls the density of the green strip. The 
process therefore has limited flexibility as regards 
the thickness and degree of C0111Paction of the green 
strip. A further problem is that " considerable 
quantity of air is eliminated fro- the interstices 
between the po• .er grains as they 1110ve through the 
feed and COllflaction zones. The effluxed air is 
vented upwards, disturbing the powder in the feed 
zone. The effect is greater at high rolling speeds. 
and this li•its the speed .lt which green strip can 
be made. 

Notwithstanding these shortc0111ings. the process 
is used, particularly in the United States. for 
making nickel and cobalt strip. It is also being 
tried for making titani1191 and the superalloys. The 
Sherrill-Gordon process for producing nickel strip 
uses powder rolling; the strip is used for 111c1king 
coinage blanks for the Can.ldian •int. It is clai111ed 
that roll COllflacted nickel strip has a work 
hardening rate 25 per cent less than for wrought 
nickel strip and it has a higher electrical 
conductivity. 

4.3.2 Prebonded powder rolling 

The purpose of prebonding is tc enable the 
powder to be metered accurately into the rolls, 
especially in relation to distribution across the 
width. The process consists of (i) •ixing thr 
powder with water and a binder (methyl cellulose) to 
fo.-. a slurry; (ii) coating a 1110ving belt substrate 
with the slurry to the desired depth (in •uch the 
saine way as in paper 111aking); (iii) drying the 
slurry and peeling it away from the movir1 belt; 
(iv) rolling to v95 per cent density with the 
binder still present; (v) sintering in reducing 
at111<1sphere - the product is now ,.,50 per cent dense 
and quite brittle; and (vi) ~old rolling and 
resintering followed by a final cold rollinq 
operation. 

The main advantages or the process are (i) that 
much higher rolling speeds are possible 
("" 100 m/•;n) because there is no powder di~torbance 
and (ii) that wide strips (1 •or inore) •ay be 
•ade. At the sa111e tiine very thin strips can be 
processed because it is possible to use unsaturated 
feed. The 111air disadva.1tages are the cost of the 
binder, which could ~e significant in a large-scale 
operation, and that 1110re than one rol~/sinter stage 
is often necessary to achieve 100 per ce~t density. 
This li•its the 111axi•11111 thickness of the \trip that 
can be produced. 

The process was initially developed at the 
BISRA Laboratories in the United Kin9d11111 in the 
1960s. It was taken up by the British Steel 
Corporation in the 1970s with the intention of 



111<1nufacturin9 ~tainless steel strip and strip for 
tinplate: a piiot plant was built with an 
associated water at0111irin9 plant to rroduce steel 
powder. [con0111ic analysis had apparently shown that 
this route for producin9 strip was viable: 
certainly, frOlll an ener9v point of view. the powder 
route would appear to be 111Cre econ0111ic. However, 
t~e schl""P was aborted in JQ80. followin9 updatin9 
of exi$ting rollin9 ~ill plant and tho down~urn in 
the world steel industry. 

The te(hnology was not lost. however-. and a 
small independent c0111pany was set up in IQ81 to 
produce special alloys that are difficult or 
i111pnssible to produce by conventional methods. The 
company, Hi.alloy Ltd., specializes in producing 
strips in a wide ranoe of iron nickel and cobalt 
alloys. ThesP are u~ed inainly for welding 
(OnsU111ables. electrical resistance alloys, and 
specialist alloys for the chemical industry. One of 
their successful products is Invar/NiCr bi11etal and 
tri111etal strip for use in thennostats. etc. This is 
very easily rroduced using the powder route; the 
green strip is passed through the coating stage a 
second ti111e to have a layer of the second alloy 
deposited on top. the doubl~ layer (or triple layer) 
is then passed through the rest of the line. 
E•ainples of s0111e of the alloys being produced are 
Co/fe. Ni/fe, Ni/Cr and fe/Cr as well as pure Ni and 
pure re. Alloys produced in this way are ductile 
even with high amounts of alloying addition. 

4. l. l 'i.!!.t PO!!!ffr ..O!' __ p~ 1 l __ et r__vl lj __ n_g 

Hot rolling powder has an i11111ediate 
technological appeal because it seems to combine all 
of the virtues of powder processino for the 
manufacture of strip. By using tetiiperatures in the 
re9ion of sintering. it holds the possibility of hot 
cQ111Pacting with a corresponding reduction in the 
flow stress and simultaneously sintering the product 
in ord~r to gain relatively strong strip in one 
operation. The obstacle to this "all-in-one" 
roncept is that metal powders al sintering 
temperature aggregate and stick together to fonn 
lumps. This constitutes a inajor problem because hot 
powder is prevented from flowing freely into the nip 
of the rolling mill. 

One way of overcoming this obstacle is to use 
very larqe particles in the fonn of granules or 
pellets. The sticking tendency is a surface 
phenoir.enon and if the surface:volurne ratio is 
reduced there will be a lower tendency to stick and 
agglDMeratl'. 

The first succe~sful use of this technique was 
by Reynolds Hetals who carried out extensive 
developtnent work on the hot rolling of aluminium 
qranules and pell~ts. The pellets were the size of 
ricl' grains. The use nf aluminiU111 had the major 
advantage in that the granules readily fonned a 
surfa~e oxide skin and this helped to ensure free 
flow and prl'vent sticking. Howl'ver, this alsn 
created a problem in that these oxide films were 
oeces~arily incorporatl'd into the product. Hore 
re(ently pellet rolling of iron has been tried by 
Singer. In this work. pellets of reduced very high 
purity iron ore, approximately I r.m in diametPr. 
were pourl'd at a temperature of l,lOO•C into the nip 
of a horizontal rolling mill having roll\ 1 m in 
diameter and a face width of 125 11111. During 
prpheating and during their travel to the roll nip. 
the pellets wer! retained in a reducing at1110sphere 
and kept in ~onstant motion. The larqe \ize of the 
pellets offspt any tPndenr.y to sticking ber.ause 
gravitational and inertial forces werp large 
'omparf'd with adhesion between individual pellet\. 
In this casl'. thf' pellP.ts were entirely free from 
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O•ide so t~at. as soon as they entered the 
compaction zone, they plastically defonned and 
sintered together (Olllpletely. In the hot band their 
individua~ ic!entity :1ad been lost. 

An essential part of th1s process was the neec 
to use a roll diameter related to the pellet size 
s·1ch that a suff;cif'ntly iarge nUlllber of pellets 
would always be present across the entry plane of 
thl• cOlllf)aclion zone to ersure that the interstices 
of the pellet mass were completely filled during 
rolling. With this precaution a relatively ductile 
and dense hot band was produced in a single rolling 
p~ss. Subsequent hot and cold rolling could be 
carried cut with conventional hot band. 

It would appear frOlll this work that the process 
of hot P"llet rolling has s0111e pr0111ise for 111PdiU111 
scale industrial use. T~ econ0111ics of a direct 
reduction process to fonn granules followed by hot 
roll cOlllf)action would appear to be favourable, but 
in--depth studies •ight prove otherwise. 

Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and hot extrusion 
are techniques for the consolidation of po.iders to 
full density. They are mainly. but not exclusively. 
used in the high technology and aerospace areas of 
rH. 

HIP is a process whereby high isostatic 
pressure is applied to a presintered part. or a 
containerized loose powder, at high tempera~ure. 
The pressure is applied equally on all sides rf the 
object being pressed using argon gas in a specially 
constructed pressure vessel. Pressures range from 
2J to 300 HPa and temperatures frOlll 480°( for 
aluminiUlll alloy powders to AJl.700"C for tungsten 
powder pressing. The effect of the high pressure 
is to squeeze the COlllponent unifonnly to close up 
the porosity with simultaneous sintering. Press 
sizes viry considerably but the largest units 
can pro:ess billets up to 60 cm in diameter and 
300 cm long. 

The first use of HIP was in the 1960s for 
diffusion bonding of clad nuclear fuel eletnents. 
Consolidation of beryllium metal powder "to shape" 
followed shortly afterwards. Sin(e then, the size 
of units ar.d u5e of the process has extended very 
greatly. Uses now include the production of 
titaniUlll and superalloys for the aerospar.e industry, 
net shapes in PH beryllium and niobium alloys and 
other refractory metals, the produr.tion of fibre 
strengthened aluminium alloys. thP ronsolidatinn of 
HSS steel parts and rare earth magnets. and t_h., 
manufacture of tungsten carbide/cobalt anrl other 
rarbide compositions. Hir~el-based PH ainralt 
enoine applications represent the highest terhnology 
level of the method; the highf'st produrtinn 
tonnages are obtained ~n tool steel and sinter"cf 
carbide parts. 

The production of net shape parts, surh as 
aircraft engine turbine disr.s, is ar.hi.,ved by first 
making a r.ontainer of the required shape and 
rlimpnsions (with the neces~ary allowan(e for 
densifir.ation shr;nkage, machining, etc.), filling 
with powdpr, evacuating and sealing. and finally 
HIP. The powder would normally be made by atcmi1ing 
the liquid superalloy with argon gas. with all 
subsequent powder handling carried out under arqon. 
The can material must be r.hosen so that there is no 
interaction with the powder. Alternatively. an 
encapsulated powder may be hot isostatir.ally pressed 
at a low tl'lllperature to a closed porosity condition 
and repressed at a higher temperature aftpr rPmoval 
from thl' rontaiiner to produr.e t.he fully cfpnse part. 



Some other •aterials, such as ttSS, are usually 
in.lde in billet foni by HIP. Typical processi~g 
condition~ use 1.1coec at 100 HPa for 1 hour. 
Tungsten carbide/co~alt tools and o•es are usually 
first 11ade in the con~entional way by cold isostatic 
pressing dnd sintering; this is followed by 
containerless HIP to close up any r~sidual porosity. 

l>ct extrasion cOlllbines hot compaction with hot 
mechanical working to yield a fully dense product. 
A unidirectional force CIJlllPOnent is supe~igposed on 
a large hydrostatic c(llllf)ressive force to .ake the 
metal flow through a die. The resulting product 
usually has a circular or rectangular cross-section. 

There are three different ways in which a 
powder can be hot extruded. In the first, loose 
powder is placed without preheating into the heated 
extrusion container and extruded directly through 
the die. This method is used for the extrusion of 
c~rtain magnesium alloy powders. No at1110spheric 
protection is provided. and the hpat of the 
container is used to raise the temperature of the 
powder sufficiently to allow extrusion. 

ln the second method, used for t~e hot 
extrusion of al11111iniU111 alloy powder, the powder is 
first cold compacted and then heated and e~truded. 
Cold isostaUcaJly pressed COlllponents of '"··• 1bdenutn 
powder, preheated to the extrusion temperc~ ire, can 
also be extruded this way, without cannin~. SOlllt' 
data obtained dur:r.g the develo~nt of 
high-teinperature al1111ini11111 alloys are showr. 
(table 2, see page ZZ). lt can be seen that the 
extruded powder product is stronger than the 
conventionally forged material at room temperature. 

The third and 1110>t widely usPd inethod is to 
place the po..,der in a can and extrli~~ ~he heated 
(an. In soine cases the powder may have to be cold 
pressed into the can befor~ evacuation, sealing, 
heating and extrusion. 

Hot extrusion of poNders encapsulated in cans 
Nas first developed as a 111ethod for hot 
consolidation of powders that are toxic, 
radioactive, pyrophoric or easily containinated by 
at1110sphere, for exainple, berylli11111 and uraniU111. The 
inet~od is al1110st universally used for making copper 
and nickel dispersion-strengthened alloys; these 
include copper dispersion strengthened with 
alumini11111 oxide. and TD nickel containing thoriUlll 
oxide. The yttria dispersion-strengthened nickel 
alloys produced by mechanical alloying can be 
produced in this way. A hot eKtrusion process for 
producing seainless tubing frOll stainless steel 
powder Nas developed in Sweden. [n this process, an 
argon or nitrogen atomized spherical stainless steel 
po..,der is filled int.o prefonned moulds of low car':lon 
steel. These 1110ulds, Neighing up to 120 kg. are 
cold isostatically pressed at pressures of 
400-500 HPa and then hot extruded at temperatures 
near 1,ZOO•c using a glass lubricant. With 
extrusion ratios of 4:1 or higher, completely dense 
tubing is produced. 

4.5 SOtllt o..ther. mttfl powdfr .. unioli!f.ition teth_ntquu 

4.5.1 CerJ.tO!Li!!..ltU . .U 

ThP tenn "ceracon" is derived fr11111 ceramic 
granular consolidation. It is a proprietary process 
Nhir.h uses a granular ceramic ~diU111 to transmit 
prPssure to a po..,der c0111pact rather than a fluid 
(liquid or gas), as in a true hydrostJtic pressing 
situation. 

The processing sequence is, first, to make a 
preform (typically 80 per cent of full density) by 

any suitable P~ technique, such as cold pressing. 
injection lllOulding or slip rasting. This prefo1-.. is 
then heated in a ~ontrolled at1110sphere lo the 
consolidatian te91Perature. Si111Ult~ne~usly, a 
01·anular ceramic ll't>dium is heated to the :;atne or .. 
higher temperature. The heat1:d ceramic and •.he 
preform are inserted into a cylindrical die so that 
the preform is conpletely surrounded by the ceramic 
which acts as a pressure transmitting tnedium. The 
die is then transfe1·red to a large pres'S where an 
axial force is applied. Cycle time under pressure 
is a -alter of seconds Ni th the ram being retracted 
once the oesired load has been achieved. After 
consolidation, the ceramic granular inediUlll and now 
fully dense part are separated by ejecting the 
contents of the die. A shaker table serves to 
separate the cera111ic grair.s fr~ the part !or parts). 

The selection of the correct ceramic granular 
material is the 11e>st critical part of the proce~s. 
AlU111ina-based materials Nith a particle size of 
-vl40,r:11 (a powder) appear to be the 1110st suitable 
for the ..anufacture of steel parts. Preheat 
tt'lllfleratures of "'1,050°( are used and consolidation 
pressures of 400 Hfa. 

This is another proprietary pseudo-isostatic 
conpaction process, using, in this case, a inetal or 
glass COlllPOsite as the pressure transmitting 
111ediU111. The main advantage claimed is that it is 
fast COl!!pared with HIP. 

The process consists essentially of (ii 111c1king 
a closed, cylindrically shaped die of the pres'Sure 
trans11itting inediumi {lo.., carbon steel, 
Cu - lQ per cent Ni, or a filled glass ceramic); 
(ii) filling the cavity in the die (which has the 
shape of the part required) with po..,der; 
(iii) evacuating and sealing the die; 
(iv) preheating the filled cylindrical die to the 
ca11paction temperature; ar~ (v) transferring the 
heated die to a forging press and ca11pressin9 it 
axially in a pot die (the outside diameter of the 
cylindrical die corresponding with the internal 
diameter of the pot die). After retn0val from the 
forging press. the Material of the die must be 
retaoved to reveal the PH part. This is achieved by 
11achining in the case of the low carbon steel, by 
melting a..,ay the Cu-Ni alloy, or by mechanically 
breaking away the ceramic-filled glass. The process 
is probably better suited to parts ..,ith a c0tnple~ 
shape; the main disadvantage is the diffirulty of 
making the cavity in the die with th~ shape of the 
required part. [n the case of the mild 'Steel die, 
it is split into two halvPs and the ravi~y is 
machinPtl out to the requi,.ed -;hape; with the r:opper 
alloy and glass dies, a thin-..,alled r.an of the 
required shape must first he made by spinning. 
stampin1. etc., and the copper alloy or glass is 
then cast around the po..,der-filled can. 

The consolidation by at1110sphere pressure ((AP) 
process is a simpler version of the pseudo-isostatic 
compaction process. lt uses glass as the pressure 
transmitting mediUll'I. Tlof' process consists vf>ry 
simply of filling an inexpensive borosiliratP glass 
mould Nith po..,der, evacuating and sealing the mould 
and then placing it in a standard air atmospherP 
furnace used for heat tr~ating. The glass mould 
softens and contracts as densification takes place 
under the action of the atmospheric pressure. The 
mould must be supported during sintf>ring to maintain 
part shape; simple place111ent in a sand medium 
provides sufficient support. When sintering is 
complete, the 1110ulds are removed from the furnace 



<l"d ai.--c.,oh· I. ih•• qlass 1110ulds are Sf'if-strippi11q 
and spal; fn:;m t:•r cn~sol i~ate<f !.'arts at arou•1d · 
l 1!) '(. 

The process has rlear limitations regarding the 
inetal and alloys that can be sint~red in this way; 
the technique is apparently used ,ucressfully for 
the densification of PH tool steels and nickel-based 
alloys. 

4.5.~ Confonn process 

This process. invented by the Uk At<1111ic £nergy 
Authority in 1972. was developed initially for the 
extrusion of non-ferrous metals and alloys such as 
aluniniUlll, copper. zinc. silver and ll'!agnesi11111. Hore 
rece1tly, it has been shown that it can be used for 
the consolidation and extrusion of inetal powders. 
rartirula\ attention is currently being paid to t~e 
use of Confonn for densifying rapidly solidified 
powders and extruding (ennets such as 
aluniniU111/boron carbide (ceramic content 
2.5-20 per cent). 

Haterial fed to a fonfonn machine can be in the 
fonn of rod, or particulates such as powder or 
swarf, or some combination of rod and particulate. 
The material is fed by a rotating wheel having a 
circU111ferentiol groove to a stationary shoe 
containing the extrusion die {figure 4, se~ 
page 22). High pressures generated between the 
wheel and shoe and an associated increase in 
temperature cause the particles to be 
pressure-welded together. Bulk stress in the 
cOlllpactio~ zone is as high as 1,000 N/11111 with some 
materials, which ensures that the material fills the 
groove section COlllJlletely. 

During extrusion through the die, large-scale 
deformation occurs to produce a fully dense. 
homogeneous product. Extrusion ratios can be up to 
100:1 with soft metals, while expansion ratios 
through the die of up to 12:1 have also been 
demonstrated. Machines that are currently in use 
range in power from 70 kW to 450 ~w. with a 
production capacity for material! such as aluminiU111 
being up to 2 t/h. For most app1ications, the flow 
of 111aterial through the die is radial to the wheel, 
but in some applications. such as in the production 
of long-fibre ceramic composites. the die is in the 
tangential mode. 

In addition to producing a range of continuous 
product shapes by changing dies, tooling can be 
designed to produce individual components in 
cavities machined into the bore or sides of the 
groovP in the wheel. After passing through the shoe 
zone, thP romponents ar~ "iectefl automatically. 
Typical components for manutaLture in this way are 
PlPrtriral contacts. 

5.1 liquid ph_il~e .sintering 

The ideal PH pror.ess is one following the cold 
press and sinter route (cheaper than hot pressinq) 
in which the sintering takes place rapidly, with 
zero shrinkagf', at a low temperature. This ideal, 
of course, can never be realized in practice; to 
achieve it would require a powder with an infinitely 
small particle size. Present practice in ferrous PH 
is quite a long way short of this goal; there is 
room for improvement, even though there has been 
steady developtnent in this direction over the past 
70 y"!ar!>. 

Sintered structurill steel COlllponents that 
are being made currently have a density in the 
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riln~e t>.!>-7.2 9.:c•3 1-..(l~-92 per •f"'- cf fol! 
density). Sl1611kag~ is t~pically :-'i ;ier .. e.it 
durirg sintering. Str~ngth and asso~iated 
properties are directly related to density ~nd, 
therefore. there 1s a strong ~ncentive to incr~a~e 
final density to 7.2-8.6 9/c111 . If this could be 
ar~ieved. it would open up a large new market 
currently being held by forged and cast parts. The 
powder forging prqcess produces parts to full 
density which compete with more traditionally 
wro~ght products but this process is more expensive 
than the cold pres~ an~ sinter route. Other meth~ds 
also exist for densification such as double pressing 
and sintering. cold forging after sintering and 
high-tetnpe1·ature sintering, but al 1 are more 
expensive and ~ost involve an additional operation. 

One way to achieve increased density relatively 
easily without recourse to an additional densifying 
operation is to control the composition of the alloy 
to allow liquid phase sintering. Sint~ring in the 
presence of a liquid phase not only enhances 
densification by shrinkage. but also enhances the 
sintering inechanism by pr01110ting grain growth. 

The process is not new - it has been used for 
about 30 years in the field of cemented carbides. 
Tungsten-silver and tungsten-copper alloys also have 
long been known to undergo liquid phase sintering. 
Of the ferrous alloys, the Fe-Cu system has 
undergone extensive study and re-Cu alloys made by 
PH are used quite widely. The major problem with 
these alloys is that it is very difficult to control 
the shrinkage (or with some compositions, growth) of 
the compact during sintering. The mechanisms of 
this change in volume are not understood well. 

Another way of introducing the liquid phase is 
~Y infiltration. in this method the alloy is 
sintered only until it forms a rigid compact 
containing interconnected porosity. A small block 
of the sintering aid, for example, copper, is placed 
in contact with the compact; this melts and is 
drawn into the cqmpact by capillary action. lhe 
sintering aid must, of course, wet the surface of 
the compact. Good dimensional control and 
elimination of porosity are achieved using this 
method. 

There has been considerable activity in recent 
years in developing alloys that undergo liquid phase 
sintering. The majority of these developments has 
been in alloys undergoing transient liquid phase 
sintering; in this process. the activating liquid 
remains for a limited time only before it reacts or 
is absorbed by the solid matrix. During the time 
that it exists as a liquid, it is able to promote 
grain rearrangement and densifir.ation. Examples of 
the type of alloy where this occurs are where the 
two rnnstituent metals form ii low mPltinq point 
alloy or eutectic at the point where grains of the 
two constituents touch. The liquid formed initially 
at the point of contact will remain only until 
equilibrium is established. It has been found that 
iron alloys that contain phosphorus under90 
transient liquid phase sintering. Probabry the most 
successful alloy so far developed, incorporating 
both phosphorus and copper, is the Toyota cam lobe 
material. This material, which has very high wear 
resistance, has the composition 5 per cent Cr, 
1 per cent Ho, 0.5 per cent P, 2 per cent Cu, 
2.5 per cent C. It has formed the basis of t.hP 
highly successful manufacture of camshafts by this 
company using the PH route. 

Another r.ommercially successful applir.ation of 
liquid phase sintering is the use of master alloys 
of romplex carbides by companies such as Krebsoge 
Sintermetallwerke of the Federal Republic of Germany. 



Thf" ;, 1 i1.~ mo>lt\ d.,r:•10 51o;te1·i11g dt l,280°[. wets 
thP iron ;artir:es and or~atly e~h?nces the 
~it'u>ior ~t thP ai:o1ing elements into ~h~ iron 
p,1rh.-lo>s. A m"re re•(Pnt_ study '1as found that 
tit;;,,i11m addi~ions can promote transient J:quid 
phasP sinterino ;r iron allo)s: about 3 ppr cent 
appear~ to hav~ l~P onti~um effec•- Sucressful 
dDpfi(atirns of transiP"t liquid pnase sinterino 
depend u~on strikino an cptima 1 ~alance between the 
proressino parameters - rat~ of heatino, final 
temperatu~e. etc. - to obtain optimum ~roperties. 

~nllther "'a>' in which s;ntering may be promoted 
h~ the presence of a liqJid phase is by supersolidus 
sintering. This 111ethod rePes quite si:nply !)n 
r~isi~g the temperature above the solidus to produrP 
incipient melting. A ful1y alloyed powder ;s used. 
The main application has been with tool steels. 
nic•el-based superalloys and cobalt-based 
wear-resisting alloys. The ~ey process co~trol 
parameters are temp.,rature and powder composition. 
<;i,-,cf" these control the volume fraction of l iauid 
present. ror example. in the vacyum sinterin~ ot 
YSS po~ders for cuttinu :aols. the temperature 
contrf'.11 has !.o bl' maintained to within "'-'2.S'C at 
I .LOO't. to rbt_ain a qood ;>roduct. [f the 
temperature is too low, less tha" full densit'.' is 
nhtained. a~d if the temperature is too high, 
rarhidP for:nat ion ouurs at tri;>l" points and the 
steel bero~es brittle. When the conditions are 
rorrect. the equiaxed <;tructure of the powder 
~omract has a oreater strenqth compared with ~he 
forged produrt.tested in th~ transverse dire(tion 
(figur!' 5. Sf"e page ZJ)_ This method of promoting 
liquid phase sintering has the strong practical 
limitation that t~e temperatures required can be 
0•1tside the range of normal sintering furnaco><;. ff><? 
1;pper temperaturP limitation on practi(al furnace'> 
used in production is often ""1,200°(. For 
~in•ering temperatures above this, speciai 'urnaces 
ha~e tu be used, vacuum furnaces nr special 
atmospherP furnaces, etc., which are mOrP expensive 
and ~an only be operated no a batch basis. 

~nother type of liquid phase-assisted sintering 
is reactive sinterinq. This is sim1 1Jr to transient 
liquid phase sintering, and is characterized by a 
large heat liberation due to rea(tion between the 
constituPnt powders. Rapi:l '\intering result<; from 
the formation of a liquid and the self-heating due 
to the exothermir reartion. 

A variation on liquid phase sintering is 
"artivated" sintering. This can apply to solid or 
liquid phase sinterinq. The concept is to ;upplf an 
ar.tivating agent that covers the 'iurfa~e and speeds 
up dilf1!sion. ~etal i<; morE' quirkly redistribu',ed 
from hiqh energy point<; in the region of 
i.iterparticle ~ontact to low er .. rgy point~ out:;irlE' 
•h<> rnntart. arpa. f)uitp largE' rhanq"s in <;11rfarP 
;>11er9y and surface di ffu<;ion rate arP knnwn to ou11r 
in stiJdies of sur'ace diffusion, for exariple, the 
lhPrmal etching of si Iver s11rfar1-<; in ~.hP pre-;Pnre 
of o•ygen. bJt there do not appear to have been any 
developments using activated sintering that have 
found practical applic~tion. 

A r.ompositP materiJl is made up of two quitP 
diffrrPnt chemir.al constituents, for examole, 
metal-reramir., polymer-r.eramir. or polymer-metal. 
The two constituents can he r.onsidered as two 
separate phasts, a continuous or matrix phase and a 
disr.ontinimus or disperse pha'>e; the parti1les in 
the disperse phase r.an have any shap? ranging from 
spherical to long r.ontinuous fibres. 
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Metal oc~~e1s may be used pither as continuo~s 
or di ::perse pt:asP in a cumpos it e. The most ot·v i ous 
us!' of •'11 1s tc- li"" the powder as th~ cont inuc:.t~ 
~hd<;e and to incorpPrate the non-mEtallir disperse 
phase into the powder beforo it is pressed and 
sintered. This approac~ has been adapted 
particularly for He 111an11fadure of f:igh-strength 
co111poneri~s such as used ir- th!' <1€f":-ispace im1ustr;· 
anti incrEasinql y in the aulomot ive indl:stry. 
E"amrles are alumina, 5i l ica and boron I ibr-es fer 
strengtheniry aluminium alloys. and the yi.tri;i 
dispersion str?ngthening of ;uper•llots (mechanical 
alloyingl. Of course, the powder route is n~t t~e 
0•1ly one by whi(h ceramic fibres can be intr·odvc'!d 
into a metal matrix; consider·able effort is be:ng 
devoted to produting these material~ ~y squee-? 
r:a<;tino a<ld squeeze infiltration. F:bre-r~intorced 
aluminiu:n parts. such as piston> and cornecting 
rois. are currently bPing manu~artured in Japan. 

Another novel PM proces;. develop?d in the Uk, 
which can incorporate fib,,-es or other strengthening 
particles into the final produrt. is known as 
COMPASS (consolidation of miYed powders as synthetic 
slurry). In this process, two powders of different 
composition are premixed. compacted, heated into the 
semi-solid regime and hot pressed to yield a billet 
with a micro~tructure suitable f~r dier.astin9 as a 
semi<;olid. The process has not hPen adopted 
(Or.wnercially as far as is known. Oth!'r specific 
e~a~ples where the powder route is used to 
incorporate a 110•1-meta 11 i c; mater i a i are 
bronze-polytetrafluoroethylene bearings and 
copper-~,.~~hite for electrical brushe'>-

Metal powder is being used in~~easingly as an 
addition to polymeric materials. The purposP of the 
metal powder is not only to act as a fill~r hut al50 
to improve certain properties to the plastic 
material. ror example, considerable effort i\ beinq 
expended, particularly in Japan. into making 
electrically r.onducting plastic materials that may 
be injer.tion moulded. This requires a parti!:ular 
size and shape of metal particle. The applications 
are for e1ectro-m;tgnetic interferenr:e shieldi11ci and 
as a surface ~eater. Another novel application i~ 
the filling of an elastomer with a conducting metal 
powder; if the correct composition. type of powder, 
etc., is chosen, the elastomer r:an act as a switrh. 
When it is stretched, contact is l'st between the 
particles and the resi~tancp is high; when it i'> 
rela•ed or compressed, thE' par•ir:les tourh anc! the 
re•istan(e is low. 

Dense metdl powc!Er<>. f'lr !'~ample. lPart il"rl 
iron. a•e oltPn added to re<>in~ whPre den~e pdrt~ 
are req1iired. These ;ire 11<>Pd for <;ow1c! .1ppl :r,tl io"> 
nr lnr rntar·, pi!rts, tor ··•aMple, ii flywh<>Pl. HPav; 
mPt~l po~d1-r<; are added In pol,vinylrhloridp nr to 
pn l vami c!e tn m;iko <>011nrf-p1·n., 1 'h<>et c;. fhp ~n .. r.tl 
ins11lat in•1 performance of il nn'l-porou~ 11nifnrm 
material appends upon the wPight of the material. 
Flake powder<; are added to rpsin<; in c;m;ill 
qu;int.itie-; ("'2-1 per (ent J to qivP a mr,t;il 1 ir. 
tolour; aluminium for example, produce-; a c;il•er 
appearanr.P. or brass ildded to a 1 umi n ii1m powder g i vPs 
a brighter appearance. t,not.her novel usP nf a 
resin-metal tomposile i. the manufacture of a 
harteria-proof material. Copper-filled resins ~ilve 
a pharmarnlogical function in killing bact1>ria: one 
e•ample is the manufacture of copper-filled yarn<> 
for makin9 fishing nets. 

The majority of newly developed r:ompositPs 
materiah has thP. disp1>rse pha5e in the form of 
fibres; the large aspect ratio gives a 
proportionally larger strengthening effer:t. Several 



proces~es have been developrd recently to ~roduce 
mptal f ibrp~ with v~rying lengths and tl>ictnesses. 
The methods used to produce these fibres ha"e 
generally e1olved frorr the world-wide effort tc 
produte r;opidly sol il!i I ied matE-rials. Very -;mall 
diameter fibres wil 1 cool very rapidly and producE 
non-equilit>rium struc~11r·es. These fibres can either 
be incorporated as strengtheninQ agent~ into another 
rr."ttcrial or they can be ch·,pped up and consol il!ated 
int1 a prorl~~t with the properties of th~ rapid!' 
\J'•d ;~·~d m..l'Pr:a1. 

The beo;t ~no..,n mett.orl cf prl'1d•Jcinc; fibres is 
the melt extractiun technique ~ev~loped by Battelle 
in the United States 1n the m:d- 1 1?0s and now 
lireno;e~ ~round the wnrld. Thi-; process is used 
mainly for the produrtion of stainless steel 
fibre~: it has a water-cooled wheel ~ith a 
multi-edned profile which is just allowQd to touch 
the surface of a bath of molten o;teel (or other 
metal). Filaments are extracted whith solidify on 
the "'heel prior to being thrown dear (figure 6, seP 
pc1ue ZJ)_ The length of the fibres is controlled by 
cross-cuts machined into the wheel, and can b• 
variPd from I mm to se·1eral metres. In the n1Jrmal 
production process for stainless steel fibres, the 
length is typically 2S mm with a diameter of 
0.1-1 1111:1. The current majcr use cf these fibres ;s 
for reinforcemPnt of concrPte and castable 
refractories. At the plant in the UK at Fibre 
Technology ltd., the production rate is up to 
10 kq/min and world-wide production is estimated to 
be ~ l, 500 t/yea.-. 

Several variants of this process have been 
developed. Battelle have a melt spinning pr2cess to 
produce rapidly solidified flake, about I mm and 
50-IOO~m thick, which operates by squirting a very 
smal 1 diamet_er (,...,20_...um) stream cf molten metal onto 
a rot;itin<J drum with is notched surface. Tl:e 
production faciiity is capable of making ""'4 kg/min 
of aluminiu'll flake; this is used for mixing with a 
polymer (polypropylPne in amounts 11p to 40 per c1>nt) 
;ind moulded into shapes for housings that shield 
electronic equipment A second application is for 
addin~ to tar in the manufacture of tar paper used 
for heat insulation under roof~. etc. 

AnothPr similar process, developed by fibre 
Techno109y Ltd., is the melt overflow process 
(figure 7, <;1>e page 21). Thie; operatec; by allowing 
lh1> melt to overflow the rr~cible, to flo~ arroso; a 
flat 1 ip and onto the periphery of a rotating 
whepl; the rate at whit:h the melt is ted onto thP 
wheel ic; more (ontrolled than in the melt ex~rartion 
process and finer fibres can he produced with a 
higher cooling ratP. Metal fibres produced in this 
way 1an alsn he inrorporatPd into mptal matrires, 
eithrr by mi•ing the f 1hres with the metal powder or 
by incorpnratinry the fibre-; into the liquid metal. 
Tlwr 0 io; ronsiderahle intereo;t in prod11rinq 
o;tainlec;c; c;t_epl fihrP-rrinfor~ed .il11mini11m. al Joys: 
in .J.ipan, Honda has dev1>loped a c;tainlPss -;tpel 
fihre-reinfnrud a111mini11m connecting rori_ 

'1. I Rapid wl idi ficat.ion proc~~sing 

Sinre 1960, when Ouwez first recogni~ed rapid 
-;nlidification procpsc;inq (RSP) as a means of 
rontrnllinq mirrostructure, there has been~ m~jor 
rec;earrh effort to explore this phenomenon and to 
r!evelop it into a uvf11l prartir.al proceH. A largp 
part of thic; effort has h~en at the research end of 
the research and dPvelopment spectrum, to dev~lop 
wayc;

6
n' obtaining extremely hiqh r.ooling rates, 

) 10 •(/s, and to investigate the range of 
rompletely new structure~ thus obtained. It hac; 
alway'. been recognized that it r.an be difficult or 
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impossible to make materials cooled at these very 
hiqh rates in significant quantiti~s and to 
consolidate into a useful solid product without 
destroying the highly metastable structures obtained 
by lhP rapid cooling. To obtain the rapid cooling, 
the section of the material must be small (<(lOO~m) 
and therefore all rapid solidification materials are 
either in the form of thin ribbon, thin fibre or 
powder. Host consolidation processes rely on 
heating to a greater or lesser degree to achieve 
bonding between particles and this will tend to 
anne~l out the metastable structure. 

Despite these difficulties, ronsiderable 
progress has been made in making alloys with unique 
properti~s by this route. A major breakthrough was 
made by Pratt and Whitney, in 1977, when they 
developed a centrifugal atomizing process for maK1ng 
very finP aluminium alloy powdEr. The metal was 
poured onto a water-cooled horizontal disc spinning 
at very high speed; the metal was flung off the 
periphery of the disc to form fine droplets which 
were quenched in a stream of helium gas. The alloys 
made by this route (Al-Fe-Mo alloys) were found to 
be stronger at high temperatures than the same alloy 
made by the conventional route. The method used for 
cono;oliJation was the (Onventional one (for the aero 
induo;try) of placing the powder in an aluminium can, 
evacuating and sealing H.e can and hot exlrurling. 
This method of atomization is also being used tor 
making superalloys, with. it is claimed, much better 
high-temperature strength and creep resistance. 

Considprahle effort is curren~ly direrted. 
par~icularly in the United States, to try to make PM 
aluminium alloys using rapid solidification powder. 
The ohjectivec; are to obtain (I) low-density 
high-strength and high stiffness alloys based on 
aluminium-! i thium; (ii) impro,..ed toughnes'.; -Jnd 
stress corrosion-resistant alloys; and 
(iii) improved elevated temper~ture alioys. 

!n the United Kingdom, there is a substantial 
research effort to produce rapidly solidified powder 
by gas atomizing and to consolidate the powder by 
various techniques such a~ the Conform process and 
dynamic compaction. In a recent report it is 
claimed that magnesium alloy rapidly solidified 
material (in the form of rhoppPd ribbon) can he 
consolidated successfully by e .. trusion at 
200-250°(. H.e normal temperature rPqui red for 
extrusion of nagnesium alloys ic; 100-400"(_ 

fhe alternocive route to gas atomi1in~ fnr 
making rapidly solidifiPd matPrials ic; melt 
<>pinninq, planar flow Cil<>lin!'J or melt P•trart ior. 
!his type of pror.ess, using a w;iter-r.noled ~pinninn 
1liv to prod11re a thin rihhnn or fihre. was 
d~~rrihrd previnusly. Th~ usual method of hdndlinq 
thio; matprial i> t.o r.hnp it up and to 11rinr1 it intr1 
~ pn~der_ It ran then he rnno;ol idated usinq the 
1onventional methods of hot P•truc;ion and/or HIP. or 
one of the nPwer mpthods that are being developed. 
!he most interesting of thPSP is dynamic compaction 
or r•plosive compaction. The principle is that the 
shock waves producPd by tltp impart of -J high-c;pePd 
p11nrh or explosive can con';ol idatP the powde1 in a 
timP of a few milliseconrto;. This rate of compilrf i'lri 
al lowc; particle interface mPlting and welding witho11t 
allowing s11fficient time for significant lonqer 
range microstructural chanqe to take plar.e. The 
rapirlly c;olirlified <;trurturP ic;, in large mpas11rP, 
prec;erved, while a strong, dense compact ic; produrPri 
simultaneously. The major dic;advantage is the r,i1e 
of the billet that can be r.ompacted by thic; means -
gas guno; with a diameter of 70 mm have been uc;ed but 
the length of the billet ic; usually less than its 
diameter. Larg~r 'iytems would be very co<>tly. 
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5.4 Hagnet i c materia h 

Two classes of magnE>tic materials arE' 111adE' by 
PH: soft 111aanetic materials with a hioh 
penneability-and low coercive fnrce used for pole 
pieces, annatures. relay cores. etc .. and hard 
maonetic materials used for makino permanent 
ma~nets. Using PH has the usual ~dvantagfs of 
production of final shape with a 111inimum of 
subsequent machininq, and finer equiaxed 
structures: and. in the case of magnetic 1113terials. 
the addition~! ability of producing desirable 
magnetic pro~erties. In the case of hard ferrites 
and the new rare earth maqnet materials based on a 
singiL phase of high magnetocrystalline anisotropy. 
there is no alternative to the PH route. 

5.4.1 Soft m~gneJ.ic_materials 

The soft maqnetic materials made by PH are pure 
iron. Fe - 1 per cent Si. re - 0.5 per cent P. P and 
Fe - 50 per cent Ni. These materials can. of course. 
be made by conventional casting and machining and/or 
other formed sections (strip etc.). but for small. 
intrirate shapes. the PH route is often prefE'rable. 
With many of these <1lloys the magnetic properties 
<1re not much improved by making them in this way. 
but for purE' iron parts there is an advantage. 

Atomized powder is generally used; iron parts 
made from carbonyl iron powder~ have superior 
magnetic properties but the additional cost is not 
unusually justifiE>d. Magnetic properties are a 
funrtion of sintered dE>nsity. sintering temperature 
and particle size of the powder. Sintering 
temperatures are usually high. 1,250-1.150°C. and 
sinterino has to be carried out in a reducinq 
atmosphere or in vacuum. · 

In many cases. the use of soft magnetic alloys 
has been replaced by soft ferrites. These are 
qenerally based on the cubic (oxide) compound 
Ho.re203 (where H = Hg. Zn, Hn, Cu or 111ixtures 
of these elementsl and possess a typical spine! 
structure. They can be made with a wide range of 
magnetic properties. However. they are more 
expensive than pure iron. They have the advant;ige 
of havinq a high E>lectrical resistance and can 
vi~t~all~ eliminate eddy current losses. 

While the principal requirement for direct 
current applications of soft ferromagnetic materials 
is low hysteresis loss, eddy currE'nt losses are of 
primary importance for alternating current 
applications. One method of decreasing eddy current 
losses is lo increasE' the elertrical resistivity of 
the m;iteri<1l. for pow~r frequency applirations. 
hioh resistance is obtained by dividino the fe-~i 
;ilioy cores of a.c .notors, generatorr, or 
lr<1nsformers into laminations. earh sep<1rated from 
•hf' ne.t hv a t1o'n insulating layer. The sheet for 
lhr~e 1<1mirations is made rnnvention;illy frnm 
~iliron stPel (Fe - l per rent Sil madp by rastinq 
and hot ;ind cold rolling. World Lonsumption of 
t>lertriral steels is"' 2 Ht/year. The ;illoy is 
oftpn subjected to a furthE>r grain orientation 
prorrss to improvE' its maqnetir propprtie~ prior lo 
!ISP. 

It i' interestin9 that there does not appe<1r to 
havp hren any major effort to try to make 'trip for 
this appl!ration via the powdPr rollinq route, 
<1lthouqh there would appear to be major technical 
<1dvantaqes from doing so. The limitinq silicon 
rontent in alloys made by casting and rollinq is 
v I per rent: above thi,, the alloy cracks on hot 
roll inq. Haqnetic properties and eler•riral 
resistanre are improved hy inrreasinq thr silir.on 
rontent to "'6 ppr rent.. TherEO i' consider;ible 

interest in the possibility of using rapidly 
solidified an.orphous alloys for tt,is purpose. This 
idea has been promoted by Allied Corporation in th~ 
United States who have developed a proprietary allov 
"Hetalas" (Q2~ re : 5~ Si : J~ Bl made by a melt 
spin~ing route. The ribbon has a thickn~ss of 
50-IOO~m and can be laid togethE'r to fonn 
laminations. The claims for this material are 
spectacular, with core losses reducing f1om 1.S to 
0.41 Wkg. The implications of this are very 
ronsiderable. with an estimated saving of 
~$200 million/year in the United States. There are 
diffirulties in processing the ribbon into insulatrd 
sheets because of the thinness and brittleness of 
the amorphous ribbon. It has also been pointed out 
that. if conventional silicon-iron sheet could be 
made as thin as metallic olasses without loss of 
preferred orientation. core losses could be as low 
as for metallic glasses. Another way of achievino 
the same result is to manufacture strips with twi(e 
the silicon content by spray tleposition. The mu(h 
fi1er equiaxed structure obtained by spray 
deposition can be hot rolled at the higher silicon 
content. 

These processes of spray deposition and melt 
spinning are not PH processes. Powders of 
~erro--ll'lagnetic materials are used as core material<; 
in applications where the frequencies are higher 
than power frequencies. In thi, case, thE' powder 
particles are insulated from one another. Cores for 
radiofrequency application~ are usually made from 
carbonyl iron powoer 0-9.&-m); they are either 
treated with phosphoric acid to produce a 
r.on-conductinq oxide film on the particles or a 
thPrmcsetting phenolic resin is used. Iron powder 
cores have been largely superseded by soft 
ferrites. Permalloy powder cores are usnd ;it audio 
frequencies. These are made of 817.. Pli : 17~1. re : 
2~: Si by a complell route involving sulphur addition 
to promote brittleness, co11111inution, coating with a 
mixture of sodium silicate, magnesium oxide. 
colloidal clay and kaolin. followed by pressing and 
heat treatment. 

Since the Second World War, the most widely 
used permanent magnet alloy has been Alnico, whirh 
is essentially a quaternary alloy of iron, nickel, 
aluminium and cobalt with small additions of copper 
and titanium. The high coercive force of these 
alloys is conner.led wi:h the spinodal decomposition 
into a duplex interconnected structure of elonqated 
sinole domain particles of a stronqly maqnrti• 
irnn-rob;ilt rirh phase (()( 11 and ii weakly m;iqnPf ir 
nirkPl-.:1luminium rirh phasP IC(2). 

l\lniro m<1qnet-; are usu;illy m;id" by ,,..,1;n'J intn 
;i sand mould. The alloy is hard and hrittlr and 
therefore does not lend itself to milrhininq nthf'• 
than diamond grinding; for this reasnn. t~e 
produrt ion of small, more intrirately shapPd m;iqnPls 
i\ best carried out hy PH. 

The powder mixture used ronsists Clf ahout 
50 ppr cent of the soft elemental powders (Fe. Ni, 
(n ;rnd (ul. miwed with a master alloy powd"r made hy 
qrindinq an Al-containing prerast alloy. lhe ma~trr 
~lloy has d melting point below the sintPrinq 
temperature, ..., 1,2QO•C. and providP~ tr;ino;irnt 
liquid phase sintering. The all~y i~ prpssed and 
~intered in the normal wdy, with \in!ering rarrird 
out in dry hydroqen or vacuum at ,,,f!,lOO"(. 

SintPred maqnets hdve cPrtain advanlaQPS over 
ra\I magnPts; becausP of their rinP qrain \i7P, 
they are stronger than coar~e-qrained maqnel\ 
and they c~n he producPd to rlo\er dimpn~innal 
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tolerance. However. because of their slioht 
porosity, the magnetic characteristics (Jf 
induct i 0.1 and ma1<imum energy product) are not 
qenerally as good as those ot cast magnets. 
High cobalt-contair.ing Alnico 8 grade maqnets 
are the most widely used sintered Alnico magnets. 

The d0tninant position of Alnico magnets was 
challenged in the late lQSOs by the appearance of 
hard ceramic ferrites such as Ba0.6Fe203 or 
Sr0.6Fe20~- Thrse materials have. in some 
respects.- inferior magnetic properties to Alnico. 
for example. reduced in:luction and maximum energy 
product and poorer temperature stability. but they 
have the great advantage that they are cheaper and 
have superior resistance to demagnetization, that 
is, higher coercive force. 

The second major change took place in the ~~rly 
1970s when the first generation of rare earth IRE) -
transition metal (TH) magnets were produced and 
immediately set new standards for high class 
magnets. The first commercial RE-TH magnet had the 
composition SmCo5 . [ls magnetic properties were 
outstanding; for Alnico 8, barium ferrite and 
SmC05. the coercivy forces were 127,300, 262,600 
and >636,600 Am-. respectively. One of the 
first applications of the new material was stepping 
motors of analog wrist watches. 

The manufacturing process of samarium-cobalt 
magnets is via the powder route: nry other 
connerrial method of manufacture exists. The alloy 
which possesses a high magnet.ocrystalline 
anisotropy, is first made up by melting and casting, 
and it is then crushed and milled to the required 
size, 6-8rm• •Jnder an inert liquid (cyclohexane). 
The powder particles are aligned and compacted to a 
~ow ~ensity in the presence of a very strong magnetic 
field and then placed in a bag and isostatically 
pressed so as not to disturb the magnetic particle 
alignment. Sintering is carried out in purified 
argon at 1,150°C ar.d this locks in the hexagonal 
crystal anisotropy of the particles. This is 
followed by a thermal treatment at 900°C to increase 
the coercive force, before final magnetization in a 
strong fi'?ld of ,..J4, 774 HA/m. Following thie 
development of SmC05 magnetic material. a number 
of other Co-RE compositions have been developed, 
based on the intermetallic compound (RE)zC05-
The development has been driven by the high cost of 
the raw material, particularly samarium. 

ln the 1980s, massive work started on the 
development of the second generation of RE magnets -
neodymium-iron alloys. This work originated from 
r:ost considerations; the fraction of neodymium in 
rare earth ores, bastnasite !USA and China) and 
monazite (Australia, Brazil, India, Malaysia and 
USA). is much higher than that of samarium. Iron is 
also much cheaper than cobalt. 

The major difficulty with Nd-Fe compounds 
Pni:ountered by the workers at General Motors (GH), 
where th•s work started, was the fact that Nd-Fe 
alloys only had good magnetic properties when in a 
metastable state. This led them to pursue rapid 
solidifir:ation by melt spinning as a means of 
producing the alloy. Subsequently. they had the 
problem of processing melt spun ribbon into 
magnets. These problems appear to have been largely 
overcome and good magnets can be made by double 
pressing the crushed ribbon and bonding with a resin 
having a high glass transition temperature. 

Another approach, adopted mainly by the 
Japanese Sumitomo company. was based on a discovery, 
~y Ukrainian researchers. that the magnetic phase of 
Nd-Fe could be stabilized by an addition of boron. 
The development effort in this case was aimed at 
finding a composition that could produce a thermally 
stable magnet material when processed by the 
conventional powder route. Current Nd-Fe materials 
produced conwnercially by both GH and Sumitomo 
contain boron and material compositions are centred 
around the magnetically ~ighly anisotropic 
f P14Nd2B tetragonal phase. 

The processing of Nd-B-fe magnets is very 
sir;i lar to >amariUl!'-cobalt. but further stringent 
pr~cautionary measures are required at all stages 
when handlinq the powder because it is extremely 
pyrophori c. -

N~-fe magnets are now being used quite widely 
for a range of applications where their high energy 
can be effectively utilized. Examples are motors, 
computer disc drives. sensors and medical imaging 
equipment. The rate of intrnduction however is not 
as fast as had been predicted because of major 
redesiqn problems in changing to a new magnet 
material, and because the price has not fallen as 
predicted. 

The traditional view of PH, that it is a cheap 
way to produce non-load-bearing components. is 
changing. albeit slowly. lt is being established 
that the powder route is an economic alternative 
method of manufacture for many highly stressed 
engineering parts. Perhaps the best example of this 
change is the move by most of the large automotive 
manufacturers to producin9 connecting rods by powder 
forginq. Substantial advances have been made in 
recent yt>ars in what may be termed this "low tech", 
mass-production end of the PM spectrum. 
Considerable scope still exists, however, for the 
future development of the PH process to achieve 
higher densities and optimum properties at 
reasonab 1 e cost. 

At the "hi tech" end of the spectrum. PM is 
used to produce artefacts with critical properties 
for specialized application. These are usually 
associated with a high cost. Exa~ples are high 
strength turbine discs for aero engines and high 
power magnets. Only some of these developments have 
been covered in this review; there are many othPrs 
~hat have not been touched • pon, such as 
superconductors, r:emented rarhide<;, refrartnry 
alloys and precious metal<;. It is ,>a<;y to viPw 
the<;e "hi tech" development; as the only interr;linq 
one<;, where re<;earch i; rlo;e<;t to the fronti•r<; of 
knowledge and where the aim i-; to produce ;i rinique 
material with exceptional strength, or some other 
critical property. This view is incorrect and i<; an 
oversimplification. Both end<; of the PH spertruni, 
high value/small number and low value/mass 
production, depend on an understanding of the hasic 
sr:ientifir. and engineering principles underlyinq 
powder production, characterization, compaction and 
prop!'rties. Technir:al advdnces will only orrnr in 
both sph!'res with better understanding of these 
principles. (Source· ~~ltrla!~_FQ~U~ (l~R~/11), 
article written by N. Gane, CSTRO Division of 
Hanufacturing Technology, Melbourne Laboratory, 
Cnr. Albert and Raglan Streets. Preston. Vir:. 1072, 
Australia) 
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North Ameroc.m met.~ powcr..,r sh•Plll•~nt:; 
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Fig l Rotating electrode process tor the production of 
powder of reactive metals such as titanium. 
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Fig 2 Stress rupture srrength of mechamcally aHoyed 
mckel superal/oy compared with conventicnally made 

supera/loy (Courtesy of Huntrngdon Alloys J 
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Fig 4 The Conform contrn11ous extru.~ion process 
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Frg 6 Schematic dragr:im ot Battc::,:"s crucrC>le me/I 
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FHJ. 7 Mell overt/ow process. Mo/fen alloy is displaced 
over the lip onto a mu/Ii-edged wheel. Fine filament and 
fibres down to 25-30 ,,m thick can be mac;e by this 

process. 
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3. COttPLEX COttPONENTS VIA "NEV" TECHNIQUES 

Powder metallurgy is not a new process. It 
owes its origins to the invention, in the early 
1900s, of tungsten lamp filaments. But recently 
there has been a growth in the ve-sati~ity of the 
process as a result of new ways of co~pacting the 
powder forms. Several of the methods are 
adaptations of techniques in use with other 
llldnufacturing processes. 

Powder metallurgy is a production process on 
the move. 

Among new processes being applied are a number 
developed for other uses - in particular rotary 
forging, conforming, explosive compaction and, 
perhaps most significant, injectioi moulding. There 
are also advances in isostatic pressing, in one case 
by adapting the core blowing techniques used in 
making sand casting cores to pre-forming parts. One 
result is that new composites and ceramics are being 
moulded. 

The basic powder metallurgy process involves 
pressing metal powders into a wide range of near-net 
finish shapes followed by si~tering. In the first 
main stage (see diagram from a booklet produced by 
the British Powder Hetal Federation) (see page 25) a 
mixture of metal or non-metal particles is compacted 
into a precision mould. The "green" moulding is 
then sintered in a controlled atmosphere furnace to 
bond the particles. 

Powder metallurgy is mostly used in large batch 
or volumP. production for components weighing less 
than 2.5 kg, although larger parts have been 
produced. The comp 1 ex ity of shape has i ncrea;ed 
greatly, and the process enabies production of parts 
in materials such as carbides which are difficult to 
process by other methods. It is also a viable 
alternative to processes such as machining, casting 
and forging. 

Chief among its benefits are: the elimination, 
or minimizing, of machining by the production of 
near-net-size parts; the achievement of close 
tolerances; a~d the possibility for combining 
features that ~ould otherwise require a 
sub-assembly. Its suitability for making parts 
impregnated wi~h lubricant or low melting point 
alloys, and for being sealed with resins, is well 
known. 

By the conventional route, powder metallurgy 
achieves 9r to 97 theoretical density, depending on 
the powder material. Improving on this figure to 
achieve maximum density and freedom from porosity 
;\, along with the production of more complex parts. 
one of the main aims of most of the metallurgy 
developments taking place. Some are still in the 
laboratory. Others are making production component~. 

The new process attracting most interest is 
injection moulding. limited batch production is 
currently being carril'd out in about 30 companies in 
the IJni ted States, also by Oegussa in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Development work is being done 
in the United Kingdom at the BNF Hetals Technology 
Centre and at the Loughborough University of 
fe(hnology. The proceu uses both the pdnciples 
and the machinery of pla~tics injection moulding, 
producing small precision components (up to 200 g) 
to the \ame level of complexity. 

Those who are working on the application of 
injection moulding see it as having enormous 
potential for markets in metallic and non-metallic 

(ceramics and cermets) precision components. One 
estimate is that t~e market in 1995 will be worth 
between half and one billion United States dollars 
world-wide. Such predictions are put into 
perspective by the findings of a United Kingdom 
Department of Trade and Industry-sponsored mission 
sent last year to the United States. 

With the injection moulding in standard 
injection mouldirg machines, "green" components of 
metal, ceramic or carbide are formed from a mixture 
of thl powder plus lubricant, thermoplastic 
plasticizer and binder. The resultant plastisol is 
able to flow like plastic when injected into a 
closed cavity. The pressurized injpction of this 
plastic-like material provides greater freedom in 
the design of shapes which can be formed. 

After compaction, the binder is removed from 
the green component either by solvent extraction or 
thermal debinding (depending on the type of binder) 
and is carried out in the same furnace as the 
sintering process which then follows. The process 
requires finer powder than normal for powder 
metallurgy if the sintering is to ~e done at regular 
sintering temperature; also the debinding process 
can be lengthy, anything up to 20 hours. 

Successful production by injection moulding, to 
achieve uniform shrinkage, depends on a suitable 
powder mixture and a carefully controlled production 
process, particularly ~ebinding. Shrinkage with 
injection moulding is high, in the region of 20 to 
25 per cent but there need be little distortion, and 
densities approaching 100 per cent are possible. 
Claims regarding accuracy vary between ± 0.3 to 
± 0.75 per cent and possibly 0.1 per cent with care. 

Another production process being adapted is 
rotary forging. As a metalforming process, rotary 
or orbital forging depends for its forning action on 
an inclined cone being rolled round the surface of 
the workpiece to cause its progressive deformation. 
The relatively small and continuous changing area of 
contact using this process means the forces required 
to form metal are much less than with direct hit 
forging and stamping processes. 

It is this benefit of rotary forging which is 
directly transferred to the process of compacting 
powders in powder metallurgy. The forces needed 
during compacting ~o achi~ve high densities are 
one-tenth those needed for normal single-axio; 
compaction. 

The process is alre~dy being exploited 
commercially in the rest ~f Europe for den'iifyino 
preforn1ed green components. But it is now also 
being applied to compacting loose powders a5 a 
result of SERC-funded work which has been going on 
at Nottingham University for the past two yedrs. 
The result has been the invent1on of a method for 
consolidating loose powder that is significantly 
faster than with sintered preforms. Densities of 
better than 96 per cent have been achieved in a 
range of non-ferrous powders. 

Nottingham has also done work on rapidly 
compacting preforms to full density using rotary 
forging. For example, compacts such as spiral bevel 
gears have been produced from preforms in three to 
five sernnds. Using preforms, the total process is 
more le1tgthy because there is preforming and 
additional sintering. The benefits are in the high 
density achieved, ease of handling and higher 
strength of the component during forming. 



Another co.ipaction process which is widening 
the possibilities for powder inetallurgy is the 
Confon11 process. This is an extrusion technique 
invented in 1971 by th~ UK AtOllliC Energy Authority 
for fanning continuous lengths of si•ple high 
quality solids and hollow sections in non-ferrous 
inetals fr0111 rod. Hore recently it has shown 
possibilities for handling more complex inaterials. 
including coiaposities. For powder metallurgy, its 
attraction is that it also accepts metal particles. 
granules and powders as raw 111aterial. 

The principles of the Confo,.. process depend on 
heat-generating friction between the enclosed billet 
or powder inaterial and a rotating wheel, as together 
they 1110ve towards a fixed abutment and extrusion 
die. [n the case of powder inaterials, the resultant 
temperature rise is enough both to flow the inaterial 
through the aperture of the die and to pressure weld 
together the particles to fon11 a dense and 
hOlllOgeneous extrusion. 

As a powder metallurgy process, Confo,.. is 
beginning to show advantages over other powder 
owetallurgy prqcesses as an alternative route for 
handiing new generations of difficult-to-process 
advanced inaterials which are thet11selves the 
results of developments in powder metallurgy. 
According to work which continues at the UKAEA, 
these centre around rapid solidification processing, 
111echanical alloying and metal inatrix cOMposite 
reinforcement. 

Rapid solidification processing produces metal 
powders having i111proved structural and inetallurgical 
properties as a result of rapid cooling. The 
resultant powders are very s•all (a few •icrons). 
To have any practical use they 1111.1st be consolidated 
by powder inetallurgy. But with the temperatures 
generated by conventional methods, the benefits 
gained by rapid cooling could be lost. The 
relatively low tetnperatures of the Confon11 process, 
together with the high mechanical defonnation which 
takes place, •ake it a better option. 

A method to benefit from Confon11 is mechanical 
alloying. In this the composite powders are fon11ed 
by a mechanical process of repeated fracturing and 
cold welding. Each resultant particle has a 
lainellar structure containing all the alloying 
constituents in correct proportion. It is a 
c011911ercially acceptable owethod of mixing refractory 
oxide powders into nickel-based super alloys. 
Experiments in using Confon11 as a ineans of 
consolidating the powders into usable fonns are 
proving encouraging. 

Powder metallurgy is being used today to obtain 
c0111ponents with wrought properties. The basic 
ap~roach is to re-compact preformed green to the 
final shape and density by isostatic pressing either 
at room temJerature or elevated temperature. With 
isostatic pressing, a flexible membrane or 
hermetically-sealed container surrounds the powder 
mass and is subject to unifonn external pressure 
fro• a surrounding fluid to achieve isotropic 
compaction of the contents. 

A new method developed by the Technological 
[nstitute of Copenhagen for producing isostatic 
pressing preforms that are more complex than those 
fonned by nonnal pressing, is ~ased on the core 
blowing process used for producing sand cores in the 
foundry industry. The steps involved are: mixing 
of the powder with three per cent by weight of 
binder; core blow:~g the mixture into a core box 
~sing a strong jet qf air; curing the binder in the 
1110uld and releasing the prefonn; isostatic pressing 
of the fo"" followed by sinterlng. 

- ZS -

Explosive compaction of metal and ceraaic 
powders has been experimented with since the 1960s. 
Industrial applications include the production of 
synthetic dia1110nds and the compaction of heavy 
metals. One of the aimed-for benefits of the process 
is -.iximum density of green component. fhe Nobel 
Explosives (NEB) Research Centre in Belgium has 
achieved cOMpaction of 100 per cent for alU111iniU110. 

Such high density •inieizes shrinkage during 
sintering, and this opens up possibilites for 
machining difficult materials in their green state. 

A further attraction of explosive CQlllPaction is 
its ability to compact powder that has low 
cQ111Patibility, for the fonnation of cermets 
(combinations of ceraaics and metals) for e • ...,,1~. 
There have also been experiments at the NEB •ith the 
explosive compaction of metal 111atri• composites. 
!Extracted from P!ach'nery and Production 
;ngineering, ZO April 1988) 
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4. PERFECTING POWDER METALLURGY 

Powder metallurgy techniques always hav~ 
provided a 111eans to produce cost-effective parts 
with good •icrostructural h~9eneity and material 
intp9rity - excellent advantages over other 
111etal-workinq tneth~ds. Although low cost still is 
an i!llportant criterion in the selection of PH parts 
ovPr other inaterials, cust0111ers also want higher 
performance and il!lproved quality. 

Higher, :nore uni fora properties relate to 
higher density parts, which require i111proved powders 
and better process control. Powder producers are 
providing 1110re than a stable powder supply; today's 
powders are lllUCh cleaner frOlll a tnet~llurg•c~l 
standpoint than ever before. They havP ~reater 
lot-to-lot c~nsistency. and properties in general 
are iinproved. This is especially true of 
machinabi 1 ity. 

erov !!ling_ what the cust911er wants 

for years PH manufacturers have been telling 
cust0111Prs what their industry is capable of 
providing. Now, custOtftE'• . are tel 1 ing the PH 
industry what they 11Ust provide to sell their parts. 

for example, auto manufarturers are currently 
creating new procurement procedures that will change 
the role of the buyer and increase the involvetnent 
of the supplier of PH part~. Buyers w~ll have 
exter1ive upfront supplier plus engineering 
involvement. In addition, contracts will be awarded 
on a quality/delivery/target-cost basis instead of a 
cost/c0tnpetitive-bid basis, and problem prevention 
will be more important th3n problem solving. 

On the supplier side, PH 111c1nufacturers 11Ust 
meet the challenge of obtaining vendor approval via 
engineering expertise (providing assistance to PH 
parts designers and solving problems prOl!lptly) and 
consistent product reliability. Consistent material 
quality is paramount: improved product integrity 
(elimination of cracks), improved dynainic 
properties, better carbon control through il!lproved 
furnace regulation, and better lot-to-lot 
consistt~cy for in~roved machinability. PH 
manufact~rers must begin thinking in terwis of 
producing low-cost, high-integrity parts rather than 
lnw-cost or high-integrity parts. 

TherP is an increasing need by design engineers 
for dynamic-property data on pressed and sintered 
ferrous materials for applications involving more 
hiqhly stressed components. The impact energy of 
porous steels is much lower than that of fully dense 
(wrought) material~. which precludes a direct 
rompari,.on of the two. Thus, impact-energy values 
of porous steels cannot be used in part design the 
"amp way wrnught impact va 1 ues are used. They can, 
how~ver, be used to co111pare different porous steels, 
anrl also can be used as a benchmarlr with other 
material-. t.hat are perfonning sati,.factorily in 
o;imi hr parts. 

Work at Hoeganaes Corp., Riverton, N.J , 
r·harar.tPrizes SOflle commonly used coanerr.ial PH 
alloy'i with rpspect to impact and fatigue 
propertif's. Test results are frOlll 111aterials tested 
under laboratory condit~ons, and their application 
to part design 111ust take into account the effect of 
potf'ntial flaws in PH production parts such as 
low-dpnsity art'as and ejection cracks. 

rest results show the lll(ISt i111portant factor 
affecting fatigue and iinpact properties for any 

PH material, heat treated or not, is sintered 
c!ensity. Properties at any densi' ·are virtually 
unaffected by 5intering between 1,120 and 1,260•( 
12,0~0 and 2,JOO•f), and ill!pact energy is not 
affected by a double pressing/double sinteri~9 
process if the ~ :·ocess is not used to increasf' the 
final sintered density. 

or the 11aterials tested, only carbon-free 
phosphorous steel had an i11pact-energy transition 
temperature between room temperature and o•c (J2•F). 
which suggests the need for caution in applying 
this inaterial at "normal" density levels. 
Increasing dens:ty by double pressing lowers the 
transition temperature to between -10 and -20°( 
(15 and -4•f). By contrast. the i•pact energy of 
Oistaloy 4800A (<0.01C-4Ni-0.5Ho-1.6Cu) with 
0.4 per cent graphite, at either the single or 
dcuble-pressed density level. is insensitive to test 
temperatures down to -50°( (-58°f). Because the 
transition temperature of phosp~orus steels i:an be a 
critical factor in PH part design, low-temperature 
iinpact testing should be one of the criteria for 
PH materials selection. 

Unnotched il!lpact energy of heat-treated steels 
is less than 13 J (10 ft/lbf). Heat treatment of 
Oistaloy 4600A (<O.OIC-1.8Ni-0.5Ho-1.6Cu) and 4800A 
with varying graphite additions consisted of 
austenitizing between 800 and 840°( (l,475 and 
1,550°F), quenching, and tempering beween 180 and 
230°( (350 and 450°F). Whereas lowering the 
graphite addition frOll 0.8 to 0.4 per cent in 
as-sintered material proifuces 1110dest improvements in 
iinpact energy. lowering the graphite frOlll 0.6 to 
0.2 per cent does not iniprove the impact energy 
of heat-treated steels. Based on these results, 
going to higher carbon contents that provide 
higher tensile and fatigue strength would be 
advantageous. 

The highest fatigue strength (180 HPa, 
55,000 psi) was obtained from quenched and 
tempered Ancorsteel 4600V (0.02C-1.8Ni-0.5Ho) 
with 0.6 per cent gra~hite, double ~ressed/double 
sintered to 7.25 g/cm (0.26 lb/in. ) density. 
Single-pressed, as-sintered Oistaloy 4800A with 
0.4 per cent graphite produced the best 
combination of toughness and fatigue endurance 
limit, 21 J and 255 HPa (16 ft/lbf and ll,000 psi), 
resper.t i ve 1 y. 

Air-hardening alloys based on AncorstePl 4600V 
and 2000V with two per cent Cu and one per cent 
graphite have ~ood tensile strength, but only modest 
fatigue ar.d impact properties in the sintered and 
stress-relieved condition. fhe shape of the S/N 
curves indicate these materials are more suitable in 
applications involving low-cycle fatigue. Shot 
peening the fatigue-specimen surfacP of these steels 
increases the endurance limit. 

Rotating bending fatigue tests generally yield 
higher endurance-li111it values than uniaxial fatigue 
tests on the sa111e material. Researchers are not 
certain whir.h test method is more applicable to part 
design. Altho~gh uniaxial tests are morP fle•iblf' 
in stress ratio and give 111ore conservative results 
than rotat~ng bending fatigue tests, the latter 
often closely simulalc~ operating conditions of 
rotating parts

1 
Porous materials probably should be 

te~ted to 5xl0 r.ycles rather than the standard 
10 cycles sine' SOll!e samples tt.~t were con .. idered 
"runouts" (N:lO cycles) contained stable fatigue 
cracks. Also, researchers say stress intervals for 



fat!!JUe testing should be c~osen in tenas of 
absolute stress values rather than a fraction of the 
ultimate tensile strength. 

Hardening treatments for ferrous PH parts are 
difficult to control and can result in a 
considerable amount of scrap parts; this di•inishes 
the cost-saving advantages of using PH parts. Host 
heat-treating problems are said to arise due to 
oversight during PH design and purchasing sta9es. 
Density and carbc~ content are key factors to 
control if increased toughness and fatigue strength 
are required in heat-treated parts. At density 
levels over 92 per cent of theor~~ical, these 
properties increase exponentially, however, they 
decrease with increasing carbo~ content. Opti'1Ulll 
carbon content should be lower in the as-sintered 
condition if the part will be heat treated to obtain 
111axi.um strength. Also, totigue ratios for 
as-sintered materials should not be used if parts 
are subsequently heat treated. 

Porous steels are sensitive to cyclic stressing 
an~ the morphology of the porosity is a li•iliny 
!a•_tor to i111provements in faUgue strength. Fatigue 
cr-acks usually are initiated at sharp fissures in 
the pore network. Density is not as i11111ortant as 
surfa~e carbon content and interconnected surface 
porosity if wear resistance is the priinary 
requir..ent. 

The lllOSt connon hardening treat11ent for PH 
parts is r.arbonitriding, which is recoanended for 
lower density parts with low alloy content. 
Nitrogen and carbon diffusion reduce the critical 
cooling rate, allowing a 110re unifonn inartensite 
transfonnation to occur. Carbonitriding usually 
provides the most unifonn hardness and wear 
resistance. Excessive nitrogen diffusion must be 
preventP.d since this can lead to erratic changes in 
size and ~art distortion. 

large parts (relatively massive 
cross-~ections), rep~essed to densities over 
7 g/cm (0.25 lb/in. ), generally are carburized 
above 870°C (1,600°F) for one hour mini111U111 to 
stabilize surface-carbon content. As-sintered 
carbon content should be low for repressibility, and 
the material ~hould have sllllle alloy content for 
hardenability. A diffusion cycle is reconnended for 
case depths over 0.8 11111 (0.030 in.). 

Induction hardening requires a very uniform 
ch.-ical composition (especially at surfaces to be 
hardened) and a uniform density. Uniform 
c0tnposition is difficult to control since 
surface-carbon content can vary with sintering 
conditi~ns, and with ~he condition of the 
heat-treating equipment. Porosity tends to ins11l.Jt0? 
the part due lo air gaps. which requires the use of 
higher frequencies and more energy consumption than 
for wrought materials. 

iron, nickel, and titanium alU111inides are 
touted as the much needed next 9eneration of 
h'~h-temperature, oxidation-resistant inaterials for 
turbine applications. According to some 
researchers, the great interest in alU111inides stems 
frOlll the failure, so far, of ceramics to livP up to 
their promise, and from the fact that superalloys 
appear to have reached their upper limits of 
performance. 
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Intel'9t'tallic compounds based on a1~ .. inium have 
attractive characteristics including rela'ively high 
melting points, low densitp, high stren9th, good 
corrosion and oxidation resistance, non-strategic 
element composition, and relatively low cost. In 
some cases, these materials have a unique 
characteristic of increasing strength with 
increasing te111Perature. These are .deal properties 
for a material use-f in high-te111Per>lure applications. 

Unfortunately, major roadblocks to the 
commercialization of aluminides are poor 
processibility and low ductility; processibility is 
said to present a major challenge to ..ate these 
materials viable for any application. Conventional 
casting results in che11ical inhomogeneities. whirh 
leads to more severe problems than normally e•ist 
with conventional alloys since aluminides are very 
sensitive lo COlllJOSitio~al .udifications. 
I111po~tantly, recent research shows S091e 
intenietallic systeias have soae ductility, which has 
generat~d even 110re intrrest in these 11aterials. 

Powder metallurgy techniques - al~ays an 
attractive processing route for -aterial'> difficult 
to process by conventional .iethods - are ideal for 
fabricating c0111plex shaped, intpr..etallic COlllpound 
alloys. PH methods under eval~ation include hot 
isostatic pressing (HIP), vaCuUll hot pres>ing (VHPI, 
inject ior. molding, transient 1 iquid-phase sintering. 
reactive sintering, and hot e•lrusion. 

Research at Rensselaer Polptechnic Institute, 
Troy, N.Y., is ai.ied at using nickel-aluminide 
(Ni3All interwietallic CQlllPound as a matrix for 
high-te91perature composite<;. Concerned with 
processing effects on •icrostructure and properties. 
researchers are usin~ reactive sintering, a novel 
low-temperature process, to fabricate the 
intennetallic matrix at temperatures as low as soo·c 
(930°F). This is th2 first step in a prograin, 
supported by Defense Advanced Research Project 
Agency (DARPA) through the Center for Design. 
Analysis and Fabrication of Innovative High 
Temperature Structural Composites, with the goal of 
fabricating a metal-inatrix composite cerainic fibres 
in an intennetallic inatrix. Since processing 
difficulties are expected fr11111 thermal expansion 
mi s111.1tches and interface interactions between t:.e 
reinforcetnent and 111atrix, low processing 
temperatures are advantageous. 

Reactive sintering inv~lves a transient liquid 
phase; the reaction occurs abovP. the lowe'it 
eutectic temperature in the system. yet at. a 
temperature where the COll!pound is solid. A 
transient liquid forms at the lowest P•1t1>dir 
te111perature and o;pread'> through ~hi> ··ompnl rl11rin9 
heating. The reaction i'> nearly spr,ntaneow; sinre 
hpat i'i liberated duP to the thPrmndynamir <;tahilit~ 
r.f the co111pound's high lllPlt ing tf>tllpPraturP. 

A temperature over 5'>0°( ll,020°FI i'> r"quirpd 
to optimize thP reaction of nirkpl and alu111inium 
powders. Higher temperatures are not necessary 
because the reaction i!: nearly c0111plete around 600°( 
(1,ll0°F); maximum heating (150 K) frOt11 thP 
exothermic reactio~ is sufficient to reach the lower 
eutPctir. temperature of 640°( (l,IB4°f). ThP 
reaction is spontaneous during heating and ;., 
independent of final te<nperature and holding ti111P. 

Processin9 time is short - about one-half hour 
total. Densities over 97 per cent of theorPtical 
are obtained, and the product has good strength and 
soml' ductility despite containing residual 



porosity. Properties a~so are retained after 
high-temperature expo~ure. 

Hot extrusion was studied in joint research by 
Case ~ .. stern Reserve University. Cleveland. and NASA 
le ... is r.esearch Center to evalualP ~:.:- potential of 
this process for hot consolidation of prealloyed 
aluminidf powders (Fe4l. NiAl. and Ni 3Al). The 
process consists of canning the powder and extrudin~ 
at a temperature an~ area-re<.uction ratio that are 
high enouqh to produce adequ.1te 11aterial flow and 
~fficient filling of interparticle spaces. This 
eli•inates porosity and causes grai"s to 
recrystallize dyn~ically. 

Air at0111ization produces a wide size 
distribution of particles with a very tenacious 
aluminium-rich oxide layer on particle surfaces. 
The oxide layer plays an i-.portant role in the 
evolution of the •!crostructure during and after hot 
consolidation. Since oxide particles act as 
barriers to grain gra...th. recrystallized grains c~n 
only grow to the extent that the oxide barriers 
allow. The oxide envelope see91S to be very 
sPnsitive to extrusion temperature and ratio and to 
alloy composition. 

Overall grain size is slightly larger and size 
distribution is miore ur.iform for a 16:1 extrusion 
ratio than for an 8:1 ratio. This possibly is due 
to a miore effective break-up of oxide at the higher 
reduction ratio. Grain size also increases at 
higher extrusion teeperatures, which 111ay be due to 
al11111inium-oxide dispersion dissolution/coarsening. 
"icrostructures or aluminides containing alloying 
e1et11ents. e.g. NiAl-1 at ~Ta. are typically finer 
grained than those of binary alloys since extrusion 
breaks up the second-phase interdendritic 
segregation and the second-phase particles act as 
additional grain-growth inhibitors. 

(<JlllPared with extruded castings of si•ilar 
(a-positions. lllUCh finer grain sizes are obtained in 
extruded powders. for ex....,le, the grain size of 
extruded cast fe-40 at ~1 (extruded at 980°C, 
1,790•f at a 16:1 reduction rati:il is about 103...c-• 
cOtllpared with 20,P• for extruded powder. 

Grain growth in re-extruded sainples is si•ilar 
to that occurring in initial extrusions: lower 
extrusion te111Peratures produce finer grain sizes. 
for example. when samples {initially eAtruded (8:1) 
at 9eo·c. l,800°fJ are re-extruded (6:1) at 8oo·c 
(1.it7o~r1. they have a grain size of 12 . .ti•. while 
re>-e•trusion at I.ORO"( (l,980°f) produces a qrain 
<;ize of 25 ~·-

s~ of these extruded al loy"i also have texturp 
in the dynamically recry;tallized grain<;. Powder 
prore"ised 82 a 11 oys ( Hi-15 at 7.A 1 .lnd r P-itO .-.t •:t. Ii 
h.lvP" "itrong 1111~ and {110} texturp, while Ni1AI 
ha"i only a mi la textur!' of tlie sa- typp. The t.110} 
te•ture of cast plus extruded fe-40 at ~.Al is much 
"itronger relative to the {11q texture in the 
extruded powdl'r alloy. Extruded texture is due to 
prpfprrpd orientation for qrain nucl~ation and 
qrowth durin.:J dynamic recrystallization. 

Gr.lin growth during heat treatment of 
Pxtrusiono; is r.OlllplicatPd and is <:en~itive to thp 
s""'e factors that control extruded-grain size. 
Abnormal and directional grain growth often ot. r~ 
at high teinperatures, while little or no grain 
qrowth or.curs at low lf!lllperatures. 

Although not widely used in the United States. 
gaseous ferritic nitrocarburizing is considered to 
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yield the most reproducible and ur.iform propertie"i. 
The process consists of nitroCJ('n and carbon 
diffusion into the surface at a temperature below 
the .artensite start I" ) te-.>erature - vollllllt' 
changes resulting frOlll lhis transformation cau"ie 
most of the PPt-part distortion problems. Process 
te...,eratures in the range of 570 to 650'C (1.050 to 
1.2oo•r) are below those rec011111ended for safe 
furnace operating control. which require very ti~t 
adherence to process control and equi,,.ent 
preventive 11aintenance. The hard epsilon-nitride 
white layer provides 11axillU9! wear resistance 
c011pared with other treatments: however. the hard 
thin layer cannot support heavy cyclic or impact 
1 oadiny. 

A key advantage to 111akin9 parts by powder 
metallurqy techniq~es is mini•ization or eli•inat;on 
of 11achinin9; however. finish 111achining operations. 
such as threading. turning, drilling. tapping. o~ 
surface grinding. are sometimes necessary. The 
inachinability of sintered PH steels, especia~ly 
high-strength steels like Mr-Cr-l'to or Ni-l'to steels. 
is poor due to Forosity, hardness, and low thermal 
conductivity. Although beneficial for 
self-lubrication. porosity has a detrimental effect 
~n -achinability. It cause> a constantly 
interrupled cut and accelerates tool wear; this 
results in excessive tool costs and poor surface 
finish. 

Free-cutting steels (wrought! were developed to 
obtain higher mietal-removal rates and longer tool 
life. These steels have a high sulphur content 
with a 111an9anese content high enough to ensure 
that all the sulphur is tied up in the form of 
manganese-sulphide {11nS) inclusions. low-carbon 
grades of these ingot-eetallurgy steels typically 
contain 1.2 per cent 11n. and have a ""IS ratio of 
3.0 to 4.0. This approach has been used to a 
li•ited extent in powder metallurgy, but until 
recently. the "'1/S ratio of c011111ercially produced 
iron powders was consider,..bly less than that of 
free-cutting steels. 

Powder 111etallurg1 techniques allow the 
incorporation of machinability-enhancing additives 
either by prealloying or blending with the powder 
•ix (admixing) prior to pressing and sintering. It 
is i111portant that the additive(sl do not affe•• 
mechanical properties or PH part growth during 
sintering. 

Several studies show that increased sulphur 
content significantly improves the ma(hinahiJ;ty of 
PH part\. Research at ElkPlll Hetal~ (o .. 
fli.-.gara fall<;, PLY., show<; ·H low as 0.'i pPr n>nl 
hiqh-purity "nS addit;on to thp hlpo~ed iron-powriPr 
mi• prior lo pressing and <;inlerinq i•prov"'" 
mMhinability without aay loH in 111er.h.lniral 
properties or stability during ~interinq. 
Hachinability. based on drill tests, is increa~ed 
by ·1 to 16 ti111es c0111pared with unresulphurizPd 
steel. depenuing on throughput and drillinq 
para•t-ter<>. 

"nS hP.lps reduce tool r.hip friction dnd lnwPr~ 
the rutting temperature and cuttinq forr.es, 
producing less tool wear. Another advantage i~ 
the presencP of ""S particles near the part. 
surface. which can aid surface finishing. In 
addition, "nS :s stable in furnace atmospheres 
al the sintering temperatures; it has no 
detri•ental effe:t on the muffle, belt, or 
furnace wal Is. 



Researchers at Sumitomo Hetal 
ln~~~tries ltd., evaluated the aachinability 
of high-strength 4100 sintered steel 
(0.8~-1Cr-0.2tto) with different amounts of 
sulphu~ added by prealloying or adllixing with 
ttnS powder. Tool life of tungsten carbide in 
turning tests increases with increasing sulphur 
up to 0.2 per cent S content regardless of the 
method of sulphur addition. High-s.,.ed tool 
steel life also ii better at higher sulphur 
contents; the best life is obtained when 
sulphur is added by prealloying. 

ttachinability also is affected by ttnS 
inclusion size, and by the hardness. 
•icrostructure, and ttn content of the sintered 
part - all of which depend on the method of 
addition. Hardness remains constant in 
prealloyet and adllixed-powder parts regardless 
of sulphur content when ttn is increased 
proportionally to increasing sulphur. Hardness 
decreases with increasing sulphur content in 
prealloyed aaterial when ttn content is k~pt 
constant due to decreasing hardenability. 
Tensile strength decreases with increasing 
sulphur content over 0.05 per cent. Neithe~ 
increasing sulphur content nor method of 
addition has any effect on the hardness of 
quenched and tempered parts, but the tensile 
strength of adllixed material is lowest. 

Joint research at D091fer Hetal Powders ltd. 
and Genie ttetallurgique, Ecole Polytechnique, 
ttontreal, Canada, and Powdertech 
Associates Inc •• North Andover, Hass. shows 
the aachinability of prealloyed iron powder with 
a higher ttn/S ratio (4 versus I) is improved 
when •ixes are adjusted to compensate for 
different strength levels. Haterial with a ttn/S 
ratio of 4 (0.94Hn/0.236S) has significantly 
higher transverse rupture strength than material 
with a ttn/S ratio of 1 (0.38Hn/0.38S1, which is 
due to improved sintering c~aracteristics, 
i.e. 110re extensive closure of initial particle 
boundaries. Reasons for the different behaviour 
of powder surfaces during sintering is being 
evaluated. 

The higher ttn/S ratio produces a 11111ch 
larger number of aanganese-sulphide and 
manganese-oxide inclusions (inclusion aggregates 
larger than lOp•>. whereas at a lower ratio, 
more hard silicate inclusions are present. In 
this work, the aaterial with an Hn/S ratio of 1 
had sligt-tly better aachin~bility, which may be 
due to weaker interparticle bonding after 
sintering. This is consistent with its lower 
mechanical strength, and therefore would require 
lower cutti~g force for material ret110val; 
hence, better aachinability. In spite of this. 
when adjusted to compensate for the difference 
in strength, iron-powder •ixes with an Hn/S 
ratio of 4 are expected to provide an improved 
powder for the industry. (Source: ~~ 
Hfttrl.t.1..s ..IY.rilil1US. SeptNber 1987) 
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5. CLEAN '" SUPERALLOYS 

High strength and near-net-shape capability 
make powder 11etallurgy (PH) processin~ an attractive 
option for producing superalloy components. 

First applied to superalloys in the 1970s. 
powder metallurgy (Ptf) processing techniques are now 
routinely used to produce high-strength alloys with 
large amounts of strengthening elements. Severe 
macrosegregation and ingot cracking would ... ~~ sue~ 
c0111positions i11possible to produce using conventional 
ingot metallurgy (IH) techniques. Other advantages 
of PH processing for superalloys include i111proved 
•icrostructural and chemical homogeneity, and the 
potential for cost savings resulting frOll greater 
111aterials utilization and near-net-shape parts 
processing. Conta11ination during processing, 
however, is a problem for PH superalloys. Oriven by 
the need for components with enhanced strength and 
reliability. i11proveiments in cleanness in all phases 
of PH superalloy production are continuing. ttuch 
current research is focused on production of clean, 
defect-free powders, processes have been developed 
for production of clean starting stock, and 
at011ization and defect detection and removal are 
bec011ing increasingly i11portant. Powder 
consolidation processes also are being opti•ized to 
introduce eir.imal contamination into superalloy 
ca11ponents. 

A delicate balance 

With their complex, 11Ulti-C0111ponent compositions 
and equally complicated •icrostructures, PH 
superalloys are especially susceptible to 
contamination. Defects and inclusions serve as 
crack initiation sites in service, eventually 
leading to fail~re. Defects are particularly 
d..-aging to low-cycle fatigue properties and 
toughness. The 110st cOllllOn defects that occur in PH 
superalioy components are voids and pores, metallic 
inclusions, ceramic particles or agglomerations. and 
prior particle boundary (PP8) segregation. 

Cleanness begins with the starting eaterial. 
Vacuum induction melting (VIH) is the 110st cOllllOn 
melting method, although other techniques, including 
electroslag remelting (ESR) and electron beam 
cold-hearth refining (EBCHR) also are used. VI" has 
the advantages of •inimal loss of alloying elements 
due lo oxidation ~nd volatilization, very close 
cOlllposition control, accurate temperature control, 
and retnaval of tramp elements and dissolved gases. 
Superalloy ingots melted using EBCHR also are nearly 
free of non-inetallic inclusions and trace eletnents. 
Regardless of the 111elting 111ethod used, choice of 
refra(tory is i11portant in minimizing ceramic 
;nrlu'Oions. 

Refractory inclusions are COll!f)letely eliminated 
in "rPrflll'lir:less" 111elting, in which -.Hing occurs in 
a water-cooled copper crucible. Plasina arc melting 
u~ually is used with this method. After -.Hing, 
the 'itarting material pours over a spout in the 
crucible and is at0111ized by inert oas. 

Inert-gas at0111ization is the .ost widely used 
powder production 111ethod. Argon ala-ization results 
in nearly spherical powder particles with sinaller 
"satellite" particles attached to their surfaces. 
Particle size depends on -.lt superheat, the inelt 
head in the tundish, gas velocity, and gas-nozzle 
and jet configuration. Particle size, size 
distribution, and cooling rate are controlled by 
adjusting at0111ization par.-.ters. 

Regardless of the ata.ization process used, 
PMphasis is placed on obtaining the highest possible 

yields of fine (50 ....-> powder. A technique 
recently developed to try to maximize production of 
fines is ultrasonic gas at0111ization (USGA). A 
variation of conventional inert-gas at0111ization, 
USGA uses the basic gas al0111ization nozzle 
configuration. Shock-wave resonators fitted into 
the inert-gas nozzle are used to generate pulsing 
gas jets at an ultrasonic frequency of 60 
to 120 Hz. The pulsating gas jets break up the 
110lten metal stream 110re rapidly and into smaller 
droplets than conventional inert-gas al011ization, 
resulting in production of finer. 110re unifoni 
powders. Horph~logy of pow:ters produced using 
USGA is very si•ilar to conventional inert-gas 
at0111ized powders. After several years of 
development, the technique is nearing COllll!ercial 
application. 

Results obtained using USGA have been •ixed, 
with SOiie studies indicating a higher yield of fines 
than conventional ?nert-gas at011ization. 
Fine-particle yields as high as 95 per cent have 
been reported, although other investigations 
indicate a conventional inert-gas at0111ization system 
opti•ized for production of fine superalloy powders 
yields particle size distributions virtually 
identical to USGA. Gas pressure and specific gas 
consU111Ption seem to be critical to success of the 
USGA process. In one report, the percentage of 
fines obtained in USGA was directly proportional to 
specific gas consumption. 

Yet another approach lo attaining fine powders 
is close-coupled gas at1111ization, which uses very 
high gas-jet velocities to increase the yields of 
fines. Gas velocities above mach 1 al the nozzle 
exit result in very high yields of fine powders; 
cl~se-coupled gas atomization has produced yields of 
fine powder three ti.es greater than conventional 
gas at011ization. 

Centrifugal at1111ization techniques also are 
used to produce superalloy powders. Centrifugal 
al0111ization generally results in a narrower 
particle-size distribution than gas atomization 
processes. Rapid solidification rate IRSR) 
processing, which has received 111.1ch attention 
over the past few years, is a centrif~gal method. 
In RSR processing, the melt is dispersed by a 
rapidly rotating disk, and the 11elt dro~lets are 
co9led by inert-gas jets at rates of 10 to 
10 •(/sec. In addition to narrower particle-size 
distribution than gas-at'Mllized powders, 
RSR-processed powders contain relatively few 
satellites and pores. 

Another centrifugal at0111ization technique use~ 
to produce ~uperalloy powders is the rotating 
electrode process (REP). The process is used 
ronnercia11y for production of rapidly solidified 
titaniU111 powders, but is beginning lo be use~ more 
frequently for superalloys. In REP, the tip of a 
rapidly spinning alloy rod is melted in an inert-gas 
al110sphere by a plasina arc or electron beam. The 
molten metal droplets are then flung tangPntially 
fro- the rod and solidify in flhlit. Pror:eH 
variables controlling particle size and 
solidification rate are electrode dia~eter. rate of 
inelting, and rotational speed of the consumable 
electrode. 

!he major advantage of REP is the elimination 
of ceramics. and thus, the c0111plete ab;ence of 
cera111ic inclusions in REP pow~ers. A probll'tll with 
sureralloys is obtaining a sound electrode and one 
that is dy~a111ically balanced to withstand the high 
rotational speeds needed for the process. 
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Valuum alOMization also is used in connercial 
production of superalloy po"'11ers. Vacuum-at0111ized 
po...,ers are s1i9ht1y less spherical than 
gas-atomized materials, and satellite particles are 
110re CQnlOn. The presence of sate 11 i tes i ncr·eases 
apparent part'cle size and changes the rheological 
prop~rties of t~e powder. Particle size and size 
distribution are 110re difficult to control in vacuUlll 
atomization than in gas at01Bization. 

Hot extrusion and hot isostatic pressing (HIP) 
have long been the workhorse consolidation processes 
for PH superalloys. Hot extrusion produces fully 
dense billets that are then subjected to further 
processing to near-net shape. Extrusion also is 
used Somt!times after an initial consolidation step 
such as HIP or hot pressing. The large a1110unts of 
defonnation that occur during extrusion pr01110te 
interparticle shearing and breakup of prior particle 
boundaries, resulting in a h0110geneous, fully dense 
product. ~icrostructural contr~l is acc0111plished by 
varying reduction ratios as well as extrusion rate 
and temperature. 

Although th~ name iinplies purely isostatic 
pressure. HIP is similar to hot extrusion in that 
particle-to-particle contacts under isostatic 
pressure result in fonnation of shear stresses. The 
primary difference between the two processes is the 
dP.gree of powder particle deformation; hot extrusion 
results in 111Uch more inacrodefonnation than HIP. 

Both hot extr~sion and HIP are reliable 
consolidation nethods. Recently. howP.ver, several 
new consolidation techniques have begun inakin9 
inroads in ~H superalloy processing. All these 
techniques offer reduced costs and/or a reduction in 
powder handling, which translates into cleaner parts 
with fewer defects and enhanced mechanical 
pro~erties. Two of the llOSt pr0111isin9 are metal 
injection 110ulding (HIH) and ·pray deposition. 

HIH, in which a paste of fine metal powder and 
an organic binder at moderate temperature is 
injected under 1110derate pressure into shaped inould, 
is just beginnirg lo be applied to production of PH 
superalloy COlllponents. One problem with using HIH 
for processing superalloys is their sensitivity to 
organic cocntaminates. Therefore, removal of the 
hinder after moulding is the most critical step in 
producinq clean PH superalloy parts by this 
consolida~ion technique. 

Another process waiting to take off is si>ray 
deposition. The most wP.11-known of the spray 
deposition pro(esses is Osprey. although other 
;imilar processes also are being developPd. Spray 
dPposition offers both Pr.onomiral and time-savinq 
benefits by eliminating powder handling. The basir 
Osprey apparatus consists of an induction furnace. a 
qas-at11t11i1er, and a spray chamber. After 
at0111ization, the hot pow~er collects on a r.ooled 
preform moult!. Solidifiration and partirlP wpltlinq 
take placf' as the powder cools. The resulting 
~reforms are gq to 99.9 per cent dense and ha~P a 
finf' grain sizP.. Hect.anir.al propertit•. of 
spray-formed superalloys are comparable to or better 
than wrou9ht matf'riah. Spray-dl"posited preform" 
are SOlllf't;mes subjected lo post-consolidation 
forging or othl"r trf'atments to product" full dense 
c11t11ponenls. 

In one invf'stigation, spray deposited disk 
prl"fonns of five cQlllllf'rr.ial PH supl"ralloys 
df'lllOnstrated good hiqh-teinperature strength and 
stress-rupture propertil"s in tl"sting at 650 and 

760•c ii.ZOO .Jnd !,4oo~rJ. The intennediate grain 
size of the spray-deposited alloys - larger than 
grains produced by other PH techniques. but smaller 
than a ca<st superalloy - resulted i:' a combination 
of good workabi~ity and high-temperature capability. 

Identifying and characterizing defects ha<s 
become extremely important as cleanness becOllles a 
critical concern in the PH superalloys industry. 
Typical specifications might allow about one part 
per million of ceramic particles. This translatf's 
to about 20 particles per kilogram of alloy, of 
which perhaps th1·ee are allowed lo be larger than 
400 ,A.&111 in dia11eter. SOllle cleanness goals are much 
stricter than this standard, however. 

As a result of the push for cleanne~~. 
inclusion contents in s0tne PH s~peralloys havP been 
reduced to such low levels that conventional 
111etallographic techniques cannot adequately 
characterize cleanness. The need for 1110re 
quantitative evaluation of inclusions also is making 
conventional 111etallo9raphic analysis a less viable 
option for PH superalloys. 

Methods used to characterize ceramic defer.ts in 
PH superalloys include water elutriation and 
electron beillll (EB) button inelling. The 
tried-and-true former t£chnique uses a density 
gradient in a colU111n of waler to separate relatively 
light organic and ceramic inclusions frOfll a screened 
powder sample. The low-density ceramic and organic 
particles are lifted above the relatively heavy 
metal particles by the rising water column anj 
filtered for counting and measuring. 

EB button melting separ~les ceramic inclusions 
from the 111elt by fusing a small sample ("button") 
with an electron beam. The low-density ceramic 
rises to the surface of the 111elted button and forms 
an inclusion "raft". After cooling, the raft is 
examined i_l!_l'HI! or the button is electrochemically 
dissolved, leaving the residual ce~amic inclusions 
for counting and weighing. Analysis is facilitated 
because the inclusion particles are concentrated in 
a sinall area. 

EB button melting works well for low-density 
o)(ide inclusions, but nitrides and other relatively 
heavy particles may not raft as well as owides. One 
investiqation into the effectiveness of the 
tech~ique indicated that only about 10 per rent of 
nitride~ were r.ollected in the raft. (ollection 
efficiency a1so is influenced by the solidifcd!inn 
mer!l;mi~m. operating witt-in thr hutton. 

Success of EB button melting depends on 
M.hipving rPproduriblP rondit inn~ durinq b11ttnn 
mPltinq and solidification. fest~ intlir.ate 
reproducibility is good enough to allow ~u~-•l~tive 
evaluation of inclusion content. 

Maintaining a low gas contpnt also i~ important 
to minimizt voids and pores in r.onsolidatetl 
components. A co11111on test for ewrPssivp gas rontpnt 
is thermally induced porosity, in which thP tlPnsity 
of the material is measured before and after 
f')(posure to temperal•Jre for a sper. if i ed 1 enqt h of 
ti~e. If dl"nsity decreasf's morl" than a 
predetermined amount, typically O. l per cent, the 
111ateorial is considered to r.onlain ewces~ive amounts 
of entrapped gas. Sourcl"s of excessive gas in PH 
supt"ralloys include hollow argon-atomizetl powder 
particles, coalescence of absorbed gases, and 
rontainer leakage before consolidation. (Source: 
Adv1nted Hfteritls & Pror.eHes. Septembpr JllA'll 
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DtptnJing on proetss p11ramtltrs. 1111cu11m anJ 
ctnlrif11gal atomiz11tion proctssts gtnt,.ally ,..-suit in 
slightly higlru yitllis off intS anJ narrowtr particlt sru
~istrjbutions llran intrl-gas atomizlrtion. Ga$ atomiuifion 
rs shll tlrt most commonly 11stil powdtr production mtthoJ 
for s11p.-r111lloys. 

Minimizirrg common dtftds in PM superalloys 

Defect 

Ceramic inclu!lions 

Metallic ind1.1sions 

Prior particle boundary 
contamination 

Minimized by 

• . Screenmg ... 
• '"Rafting". and removal of low-density ceramic def~ts .during melting 

· • Cyclone 5eparati0n and other techniques t"at take ·advantage o( density 
differences ·. · · 

•_Adequate ~leaning of atomization· facility ·at startup and during 
. dwtg~r of alloy comoositions · 

.··~.~Of ..,;,.-w-~.~' ",.teri:.'.:.~;..i;··~_:·· - -· -~·.f......,....,.~ .-~~ . ·. 
·•· H~ Or" m.a·outgusmg of'powd'er· during can filling·· 
·•. ~:teStiJ:lB·~eo.;~.: .. ·. 

. • •·•• . -. . • >.· . . • • : • 

• U)tra)ow-Qrbon compositions 
• Addition of strong carbide formen, t.g:. Hf, Nb, and Ta 

. • Modif?c;.wn.of heating schedules.before and during consolidation 
• -Maxim~ng deformation of po~der particles. during c~nsolidation 
• Post-consoliditi_o~ working, r;g., isostatic forging · 

c-,;w ,,_ ;,,,_,_,;. .. i• Superalloys. Suptte:ompotitn, .arid Supercer.amics. /.L Tin.UT. C.•lf.rW. U.. AcaMimic Pr111. N,. YIFi'. 1919. 

Proverfits of spray-deposited PM supualloys
1 

Alloy TS,MPa YS,MPa Elongation, 'Ml 

At 6so0 c 
~nt!95 1,471 1,040 12 

AF115 i.._'464·. . ·~1,080. 15 

Merl76 ·1',327 1,001 21 

Astroloy ·1~1- 903 27 

'At 760°( 
R~nt! 95 1,152 1,008 26 

AfllS 1,242 l,CU9 30 

Merl 76 1,102 1,007 30 

Astroloy 1,040 887 JO 

'All•''¥ - ,.,._, ...... -w llflrr .,,., ..,__ ··"' f#IM1 fl/'"',.,,,,....,. DM• fr- J:.-M. Ct..111 .u H.C. Filtlltr. s,,.,.r-8 Hi1t..sm..,,• 
S.,_,,., i• ~upenlloyt 'II. rrw M""11•,,W.I S.W,. w.,,,.,,.,,. 1e .. , 41J-49J, 1911. . 

• • * .. • 
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6. JOINING or RAPIDl y souo1nm PCMJ(R l'tETALLIJlGY Al-f(-C( ALLOYS 

Ab.stra(:l 

The joining of rapidly-solidified powder 
111etall•Jrgy (RS/PH) Al-fe-Ce alloys by 
capacitor-discharge and inertia-friction welding has 
been investigated frOll'I a 111etallurgical perspective. 
Capacitor-discharge welding was effective in the 
joining of 6.4 ... dia111eter Al-8Fe-4Ce rod. The 
application of pressure si11Ultaneously wit~ fusion 
zone solidification suppressed the formation of 
fusion zone porosity in this high hydrogen PH 
product. In addition. extremely rapid cooling rates 
pr01110ted RS fusion zone •icrostructures and 
prevented heat-affected zone (HAZ} fonnation. 
thereby providing joint efficiencies up to 
100 per cent. High joint efficiencies were also 
obtained in 12.S """ diameter Al-9Fe-4Ce and 
Al-qfe-7Ce rrd usin9 the solid-state 
inertia-friction welding process. Welds produced at 
low axial force were characterized by defects along 
the weld interface and a relatively large heat and 
defonnation zone (HDZ). Increased axial force 
significantly redu~ed 'il>Z width and minimized defect 
fonnation, resulting i" opti11U91 joint efficiencies 
exceeding 90 per cent with satisfactory ductilities. 

1. I n t nul.v.di.Jl!! 

Al-Fe-Ce alloys offer significant advantages 
over conventional al11111ini11111 alloys for 
elevated-temperature applications up to 350°C. 
These dispersion-strenqthened alloys are basically 
hypereutectic Al-Fe COlllpositions with ternary 
additions of Ce for enhanced dispersoid stability. 
Through air or flue-gas atOlllization. extremely fine, 
irregular-shaped pcwder particles are produce~ which 
vary in size froin a~out S to 40 micron~ in 
di~ter. The rapid cooling rates (10 to 
10 °C/s) experienced by these particles suppresses 
fonnation of the equilibriUlll pri111ary intermetallic 
structure and instead pr01110tes solidification to 
supersaturated alpha alU11ini1111. 

Subsequent powder consolidation and 
therlllOlllechanical processing results in a unique 
mirrostructure c0111prised of fine dispersoids in a 
matrix of suhlnicron alpha al11111iniU11 grains. 

The efficient utilization of Al-Fe-Ce alloys in 
structural applicatio~s will require their joining. 
Unfortunately, the application of conventional 
weldir.g processes has been !Inly marginally 
successful with the Al-fe~e alloys. Gas 
tungsten-arc (GTA) welding studies by Hetzger on 
thin-sheet Al-lOFe-SCe found poor weld quality to 
result principally frOlll the high inherent hydrogen 
content of the•e flue-gas at0111ized ali?ys 
(1-10 ml/JOO IJll) and the associated evolution of 
gross fusion zone porosity. In addition. the 
moderate cooling rates experienced by the GTA weld 
fusion zone allowed the fonnation of a coarse. 
primary intennetallic solidifir.ation structure. 
Although t:1e addition of f i 11 er meta 1 was 
ineffective in reducing porosity, the combination of 
a preweld vacu11111 heat treatinent (400°(/100 hrs). ~ 
direct current. eler.trode negative welding arc and 
the addition of 5,356 filler metal significantly 
ill'proved weld integrity. However. poor filler 
metal/base metal mixing prevented elimination of the 
coarse. primary intermetallic solidification 
structure near the weld fusion bound~ry. This 
region served as the preferential fracture site in 
transverse tensile Lsting whic:h determined a 
~5 per rent jcint efficiency and negligible 
flue ti 1 i ty. 

Considering the physical 111etallurgy of the 
Al-Fe-Ce alloy system, it is apparent that achieving 
high joint efficiencies requires the applicati6n of 
joining techniques which can either recreate or 
retain the 111etastable base 111etal ~icrostructure 
across the joint while precluding the fonnation of 
defects. In this work, capacitor-discharge and 
inertia-friction welding processes were evaluated in 
an attempt to meet t~ese requirements. 

2. ~ci.19.f-dis~harge welding 

Recent wo~k by Devletian has demonstrated the 
effectiveness of capacitor-discharge (CO) welding in 
producing defect-free joints in SiC/Al metal-matrix 
COlllPOSites. In addition to suppressing the 
fonnation of fusion zone porosity in these high 
hydrogen, PH materials, the process also provided 
rapid solidification rates in the 111elt zone and 
mini•ize~ HAZ formation. Based on these advantages, 
the CO welding process was e111ployed to join 6.4 11111 

diameter Al-8.4fe-3.6Ce (Al-8fe-4Ce) extruded rod. 

The "initial-gap" CO welding process involves 
the impacting of specimen surfaces under gravity 
with the si11Ultaneous discharge of a capacitor bank, 
causing arcing and subsequent melting. Upon impact. 
the arc is extinguished, 1110lten 11elal is expelled 
and rapid solidification occurs. In the present 
work. welding parameters (table 1, page 35) vere 
controlled to provide both h}gh and ~derate 
cooling rate welds (about 10 and 10 •C/s 
respectively). ~epresentative welds were sectioned 
axially and either llOunted for 111etallographi~ 
characterization and OPH hardness testing, or 
three-point bend tested in both the as-welded 
condition and after removal of the flash/notch at 
the outer weld periphery. SEH was used for 
fractographic analysis. 

Visual examination of the CO welds revealed 
•ini•al flash at the outer weld pe~iphery, with a 
somewhat greater flash observed in the 1110derate 
cooling rate welds. Due to a slight axial 
misalig11111ent of the specimens during welding, the 
welds e~hibited a notch or ledge at the outer weld 
periphery. 

Hetallographic characterization of the CO welds 
revealed narrow •elt zones about 50 to 100 mir.rons 
in width. In the high cooling rate welds, the 
fusion zone width was relatively constant ~rross the 
entire specimen. tapering slightly towards the outer 
periphery. In contrast. the width of the moderate 
r.ooling rdte weld fusion zone varied rnntinudlly 
drrn~s thP specimen crnss-ser.tion. 

Three-point bend tests performed on the 
awially-sectioned sper.imens showed a signifir.ant 
reduction in bend ductility versus the base metal 
(tat> le I). 

In sunnary. CO welding was found to be 
effective in produr.ing high-quality welds in the 
Al-flre-4Ce alloy. Based on hardness anti bend test 
results. it is ~nticipated that welding parameter 
optimization and improved specimen alignment could 
readily provide 100 per cent joint efficienries in 
the as-welded condition. 

]. lnertiJ-friction welding 

Inertia-friction (If) welding is a solid-state 
welding process which offers an important 
alternative to fusion welding for joining materials 
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in which melting and solidification 11USt be avoide~. 
The process involves a COlllbination of frictional 
heating at faying surfaces and the application of 
axial pressure to produce a tnelallurgical bond. The 
absence o• melting during IF welding can alleviate 
weldabilily probl-s including the fo.-.ation of 
porosity and solidification cracking. Also, the 
expulsion of contuinated surface layers and 
heat-and-deformation affected inetal at the weld 
interface during the final forging and upset stage 
of lhe process allows final bonding between nascent 
subs~rtace materials. Based on these inherent 
characteristics, this process offers the capability 
to "retain" to a large degree the base 11etal 
•icrostructure across the joint, making it highly 
suitable for the joining of RS/PH Al-Fe-Ce alloys 
with a high residual gas content. 

In the present study, 12.5 .. dia111eter rod of 
Al-8.6Fe-3.8Ce (Al-9Fe-4Ce) and Al-8.6Fe-6.9Ce 
(Al-9fe-7Ce) were joined axially using a conventional 
If welding syste11. Through preli•inary testing, 
welding parameters including the 110111ent of inertia, 
rotational speed and axial force were optimized. In 
addition to joints produced using these optimized 
paraiaeters, welds were also produced at lower and 
higher axial forces for CCJllParative purposes 
(table 2, page 35). Following visual analysis, 
representative welds were sectioned axially and 
metallographically prepared for •icrostructure 
analysis using Tight and electron micro~~opy and DPH 
hardness testing. 

In addition, round tensile specimens were 
machined frOll the centre of the welded specimens 
(4 .. gauge di~ter, 16.S ... gauge length) and 
tested at an ext~nsion rate of 0.0042 ,./s. 
fractography of the fractured specimens was 
perfonied using SEH. 

As expected, an increase in axial force 
promoted an increase in axial displacement (table 2) 
and the quantity of flash. A consistently greater 
axial displacement in the Al-9Fe-4Ce versus the 
Al-9Fe-7Ce alloy was attributed to the lower 
C011Pressive yield strength of the Al-9Fe-4Ce. 

Hacroscopic characterization of the as-polished 
speci11ens revealed two basic defect types: 
(l) voids which resulted frOllt the non-unifonn 
defonnation and insufficient extrusion of metal c~t 
of the weld i~terface region and (2) fine, linear 
lack-of-bonding defects which 111ay have been 
associated with dispersed oxides. The nuinber and 
size of these defects decreased with increased axial 
force, and were only occasionally observed in welds 
produced al the highest axial force. Although the 
base alloys exhibi~ed high hydrogen contents of 
2-3 ml/JOO gm. no evidence of porosity or blistering 
was observed. Hacroscopic examination of the welds 
after etching with Ke ler's reagent revealed 
heat-and-defonnation zones (HOZs) which were 
observed to decrease in width with increased axial 
force. This decrease was attributed to the greater 
extrusfon of heat-and-defon11ation affected metal out 
of the weld interface as flash. 

Figure l (see page 35) illustrates 
microstructures of IF welds produced at low (a) and 
high (b) axial forces. Evidence of a radially 
outward flow of 111etal which is characteristic of IF 
welding is app3rent in both micr~structures, ~ith 
the original base metal texture changing q9°c to an 
orientation parallel to the weld interface. In the 
vicinity of the weld interface, elevated 
temperatures promoted coarsening of the dispersoid 
structure. The use of high axial fcrce essentially 
~liminated the most severely coarsened light-etching 
region and also reduced the widt~ of the 
dark-etching transition region. The 
dispersoid-coarsened, light-etching structure in the 
low-axial force weld exhibited a significant 
decrease in hardness versus the base 111etal, with the 
dat·k-etching region showing a range of hardnesses. 
Eli•ination of the light-etching region in the high 
axial force weld and a reduction in the width of the 
transition region resulted in a minimal drop in 
hardness across the weld zone. 

Tensile properties for the welded specimens are 
shown in table 2. Increased ax\al force was found 
to promote a significant increase in tensile 
strength, with an increase in joint efficiency from 
56 per cent for welds produced at low axial force to 
over 90 per cent for high axial force welds. 
Tensile ductilities of the specimens also increased 
with increased axial force, although elongation 
valu~s were still well below those of the unaffe~ted 
base metal. 

Fractographic analysis of the tensile specimen 
surfaces showed fracture in low an~ medi~• axial 
force welds to occur along the weld interface 
through the low hardness, dispersoid-coarsened 
structure. The present of voids along the weld 
interface may also have contributed to property 
degradation in these welds. Hi~er weld strengths 
associated with welds produced at increased axial 
force promoted a shear 110de of failure across the 
weld interface into the unaffected base i;ietal. All 
of the weld fracture surfaces exhibited a distinct 
spiral appearance etnanating from the centre of the 
rod, which reflected the effects of cOlllbined 
torsional and axial forging forces o~ 111etal flow 
experienced at the weld interface during IF 
welding. In addition, on a Microscopic scale 
all fracture was observed to involve microvoid 
fonnation around the fine dispersoids and the 
associated ductile failure of the alpha alJ111iniU111 
matrix. 

In SUlllllary, the IF welding process has bePn 
shown to be effective for the joining of RS/PH 
Al-Fe-Ce alloys. Increased axial forcp was found to 
improve weld integrity and tensile propPrties by 
~liminating weld interfac~ defer.ts and minimizing 
microstructural coarsening across the weld zone. 
(Extracted fr0tn the proceedings of the 
Zn..d_Inilrnui.Mi.1 SAHPE Met1.!LUl'.!!f!'t.n.te. 
2-4 August 1988, Dayton, Ohio, USA. Paper submitted 
by: W.A. Baeslack Ill, De~~rtment of Welding 
Engineering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio 43210) 
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Table l. Hardness and bend ductility of A1-8Fe-4Ce base inetal 
and capacitor-dlscharge weld speci111ens. 

Base Meta I 
HC Weld/AW 
HC Veld/Mach. 
ltC Weld/AW 
ltC We ld/,..ch. 

DPH .. 
(SO 9111 load) 

132-117 
286-341 . 
148-161 

Bend 
Ouctility• .. 

•201 
3.31 
>161 
3.71 
>171 

Fracture Initiation 
Site 

outer periphery notch 
FZ weld defect 

outer periphery note~ 
base inetal 

*HC weld: 0.4 an tip dia .• O.S 11111 tip length, 600 conical tip, 
80 ~F. lOOY, head+ S.68 kg drop wt., SO 11111 drop ht. 

MC weld: 0.8 11'111 tip dia .• 1.0 n111 tip length, 600 conical tip, 
80 ~F. IDOY. head+ 1.93 kg drop wt., ZS 11111 drop ht. 

••Hardness at centPr of f~sion zonP 
•••flat surfaLe in tension 

Table 2. Inertia-friction weld axial displacements and tensile properties 

------------- - - -~-----

Alloy Axial Axial Tensile Joint I F rac tu re 
Force Displacement Strength Efficiency Elong. Location• 

kN 11111 11Pa I 

----·-----------------

Al-9Fe-4Ce •.4 2.S 234 S6 1. 9 IR 
6.S S.8 262 62 2.9 IR 
8.7 9.6 386 92 3.0 IR/HDZ 

Al-9Fe-7Ce C.4 1.8 262 '>6 I. 9 JR 
6.S 4.6 386 82 2.7 IR 
8. 7 8.9 427 91 3.0 IR/HDZ 

------------·----------· -- -- ----·---
*IR - lnterfact Region, HDZ - Heat-and-Deformation lone 

* * * * * 
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1. POWER ttETALLURGY COttPOSITE PRODUCTS USING HIP ttETHOO 

Report by Nobuyasu Kawai and Hiroshi Takigawa, 
Haterials Research Institute of Kobe Steel, ltd: 
"Development of Powder Metallurgy Composite Products 
Using HIP Hethod". 

1. Introduction 

To meet the demand for illlJ>roved and more 
complex perfonnance and for advanced qualities of 
COlllJ>Onents in the various industries, the 
111anufacture of c0111posite materials based on 
diffusion connection has been highlighted recentl). 
What has been attracting most attention is a 
moulding method by which powder materials can be 
solidified based on HIP (hot isostatic processing). 
This method, whereby powder materials can be 
solidified and 1110ulded based on the HIP method and 
at the same time joined with dissimilar materials, 
can be applied to products of CCJlllPlex configuration 
with ease. covering wide areas of application. 
fxamples of concrete development include a valve 
body for an oil well, a roll for a cold work mill, 
and a cylinder for an injection moulding machine. 

Ht Kobe Steel, a Co-based metallurgy powder had 
be~n produced that is excellent in terms of 
corrosion and abrasion resistance by means of the Ar 
gas atomizing method, as illustrated in figure 1 
{see page 37). This powder was filled into the 
clearance between an SCH 440 steel cylinder ard a 
mild steel capsule in a vacuum state and sealed. 
Then, HIP processing was carried out at a 
temperature of 950°C and a pressure of 
1,000 kg/cm2; machining was perfonned to remove 
the internal capsule. and a cylinder lined with a 
2 mm thick layer was produced. Tests to confinn the 
physical properties involved measuring the strenyth 
of the connected members. the microscopic 
organization, mechanical properties, high 
temperature, corrosion resistance, abrasion 
resistance, and expansion coefficient of the alloy. 
As a practical equipment test, an effort was made to 
obtain the lifetime of the equipment by moulding 
~arious kinds of engineering plastics with an 
injection moulding machine. Co-based and Ni-based 
r.entrifugal casting ~aterials and nitrided steel, 

which are very popular, were used as reference 
111aterials. Table 1 on page 37 shows the composition 
of these alloys. 

~- Results 

3.1 The diffusion layer of the connection member 
-.as about 50 J.L rn in thickness; the deposit of an 
abnonnal layer was not 6bserved. The tensile 
strength i2 the connection section was found to be 
40.9 kg/11111 . This value is satisfactory in 
r~lation to the calculated values (12 to 
24 kg/nm2) of tensile strength prrduced ur.der 
ordinary injection 110ulding conditions in the 
peripheral direction of the conne~tion 111e111ber. 

3.2 The abrasion resistance of the HIP alloys 
evaluated by the Ohgoshi method-based abrasion test 
exceeded the values of the reference 111aterial 
over the entire sliding speed range. as 
illustrated ir. figure 2 (see page 37). This 
is considered attributable to the uniform and 
microscopic distribution of the hard particles 
of fine 8 (Cr, W). 

3.3 The result of the practical equipnent test, 
shown in table 2 (see page 37), indicates that the 
injection moulding of engineering plastics, 
including 30-45 per cent glass fibre. can provide a 
maximum lifetime exceeding 14 months - a value five 
to six times that of conventional nitrided steel. 

As stated, it has been ascertained that the use 
of t •. ~ HIP method is capable of producing the 
cylinder of an injection moulding machine for 
plastics engineering which is excellent in corrosion 
resistance and abrasion resistance. Based on these 
achievements, further attempts are being made to 
apply the HIP method to the manufacture of a 
non-magnetic cylinder for "plamag" [phonetic] using 
high Mn non-magnetic steel, a superabrasion 
resistant cylinder including WC powder. or a 
bi-axial tylinder which is excellent for kneading. 
This technology can also be applied to the cylinder 
of an injection and moulding machine for ceramics 
and metal powder, for which high expectations are 
harboured for future demand. (Source: Io~NIHON 
FUNHATSU FUNTAI YAKIN KYOKAI, 16-19 Hay 1988} 
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8. NEV PRCJOUCTS All> THEIR APPLICATIONS 

App 1 i tilF1tns 

Fi~r~~llurgy has many CQl!ll'lercial 
a11pJ !{_~ i_on_s 

Any machinable metal can be converted into 
short fibres economically by a chatter machining 
process devlloped at Tokyo University. Metals such 
as a1U111inium, copper, brass, iron, stainless steel, 
nickel, titaniU111 and t~e like can be cut into fibres 
from O.Z to 100 mm long with diameters of 0.02 
to 0.5 11111. And experimental silver fibres have been 
made that are only 0.12 mm long and 20,JUD in 
diameter. These fibres, which can be treated much 
like metal powders in that they can be mixed with 
other powders, compacted, and sintered using 
conventional powder metallurgy technology, can bE 
fabricated into a number of commercial products. 

The metal fibre fabrication process takes 
positive advantage of chattering, which when it 
occurs during ~chining, is deleterious to the 
finished machined product's surface. As shown in 
figure 1 (see page 46), an elastic cutting tool 
set-up for a conventio•:dl turning opPration is 
used. By selecting the appropriate machining 
conditions, the cutting tool can be made to 
vibrate. The fibres dre produced one at a lime per 
vibration. The vibration frequency, which depends 
on the natural frequency of the ~utting tool, is 
about 4,000 Hz. Thus 4,000 fibres per second are 
produced by each cutting edge. Tne set-up presently 
used in Japan turns out 320,000 fibres per second 
per machine by using 20 cutting tools, e~:h with 
four cutting edges. About 300 tons of fibres were 
produced in 1987 by the 30 machines presently in 
operation in Japan. 

Some of the fibre-containing materials under 
development are cast iron fibres compacted with 
30 per cent graphite for self-lubricated bearings 
and wear-resistant seals, compacted with diamond 
powder for an exceptionally strong and 
wear-resistant grinding wheel for machining 
ceramics, and compacted with sub-micron abrasives 
for a lapping tool; 10 vol. per cer.t brass fibres 
mixed with a polymer such as nylon for 
Plectromagnetic ;nterference shielding; steel 
fibres mixed with cP.ment for plastic and sheet metal 
stamping tools, mixed with sintered refractory 
material for durable nozzles for continuous steel 
casting and blast furnace plugs, and mixed and 
sintered with ceramic powrler for porous moulds that 
improve the surface quality of the moulded product; 
and metal matrix composires made by squeeze casting 
molten ~luminium alloys into steel fibres. 

In addition, sintering titanium and nickel 
short fibres produces porous sheets for catalysts, 
and sinterin9 stainless steel fibres produces porous 
sheets for fllters. Using textile techniques, a 
longer nickel fibre, approximately 30 mm. can be 
fabrirated into a continuous sheet for battery 
electrodes. And an experimental printed circuit 
board made by "planting" numerous short metal fibres 
on the substrate material by electrostatic 
attraction, then soldering to obtain adequate 
condurtivity, is almost as electrically conductive 
as a copper-plated circuit board made by 
electroplating or etching. The developers 
believe that fibre metallurgy's potential 
applications have only begun to be explored. 
[Source: Professor Takeo Nakagawa, Head of 
Research Center for The Development of Advanced 
Materials, Institute of Industrial Science, 

University of Tokyo, Roppongi. Hinato-ku. 
Tokyo 106, Japan. Telephone: (81) 03-402-6231. 
Fax: (81} 03-402-5078.] (Source: ~erials and 
erocessing ReporJ, October 1988) 

.... lit "' 

Fine powders produced bx an i.!!l!.roved 
microatQ!llization process 

An iinproved version of the patented 
microatomization process developed at GTE can 
potentially produce hi9h yields of ultrafine powders 
of a variety of metals and alloys. The GTE 
microatomization process uses a DC plasma jet to 
simultaneously melt and accelerate metal or alloyed 
powders to high velocities. The stream of molten 
particles iinpacts a substrate and fragments into 
smaller droplets. The molter. fragments of the 
droplets, after bouncing off the substrate, are 
solidified in flight, producing fine spherical 
powder particles that are much smaller in size than 
the starting powder. The median size of the product 
powder is typically less than 10 )Jiii. 

The original version of the microatomization 
process developed by GTE uses a cold substrate. To 
minimize the build-up of an uneven roug~ surface of 
solidified material, which has a deleterious effect 
on microatomization efficiency, the cold substrate 
is usually rotated to constantly change the area 
contacted by the impacting molten droplets. Rerent 
work has led to the development of a different mode 
of process operation - hot substrate 
microatomization - shown schematically in figure 3 
(see page 46). Here the substrate is maintained at 
a temperature above the melting point of the 
material to be ~icroatomized. The plasma jet is 
used lo melt and ac~elerale the powder particles to 
high velocity as well as to heat the substrate to 
the appropriate temperature. The substrate does not 
need to be rotated because the plasma jet is also 
used to melt and blow off any unmelted particles 
adhering to the substrate. Hot substrate 
microatomization has been found to ~mprove the 
efficiency of the microatomization process by 
producing higher yields of finer powder. 

Higher process efficiency and ease of operation 
are facilitated by operating the plasma gun at 
higher power levels and gas flow rates (gases used 
include argon, helium, hydrogen. nitrogen or their 
combinations) in a reduced pressure environment (a 
controlled vacuum chamber). These operating 
conditions result in long, diffuse, high-velocity 
supersonic plasma jets (Hach 2-3), which help to 
achieve higher particle velocities and to heat the 
substrate more uniformly. The particle size of the 
HICROATOHIZEDrH powde~ can be varied by 
appropriately selecting both the plasma gun 
operating conditions and the size of the starting 
powder. 

Process considerations dictate that the 
substrate should retain sufficient strength and 
erosion resistance to withstand the continuous 
impact of the high-velocity molten droplets whpn 
heated to temperatures above the melting point of 
the material to be microatomized. A fur~~er 
consideration, particularly for highly re<c~ive 
metals and alloys, is the degree of contamination 
that could result from their alloying or reacting 
with the substrate. Possible substrate materials 



include hi9h-letnperature metals and alloys, 
intennetallics, and cera111ics such as borides. 
carbides. ~itrides. oxides and silicides. 

The hot substrate microat0111ization process has 
been tested using copper as the 1110del material. 
figure 4 (see page 46i shows l~Al 68 wt per cent of 
the yield of the HICROATOttIZEO copper powder 
with a median particle size of 6.7 J1'll (curve A) is 
less than 10 prn, and 87 wt per cenl is less than 
20 Jlfll· For powder with a 3.6 )lfll 111edian particle 
size (curve 8) these n11111bers are 88 wt per cent and 
98 wt per cent respectively. 

The GTE researchers are now workin3 on 
opti~izing the process to yielo finer powders with 
tighter size distributions. Several patents 
covering this technology have been issued (some are 
pending) to GTE. The company is interested in 
discussing licensing and joint development 
progralllllf'~. [Sources: For the technology, 
Huktesh r·a 1iwa1, Advanced Research Engineer, 
GTE Products Corr .• Hawes St., Towanda, PA 18848. 
Telephone: (717) 265-2121. fax: (717) 265-1450. 
for licensing: Robert J. Dobbs, New Business 
ftanager (same address, telephone and fax numbers).] 
(Source: ~!erials and Processing Report, 
October 1989) 

• .. • • * 

Bul~~orphous mei.l.l_J!A[ts and amorphous 
~o~tings bv powder metallurgy 

Amorphous nickel niobium (Ni6oNb4o> powder 
produced by mechanical alloying has been compacted 
into a semifinished part at the fraunhofer Institute 
in Bremen, federal Republic of Gennany. The powder 
geometry of the amorphous, mechanically alloyed 
powder was found lo be more suitable for compaction 
than that produced from melt-spun ribbons. X-ray 
analysis after exp~osive compaction showed that the 
bulk material was still amorphous. 

In mechanical alloying, the elemental metal 
powders are mixed together and dry milled for a 
number of hours (in this case 60 h) in a high energy 
ball mill, in an inert gas such as argon. During 
the course of the milling the powder particles, 
which have become cold-welded together, become finer 
and are alloyed via a solid state reaction. X-ray 
diffraction patterns indicate decreasing intensities 
of crystallinity as the milling proceeds, until no 
crystalline reflection is observed. And optical 
micrographs show that the microstructure has become 
increasingly refined. In the case of the 
nickel/niobium material, the microhardness of the 
amorphou~ powder increased thr~ughout the milling to 
a maximum of 850 HV 0.025 N/mm . further, during 
the mechanical alloying the particles became 
globular in shape and layered, with a partir.le size 
of approximately 50 .JJm. 

The researchers consolidated the powders by 
explosive compaction in a copper tube, forming a 
machinable, semi finished product in whir.h the 
powder's amorphous properties, hardness and 
crystallization temperature were retained. They 
also suggest that an amorphous sheet could be 
fabricated by hot rJlling the powder at temperatures 
just below the crystallization temperature (678°(), 
because it becomes quite ductile and flows freely at 
its glass-point temperature. further, they note 
that recent experiments indicate the possibility of 
producing amorphous coatings by thermal spraying. 
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The researchers believe that because illllOrphous 
powders are 110re easily 111ade by mechanical alloying 
than frOlll rapidly quenched 5~ pm thick melt-spun 
ribbons, it is the lllO~e likely process for producing 
these powders connercially. In addition, while the 
physical properties of the powders are similar, the 
morphology of inechanically alloyed powder appears to 
be 110re suitable for the fabrication of bulk 
a111Crphous 111aterial. They anticipate that their work 
will spark new interest and applications for 
C11110rphous materials. (Source: Materials and 
~e1sing Report, October 1988) 

. . . . . 
~~gwder production by ultrasonic 
atomizatior; 

Potentially cost-effective ultrasonic 
t.echniques to at011ize liquid metals for the 
productior. of inetal powders are under development in 
the federal Republic of Gennany at Leybold AG, Handu 
and thP Battelle Institute, Frankfurt. The economic 
advantage of this approach, once scaled up, is that 
it does not require the large atomization towers (up 
to 8 m high and 3 m in diameter; 26.3 ft x 9.8 ft) 
or consume the quantities of gas

2
during atomization 

of the melt (approximately 30 Nm /min), typical of 
inert gas atomi~ation. 

There are two ultrasonic techniques being 
investigated. In one, ultrasonic capillary wave 
atomization, a thin layer of liquid metal covers the 
surface of an active solid resonator that vibrates 
ultrasonically. At certain vibrational frequencies, 
i.e. , when the correct amplitude of oscillation is 
reached, microdroplets fly off from the antinodes, 
solidifying into spherical metal powder as they cool 
down. Several precautions must be observed, 
however. To avoid solidification of the melt on the 
resonator's surface, it has to be heated to the 
temperature of the melt. further, to achiev~ good 
wetting of the resonator's surface, it must be 
compatible with the melted alloy without itself 
dissolving. Ber.ause this problem increases with 
higher melting temperatures, this technique is 
probably limited to metals with melting points 
between about 800°( and 1,000°(. However, this 
process consumes very little energy, and because 
the microdroplets leave the resonator at 
relatively slow speeds, the atomization chamber 
can be compact. 

In the other technique, standing wove 
atomization, illustrated in figure 5 (see page 4fi), 
the automization takes place in the velocity knot of 
an ultrasonic standing wave between a 20 k~z 
transmitter and a reflector. The size of the 
droplets is controlled by the sound intensity of the 
standing wave. As the gas pressure is increased in 
the knot region, the increased sound intensity 
decreases the droplet size. The flight distance of 
the molten droplets is also markedly reduced. Thus 
the size of the atomization chamb~r can be kept to a 
minimum by increasing the gas pressurP in the 
chamber. However, a high gas pressure must be 
maintained, which can ~e disadvant~geous. In 
tests with a tin alloy, atomization rates were 
2 to 4 kg/min, and powder particles with an 
average diameter of 40 to 60 pm and particle 
size distribution similar to that obtained 
in convention&l processes were produced. 
Coatings are being developed to avoid the r.hief 
problem of particle accumulation on the reflector 
system. 



The developers are working on scaling u~ to 
production quantities, and on increasing the melt 
temperatures so that superalloys can be at0111ized. 
However, they believe that the present systems could 
prove useful to researchers for producing powders in 
the laboratory with a reasonably sized device. 
[Powder Technology, Leybold, AC, Wilheln-Rohn 
Strasse 25, D-6450 Hanau 1, federal Republic of 
Gennany. fax: (49) 61-81-3~-16gO. Telex: 
4-15-206-0 LHO.] (Source: H,,,terials and Processing 
~!:!. October 1988) 

.. * ••• 

~lhQ~L to.r..~llll!!g__i!L.i!!e>rphqus Nter i al 1" 
powder __ f2rm by performing a •i 1!..i.ruLJ!r.2lls~ 

The properties of illllOrphous metals prepared by 
mechanical ?llnying correspond in general to those 
which arP produced by melt spinning methods. 
However, the range of concentrations which fonn 
glasslike structures can oe far larger than with 
melt spinning. Hetal/111etallord alleys containing 
boron or boron COlllf>Ounds ha•c 3pecial properties 
including greater hardness than inetal/inel~l alloys 
and special 11agnelic and corrosion resista.1t 
properties. These prQperties occur with a 
c0111position of (f!i~Zrx:>l- B (in atOll 
percents) where 2~xSSO and14!yf30, for example 
fe60Zr20B29· The metal powders are in a size 
range of 5 .11111 to 0.5 11111 but the bor~n powder should 
be below 1 ..um. The p:iwder 111ixture is ball 11i lied 
with harden~d steel ba1ls for 10 to 30 hours in an 
argon atmosphere which anbeds the boron in the metal 
particles. finally the 111illed 111ixlure is annealed 
at 600°( for 4 hours, at a tl!lllJlerature below the 
crystallization temperature of the alloy component. 
The amorphous state is confir111ed by X-ray 
examination. [Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Hunich, 
federal Republic of Gennany.] (See following 
article.) (Source: HatPrials and Pro~essing ~f22.!:1. 
i<ugust 1989) 

.. * * •• 

Amorphous alloys produced by mechanical 
alloying 

It has recently been shown that mechanical 
alloying can form amorphous metallic powders in a 
large number of alloy systems, particularly alloys 
or the transition metals. In many cases, 
compositions can be made a111orphous that cannot be 
m~de by 111elt spinning. This has renewed interest in 
this solid-state technique for combining metals. 
which was developed about 10 years ago. 

In mechanical alloying, the eletnental metal 
powders are mixed togethe1 and dry milled for 
several hours in a high-er.ergy ball mill in an inert 
gas. In the early stage of the milling the 
collisions between the steel balls and the element.al 
powders cold weld the particles together. As the 
milling proceeds the particles gel finer and finer, 
becoming quite regularly arranged in a layered 
microstructure. finally, true alloying occurs via a 
solid-state reaction, and an a111orphous phase is 
formed that increases with continued milling. 
figure 6 (see pa9e 46) shows the X-ray diffraction 
patterns of the iron-zirconium alloy, fes9Zrso• 
after milling times frOlll a half hour to 6 hours. 
As can be seen, the amorphous peak grows with 
increased millin9 time as a larger amount of the 
amorphous phase 1n the powder is being formed, until 
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the powder is completely illllOrphous at 60 hours. A 
conclusion f rOlll property studies of both nickel 
zirconi11111 and iron zirconi!MI is that the final 
COlflPosition of the amorphous phase depends on the 
milling conditions - i.e .• the int~nsity of the 
milling and also probably thE temperature. 

The researchers have found that under their 
experimental conditions they can produce a large 
nUllll>er ~f amorphous alloys of the Jd transition 
metals (Ni, Co, Fe, Cu, Hn) with Zr and Ti. While 
these alloys appear to be quite similar to those 
produced by melt spinning, they have SOllle 

advantageous differences with cQINllercial potential • 
for exa11ple, 11echanically alloyed fe91Zr9 
appears to be a llUCh better catalyst for the 
production of a-nonia than the melt spun or high 
vacu11111 crystallized material. The higher reactivity 
of the mecha"ically alloyed powders could be due to 
their very large surface area. 

The researchers have also found that they can 
fonn an al1110st unli111ited number of boron-containing 
transition metal alloys. They have produced 
111agnetically hard Nd 15re77Be with a coercivity 
o~ ~igh as 13 kOe by a c0tnb1nation of mechanical 
allo,:ng followed by annealing for a relatively 
short tiine. The temperature d~pendence of the 
coercivity for the mechanically alloyed 111aterial is 
CCJlllflarable to the rapidly quenched inaterial and 
superior to that inade by standard powder 
metallurgy. Further, by adding a small amount of Dy 
(dysprosium) to fonn a Nd 13oy2re77Be alloy, 
the rOOlll tl!lllJlerature coerc1vi(y 1s increased to 
20 kOe (10 kOe at 150°C), values that cocnpare 
favourably with standard preparation processes. 
Because of the potentially large number of amorphous 
metal powders that can be fanned which cann~~ be 
made by melt spinning, the researchers believe that 
oiechanical alloying is an attractive technique 
for making novel illlOrphous metals that could be of 
interest both technologically and COIM!ercially. 
[Source: Ludwig Schultz, Siemens AG, Research 
laboratory, Gunther Scharowsky Strasse 2, D-8520 
Erlangen, federal Republic of Ger111any. Telephone: 
(49) 09131-722727.J (Source: Materials and 
Processing Report, March 1987) 

• • • * • 

Powder=«!ftallurgi~~~1.i.o.!L.2f__~_wJlr~~ 
PHu_ from a heat-resistant aluminilJlll_~!l.2} 

Some heot resistant aluminium alloys produced 
by gas jet atomization with rapid cooling are 
defici~nt in toughness and ductility. Improved 
products are obtained by atomization of a 
composition composed or 10 per cent Fe, 
l per cent V, O.S per cent Hn, and the remainder Al 
in a gas

5
jel (nitrogen), with a cooling rate or at 

least 10 °C/sec. The average particle size is 
approximately 20 .AJlll with a maximum of 40,µm. The 
particles have no micro-eutectic zone. The powder 
is pressed at 2,000 lo 6,000 bar at 3500 to 
450°(. The intermetallic A1 6Fe phase, stabilized 
by Hn, is formed and the A1 3re phase is largely 
suppressed. A moulded slug (40 mm diameter) placed 
in an extrusion pre!~ was reduced to 13 mm diameter 
(reduction ratio 9:1). The yield strength of a test 
specimen was approximately 450 HPa at room 
temperature. [BBC Brown Boveri AG, Baden, 
Switzer I and. J (Source: Hater i als arut __ f.rot.n1i11g 
RfRitrl, Hay 1989) 

•• fll' •• 



Swf!fish. C~inJ_~l~t~s th~t_!t. is br~aking new 
gror,111.d by usii::ig p9~er metaJ!urgy in 
conj1,1ncJ_ion ~i_t,_h_ ho\ i$QS\~t,_j_i;_p_i:fning 

With the world's largest hot isostatic pressing 
(HIPping) facility ~tits dis?osal, ASEA Powdermet 
in Swedan is clai~ing to have pushed rowder 
metallurgy into new fie~ds - for the alloys that can 
be inade and the types of COlllflonents produced. 

Powdennet uses an A~EA Quintus wire-wound hot 
isostatic press having a 1,470 .. dia-eter chamber 
and a furnace volume of 5,000 litres. It (an 
operate at a temperature of 1,25°( and a pressure or 
140 HPa (I ,-100 bar). 

Powder COlllf)acting produces COlllflOnents to near 
nett shzpes. thus minimizing subsequent 111achining. 
uut in SOllle instances the process can also create 
shapes that are impossible by traditio~al 111achining. 

This large diameter, thick-walled tube features 
an internal, circular-section. helical duct passing 
frum one end to the other. making three COlllfllete 
turns on its way. At each end, the duct etnerges at 
ri9ht angles to the race All weld> provide 
9a;-ti9ht joints. 

During HIPping, the capsule is subjected to 
hi9h isostatic argon gas pressure and sintering 
hPat. and "shrinks" from 10 to 12 per cent in all 
directions (for which allowance is 111c1de in the 
initial design). At the end of the process. the 
rapsule is removed from the press and the sheet 
steel is cut and stripped from the compone~t. 

The only other practical production method 
would be precision casting or investment (lost wax) 
casting. neither of which could probably give the 
high homogeneity and 111c1terial integrity yielded by 
Hlrping. 

As far as alloying is concerned. ASEA Powdermet 
r 1 riim~ that H!Pping opQn~ the way !er new fami!ie~ 
of materials. based on combining powders or 
combining powder with a conventionally-manufactured 
alloy. By these means it is possible to produce a 
component having layers of materials with different 
properties - a composite/compound. 

for example, a composite of stainless steel and 
a rase-hardening steel has been produced, and micro 
Pxamination shows that metal-to-metal bonding is 
achieved. Hany of the new alloys produced by 
HIPping lark counterparts among conventional special 
steels as regards certain properties. And it is 
suugested they would be extremely difficult to 
prndur:P by conventional means. 

for instance. a high-strength stainless 
fprritic-austenitic steel (APM 2389), produced by 
HlPpinq has a rPsistance to stress corrosion and 
pitting equal to the best of its conventional 
rounterp2rts but its tensile yield stre2gth is 
hOO Pl/mm r.ompart>d with around 450 N/mm for 
SS 2l17 and SS 2324. The reason is that HIPping 
dllows the steel to have a high nitrogen content. 
APM 21fl9 has been patented and is already being 
manufactured on a large scale for a variety of 
dpplitations: 50 produtls, weighing from 30 
lo ~00 kg, ha~e been produced. 

Another new material madt> by HIPping is 
APM 2390-9], a 12 per cent chromium steel. It has 
found immediate use in the turbine industry for 
high-tP.mperature applications, and tests show that 
il has better ductility than conventionally
manufactured alloys. 
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ASEA Powdennet manufactures its own powders and 
has an at09lizing plant with a meitin9 capacity of 
2.5 tons. Holten :'l!tal is tapped into the atomizing 
chamber where a jet of an inert gas i11pinges a~ 
r;~ht angles to t~e strea-. to break ;t :nto small 
drJplets. Atomization occurs in a very low oxygen 
atnosphere, and the drople~s cool at about 
1.000•(/sec. As a result. the normal reactions 
occurring durin9 solidification are li•itecs. 
CCJlllPared with the slow cooling rate of an in~ot. tor 
exa-ple. 

Each partic:e has the sa-e c~emical composition 
as the parent melt, and a fine micro-crystalline 
structure. In addition to possessing excellent 
h01110gene'ty. materials "lilde from powder are iree 
from macro-segregation dnd have the same mechanical 
propert: o; in all directions. (Source: ~.ct!i!'e.ry 
~l'!l __ e_rMJKlio!L11!9.L'!H.LiJ!9, 1 January 1988) 

Increased use of ceramics as electronic and 
structural materials has led to increased deonands 
for ultra-fine and ultra-pure ceramic FOwders. as 
the end product properties are critically dependent 
on precursor quality. Researchers at Penn State 
have developed a new method of producing fine and 
ultra-fine powders for such specialty applications 
as nanoc0111posite components. based on work begun by 
Faraday in the last centurv. The technique. called 
reactive electrode subtnergtd arc (RES~) processing. 
uses two subtnerged metal or otherwise conducting 
electrodes that arc in a dielectric fluid that 
reacts with the metal. The extreinely high 
teinperature generated by the brief spark vaporizes 
the electrode material and the surrounding fluid, 
creating a r<>active bubble for an inst..nt. The 
reaction product of the c0111bined vapours is quickly 
quenched by the surrounding dielectric fluid, 
yielding a colloidal sol of spherically shaped 
particles. 

The process can be readily demonstrated with 
nonnal line voltages ( 230V) across thin metal foils 
innersed in water or mineral oil. Using som~what 
mor~ sophisticated equipment, the resear~hPrs 
generated ganna-aluminium oxidP., a variety of 
titanium oxides, zirconias, and oxides of tin, 
tungsten, and iron, all using metal rod-; and c;urh 
common dielectrics as water. Control of voltaqe. 
amperage and liquid composition allows the 
production of fine sols of aluminium. titanium and 
zirconium anhydrou~ oxides. and even some phasP 
control of variable valence metals such as 
r.hromium. Oxide particle~ ranged in size from 10 to 
1,000 nm. [Am1tabh Kumar and Rustum Roy, H~terial~ 
Research laboratory. Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, PA 16802, USA. Tel.: (Al4) 
8651174.) (Sourre: New Materi~ls World, March 1989) 

Exp 1 o~ ion c9mp~c t i.!)n improves powder meta 11 urgy 
structures 

Compressing 01 temperature-sensitive meta! 
powders by explosion methods offers a little-used 
but very promising method or altern.1tive to other 
methods of reducing brittleness in :hP products. 
The explosion-compre<tsion makes an •?xtremt>ly high 
pressurP. effective for a short peri~d. The impact 



wave may be produc~ b7 igniting an •xplosiv• that 
has be•n rour~ over the material to be compact~. 
This process has th• advantage that s7st..s 
sensitive to r•crystallization can b• compressed 
without altering the •icrostructure because of the 
process taking only •icroseconds. 

The bodies thus for-.d can be further 
~ot-work~ or cold-worked. In addition, in SCllW 

syst..s, this process can achieve synth•sis of 
inter..-etallic phases. The prospect is of inter•st 
for future applications for preparing special 
inter..-etallic phases of interest that cannot be 
produced by other methods. (Battelle-Institut, 
Postfach CJO 01 60, D-6000 Frankfurt 90. federal 
Republic of Germany. Tel.: 069179 08-0. 
Telex: 411 966. fax: 069;79 08 ..ao. 
Or. lnken Nielsen. Tel.: 069/79 08-2426.) 
!Source: ~ -~erid~~. Karch 1989) 

~~i;_fibres and Ct'ICs from readily-available 
precursors 

Ceramic fibres and ceramic matrix composites 
(CHCs) have been successfully produc~ from 
po!,.eric precursors including polysilazane, 
polycarbosilane and polysilane, yielding continuous 
filaments of high strength, stiffness and thermal 
stability. These polywiers require s09eWhat complex 
synthesis, however, and the stoichiometry of the 
resulting ceramic is difficult to control. 
Rec~ntly, researchers at NASA lewis have 
successfully produced cera11ic fibres and CHCs from 
silsesquioxanes, an easily-synt~esized polywier 
already used cOllmerrially for such applicat:ons 
as paint surfactants. Silsesquioxanes have 
the general fonnula RSiO, where R can be a 
11ethyl, ethyl, propyl, vinly, phenyl or alkyl 
group. 

In the NASA process, which is available for 
ca...ercial licensing, silsesquioxane powders are 
blended to achieve the desired silicon/carbon 
ratio. This blend is heated, causing excess silanol 
groups to condense out with the evolution of water. 
When the 111elt reaches a suitable viscosity, it .ay 
be extruded or drawn into fibres. These, in turn, 
are cured and then fired to yield cera111ic fibres. 
Helt stability is good, so very narrow filillllents 111ay 
be spun. Ca-posites May be produced by first 
winding the reinforce111ent fibre onto a 111andrel, and 
then spraying it with the silsesquioxane 111tlt. 
Alternatively, reinforcetnent prefonns inay be 
melt-infiltrated. After cooling, the 
pre-impregnated fibres May be cut into plies and 
~tacked in the desired configuration in a llll'lal 
mould, where they are heated under pressure 
a(cording to a sequence designed to eliminate any 
residual void-causing volatiles. The laminate i> 
then cured and heat treated. This new process 
avoids the problems of solvent removal, shrinkage 
and void formation that have acca.ipanied 
conventional ceramic matrix rOlllflosite fabrication. 
[Ref.: EW-14566/TN. Daniel G. Soltis, Technology 
Utilization Officer, Hail Stop 7-3, 
21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, OH 44135, USA. 
T P 1.: ( 216) 433-5567. Fax: ( 216) 433-8000. J 
(Source: ~.fl! _f'!l..llr.W.l.. 'filrld, August 1989) 

• • * * • 
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Bett-SIALQN iS fine powder 

To prepare beta-SIALON cer111ics with their 
high-le-i:ierature strength and high oxidation 
resistance •reaction sintering" has been used. 
This is a method in which jHJWders like Si3N4. 
AIN and A1203 are collbin~ so that the •ixture 
has the ,A-SIALON composition beforehand and is 
then calcined. ~ver, since it is difficult to 
collbine uniformly raw iaaterial powders. the 
finish~ ceramic composition prepared by this 
reaction sintering ~lhod becomes non-uniform and 
a part of the cer111ic bec~s glass. ThE new 
development is purely a fine powder of ~SlAlON. 
and the 111nufacturir.g method solves the above 
problems. 

The synthesizing method of Jl-SIALON fine 
powder starts by hydrol7zing a1U11inium alkox•Je in 
solution while adding i~ to silica powder and carbon 
powder. This results in a uniformly •ixed powder of 
metal oxides and carbc;n. The oxides are r~uced ~y 
heating this powder in nitrogen and grinding to a 
fine powder. The average particle size of the 
~-SIAlON fine powder thus produced is 0.6 .-. the 
specific surface 1.6 raL/g and the content of 
i111>urities is under 0.05 per cent. 

b--SIAlON cer111ics synthesized by calcining 
this fine powder at no.-..al pressQre hove flexural 
strength at 1,Zoo•c of 60 kgf/11111', and ~"'1en heated 
at 1,JOO•C for 50 hour~. the gain in weight due to 
oxidation is 0.5 99/c~. 

C011pared with /?-SIAlON cer•ics synthesized by 
the reaction sintering 11tthod, the high-tt11Perature 
flexural strength of the newly developed 11aterial 
improved 6 kgf/....Z and the weigbt gain due to 
oxidation was reduced 0.7 mglcilf. [Nihon Cement 
Co. ltd., Public Relations Dept., 1-6-1, Otemachi, 
Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo 100, Japan. Tel.: (03) 201-1731. 
Telex: 23972. fax: (03) 284-1728.J (Source: 
New Materials ~!ld. April 1989) 

* • • • • 

ful111er Research has c011111issioned a high 
energy gas at0111ization facility for the production 
of special powders and for R&D into new alloys. 
This process produces fine powders with substantial 
fractions below 15.»111, which enhances sinterability 
and provides finer strutures after consolidation. 
Using inert gas, clean powders are provided. The 
resulting powder surfaces free of cc~tamination are 
less like;, to produce defects in compacts. Rapidly 
snlidified str~ctures are achieved, leadin~ to 
enhanced compact properties. The method is claimed 
to be capable of producing alloys not fea~iblP by 
conventional methods. It can melt metals up to 
temperatures of l,800°C. 

In early trials with the equipment Fulmer 
have produced powders in aluminium, aluminium and 
ma9nesiu111-based alloys, copper and its alloys. 
nickel-based alloys and intermetallics, 
iron-neodyni11111-boron and 9ther ferrous-based 
alloys. Over the coming month> work for (lients 
will include develop111ent of novel alloys using 
the rapid solidification capabilitiP.s to produce 
both low and high 111elling point 111atrices for metal 
matrix ca.iposites, and to develop novel brazing 



alloys. [George Yiase91ides, Fulmer Research ltd .• 
Hollybush Hill, Stoke Poges. Slough. &.rkshire 
SLZ 4QO. UK. Tel.: (02816) 2181. Telex: 849374. 
Fax: (02816) 3178.J (Source: l'~t!! ... ~l~ri1ls Worl!f. 
June 1969) 

eMF_ILIHa 11 urgy h~~!l!!!sk 1.J=9.!'..2!fj !!a 
$2.5 billion/ye1r seQ!llfnt of the steel indu~ 

It involves production of steel dust which then 
is packed an~ shaped into detailed small parts. 
Several small firms are making moves lo take 
advantage of the technology, which produces durable 
ite11s such as bushings, gears and nand wrenches. 
The products are said to be as strong as steel parts 
that are made by conventional machining. rtost of 
the growth in the powder llftallurgy market has been 
due to gradual acceptance by aut~kers. (Source: 
fo~. 26 June 1989) 

. . . . . 
l•rt~~_L11Provirui...!in1l gHl-ilJ1 
pfntits -anuf1cturers to use c1stinq_ifld 
~ed 11etl.ods 

Benefits of impregnation include preventing 
"leakers" lo supply pressure-tight castings and 
increased capacity to plate or anodize the 
ill!pregnated parts. Casting impregnation can be 
achieved successf··~ iy using several different 
techniques that use various sealant inalerials. Each 
technique, kind of sealant, and method/sealant mix 
has certain advantages and disadvantages. The most 
filling cCllllbination of system, sealant, casting 
recovery and cost may depend on the particul~r 
customier's preference or the amount of porosity 
found in the castings. Hanufacturers generally will 
try to cCllllbine the impregnation syste11 and sealant 
supplying the best recovery rate at the lowest 
feasible cost. (Source: 11etal Fin, June 1988) 

. . . . . 
P9-'!der .l!!H11l~r!ll .!L~~fo~_i!! J!lcr.euingly 

p 1 f~S.L'!a i ~ il.l'.!l...i.llif_.11>_ ~Of!lltntj O!!i lh ... [o.l'.!lf4 
'!!ftil.2i.r.tl. and the developing area of 1111tal 
injection 1110ulding may get back SOlllt 111tal 111arkets 
lo~t to plastics. Rapid solidification technology, 
high-te111perature sintering, hot forging, hot 
isostatic pressing, and such new mat~rials as nickel 
al11111inides continue being developed. Industry 
experts expect more expansion into the aerospace 
m~rket and other areas needing COlllfllex fonning 
~nd/or unique alloy properties. While 75 per cent 
of all powders now produced are iron or steel, the 
ways the powders are being blended and the 
higher-property alloys being produced show that P/H 
111ay be the key to better future 1111tal parts. Due to 
the microstructural h0111ogeneity and 111aterial 
integrity existing in P/H parts, designers 
increasingly see them LJ a reliable, cost-effective 
alternative to in9ot llM!tallurgy parts. (Source: 
H1trri1l. E.ngjriic.n.n.g. November 1987) 

UltriRIU:~licon nitr.i.Jl.t 

An expanded 1 int of advanced non-011ide r.- '-1mic 
powders frOlll Superior Graphite now includes 
ultra-pure silicon nitride. Originally produced by 
KemaNord of Sweden, Siconide U powders have less 
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than 150 ppm of iron. They are particularly well 
suited for gas turbines. high-temperature bearings. 
and other high-temperature applications for which 
absolute purity is critical. 

Produced by COllPUter-controlled nilridation of 
a proprietary high-quality silicon (KemaHl>rd 
Sicomill Grade 5). all che11ical processing is 
completed before nitriding, eli•inating most 
production probleltS (such as difficulty in 
dispersing silicon carbide whiskers throughout the 
powder). The resulting silicon nitride has less 
than 50 ppm aluminium, 30 ppm calcium, 0.3 per cent 
carbon, and less than 0.2 per cent el.-ental 
silicon. [Or. Read Stewart, Superior Graphite Co., 
120 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606, USA.J 
(Source: Ntw ttattriilS World. Harch 1989) 

~king fil-sintered body of 110no-dispers6 
fine-pirticle ceril!ic 

A new method has been developed for producing a 
sintered fil• of •119no-dispersed• ceramic fir.e 
particles, that is ceramic with uniform particle 
size. In the case of ordinary cerimics. as the raw 
material particle size gels smaller and more uni font. 
the material becomes stronger and more stable. 
However, in the case of mono-dispersed ceramic fine 
particles. t"fO .ajor proble11s arose: (1) only 
bulk-sintered body could be prepared; and (2) while 
sinlering, the fine particles would cluster and grow 
into particles of five times larger diiJllltler than 
the original size, lt-•1s spoiling the original nierit 
of the raw material being a fine particle. 

The mono-dispersed ceramic fine particles used 
in this development for sintering are TiOz, 
synthesized from 111tal alkoxide, with par[icle size 
0.45 .lflll. In order to llOuld it, add alcohol and 
different kinds of binder (the composition of the 
binders has not been made public) to the TiOz 
powder and .ake a slurry. Pour this slurry 1nto a 
gyps11111 mould and let the gypsum mould absorb the 
alcohol contained in the slurry. Then part-dry the 
material, remove it frOll the mould and calcine al 
1,060•C for 120 •inutes. The sintered body produced 
by this 111tlhod bec011ts a fil• with density of nearly 
100 per cent and thickness of 5 11111. The average 
particle diaineter of the sintered body is 0.99.lllll, 
which 111tans that the growth of the particle was only 
2.2 tilllfs the raw material. 

Research is in progress on synthesizing 
mono-disper•;ed ceratnic films with different 
characteristics to develop new c0111plex ceratnics by 
lamination. [Professor Seiki Kato, Tokyo Institute 
of Technology, Faculty of Engineering Inorganic 
Materials, 2-12-1 Ookayaina, Heguro-Ku, Tokyo 152, 
Japan. Tel: (03) 726-111.J (Source: New 
Hater.i_i1$ World. Harch 1989) 

. . . . . 
Ultra-fjne powcters through spark er.o.siJ!n 

Spark erosion has been used to produce resear!h 
quantities of very-rapidly-solidified •icropowders, 
and for production of such specialty powders as 
HnAIC permanent magnet powders. Researchers at the 
General Electric :orporate R&O centre have 
dt1110nstrated that spark ero~ion can be a versatile 
and econ0111ical 111ethod for producing a wide range of 
metal, alloy and s111i-conductor powders. 
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The process involves the use of repetitive 
spark discharges .-ong chunks of -.terial i ... rsed 
in a dielectric liquid. Whenever two electrodes are 
in close proxi•ity in such a dielectric, the spark 
discharg. bet.,.en them can produce highly localized 
heating of spots on the electrodes. If that heating 
is over the .. lting temperature of the electrode 
(or -.terials suspended in the dielectric fluid), 
molten droplets or vaporized -.terial can be 
evolved. These particles can be condensed out or 
frozen by the dielectric fluid to produce powders. 
Because ttt. particles are evolved in a quenching 
fluid, cooling can be extremely rapid. Particles 
frOll 5 nan~ters to 75 •icrOll@ters have been 
produced. 

The production rate and size distribution 
depend on the pulse power characteristics, the 
dielectric fluid, and the ele~trode -.terials. 
Generally, the rate of production increases with 
voltage and capacitance. Sliall units, it was shown, 
are GUite capable of producing substantial amounts 
of useful powders: a 450 V oscillator produced 
about 77 gr~h of powders with diameters less than 
ZO •icrometers; total power consumption was 20 kWh 
per kilogram of acceptable powder. 

In the case of alloys, the c091Position of the 
powder produced 111ay differ somewhat frOll that of the 
electrode due to •icrostructure - that is, if the 
grain size of different phases is larger than the 
spark-eroded particle size, C091Positional 
inhomogeneity is to be expected. Although it is 
difficult to predict, homogenization is favoured by 
the use of grain-refined materials and higher ... nergy 
sparks. [J. l. Walter, General Electric Corporate 
Research & Development, P.O. Bo• 8, Schenectady, 
"y 12301, USA. Tel: (518) 387-7574. Fax: (518) 
l87-75Q7.J (Source: New ptjteri1ls World, June 1989) 

. . . . . 
~!1!6!tr reinains a drea. •~ttri.il 

Producing alloys by powder .etallurgy for the 
aerospace industry represents an unfulfilled dream 
for .. ny engineers. The potential of this process 
for 111anufacturing llclterials remains largely untapped. 

Currently, the use of powder t"etallurgy has 
heen li•ited to special seqinents of gas turbine 
enqines that cannot be prorluced by any other process. 

The situation can be depicted as a love-hate 
relationship that began in the early 1970s. Great 
e~pectations were projected by the love side of the 
relationship, whose advocates pointed out all the 
lrlvantages of powder 111etallurgy •aterials. 

The advantages listed by proponents include the 
1hility to inake c0111plex alloys not possible with 
nnventional ingot techniques, freedOlll frOlll 
~r9regation, fine grain sizes, and super-plastic 
forming and hol consolidation processes to prod11ce 
near net ~hapes. 

All of this was coupled with lower projected 
r.osts. 

factual results, on the other hand, led to the 
hate side of the relationship. Costs turned out to 
be higher, not lower, than •aterial produced by 
other processes. Quality failures further 
exacerbated the situation, with the subsequent 
developw1ent of S¥rious reservations concerning 
powder inetallurgy product usage. 

The most serious of the problems involved poor 
cle1nliness. inadequate bonding of powder particles. 
contamination with organic compounds that 
detri11e11tally affected grain boundaries ind 
distortion of near net shapes in so.. consolidation 
processes. 

Hindsight shows that the powder met111urgy 
industry should have been less stilted in it!. views 
ind llOre careful in adapting and tapping the 
potential of this ~rocess. 

Powder uetallurgy alloys s~ch 1s Rene 95, IN100 
and AFZ-IDA are bei:ig used tuday fo both large and 
small gas turbine engines. These c011plex alloys, 
whic" cannot be -.de satisfactorily any other way. 
provide higher strength or higher temperature 
capabilities that allow ~gines to develop 110re 
thrust anci/or operate with greater efficiencies while 
at the same time offering increased reliability. 

Powder manufacturing processes - gas 
~toaization, spinning disk and vacuUll ate111ization -
have been developed that now provide the cleanliness 
and freedoe fre111 organic compounds that initially 
r.aused qu•lity problems. 

Additionally, consolidation techniques -
extrusion, consolidati~n at atmospheric pressure ind 
hot isostatic pressure - hive been refined to 
provide quality billet and preforms that give 
consistently high properties. 

Today's pa-der metallurgy .aterials are 
the cleanest, 110st structurally uniform and 
reliable 11aterials available. Not one failure 
has been reported in thousands of turbine disks 
used in critical rotating-part applications. 

Faster growth of powder metallurgy usage is 
being hindered by a nUllber of factors, 110st of which 
centre around the fear of change and some •yths 
based on past history. 

We all recognize that progress can only occur 
with change, but we are reluctant to make changes 
unless a 11ajor problem arises. This human trait is 
reinforced by aerospace specificatior.s that lock in 
11aterial and processes in the name of quality and 
safety. 

Basically, the specifications are a crutch for 
not doing our jobs of adapting new technology in a 
manner that will ensure quality and safety while 
still making technical progress. The situation is 
further COlllplicated by the NIH (not invented here) 
syndrOllP, which is very •uch alive in the aerospace 
industry. 

The •yths about aerospace powder ID!'lalluryy 
materials are ...any and varied. 

Kyth No. 1 is that these materials exhibit 
porosity. lack ductility and show incon\istent 
properties. The fact is that thes~ materials are 
fully dense (100 per cent) and exhibit, at the very 
least, Qroperties equal to or better than cast and 
wrought counterparts. 

They are used for the lllOSl critical of rotating 
parts in gas turbine engines with unparalleled 
perfonnance. so why not use thetn for static 
structural parts? 

Hyth No. 2 is that the powder 111etallurgy process 
can be applied only to adva.1ced •aterials such as 
Rene 95 and INlOO specifically designed for that 
purpose. 
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The fart is that the technology can be applied 
equally ...-11 to hi9"-vol11111e nickel-base alloys used 
in the gas turbine :ndustry. which inch•de 
Alloy 716. Waspaloy and Rene 41. 

Hyth No. 3 is that the cleanliness of powder 
;aetallur~y products is inferior. based on past 
quality problems associated with inter--etallic and 
non-a.etallic inclusions as well as undesired 
precipitates decorating grain boundaries as a result 
of organic contamination. 

While it is not possible to 11ake perfert 
aaterial. the industry as~ whole has aade great 
strides in powde~ handling techniques. Hajor 
suppliers such as Special Hetals Corp .• the Cytemp 
Specialty Steel division of Cyclops Corp., Caineron 
Iron Works and Crucible Haterials Corp. all have 
developed and implemented impro~ed processing and 
handling techniques to produce material that exceeds 
the sonic quality of 1ny cast and wrought alloy. 

This improv..,.nt has res~lted f~om the control 
of melting operations through the final consolidotion 
operation. Changes include complete inert handling 
of powder. pneu.atic conveyance of powder through 
the entire process and clean room environments. 

Hyth No. 4 is that the cost of aerospa~e powder 
metallurgy aaterials prevents use in all bu~ the 
110st cri ti ca I applications. whi ct• cannot be 
"">atisfied any other way. 

While it is true that current costs are high 
in comparison to SOlllt' cast and wrought alloys. and 
that there is a low end of the price range in wh'ch 
this technology cannot compete. one •ust look >~ 
the reasons for this d~sparity. The fact i~ that 
r°'"' aaterial costs are si•ilar and that the .ajor 
cost differences are associ~ted with strict 

oro~essing requireimer ts. limited capac;ty and small 
111.1rltet volU111e. 

Solving past proble-s has resulted in quality 
and testing require9M!nts that far e~ceed any rast 
and wrought material used for the saSte applicatinn. 

Restrictive powder particle size lowers yields 
and significantly raises costs. li•ited 
consolidation sources raise costs. and lo~ volumes 
do not allow economy of scale. 

Suppliers, however. are eager to solve these 
proble-s by putting in more rapacity and using 
advanced technology ~o i11prove productivity. 
Efforts already are being inade to introduce 
c0111puterization of the powder -tallur9y proceH and 
to use robots to do some of the lll(ire e•pensive and 
routine 11anual labour. 

The trials and iribulations of the aercspace 
povder metallurgy inaterials will be ove•~~- lhe 
technical oroble-s have been or are beinq solved. 
The cost proble- will be solved and the process will 
ulti11ately allow a net cost savino co end-users. 

furthennore, the powder metallurgy process will 
become 1110re viable as raw material costs i~crease. 

The greatest d~terrent to progress in this 
field is a psychological one. Our inherent tear of 
change. the NIH factor and arbitrary rejection of 
these .aterials or p•~cesses by 111.1naoers eay be the 
insolvabie proble11s. 

If we do not overcatne these barriers. this 
advanced technology. in which the United States 
currently enjoys a distinct advantage. will flow to 
other parts of the world by default. (Source: 
American HeUL~".!tt.t. 9 Hay 19891 
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9. NEV RID CDnRES '!t POWDER ltETALUJlGY 

lndo-Soviet Powder Hetallurgy Centre in 
Hyderabad. 

A ~neral agre@91ent has been arrived at for the 
establishment in India of a new joint Indo-Soviet 
Advanced Powder ttetallurgy Research and Development 
Centre. This was stated by Academician 
Professor G.l. Harchuk. President of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences, at a press conference to mark 
the conclusion of the first meeting of the 
lndo-Soviet Joint Council for the Int-grated 
Long-Te,.. Pro9ra11111e (ILTP) of Co-operation in 
Science and Technology. 

The setting up of the Powder Hetallurgy 
Centre. Prof. Harchuk said. would help broaden 
the alreddy existing coliaboralive research 
prograllllle oetween the Defense Hetallurgi~al 
Research Laboratory (DHRL), Hyderabad, and thP 
Byelorussian AradetaJ of Sciences. The centre 
is to be set up in h~derabad, next to the 
DHRl ca-pus itself. 

Professor Rao (leader of Indian team) said 
65-70 specific projects had been ~learly 
identified in this meeting. Seventy Indian 
laboratories and research institutions will 
collaborate with about an equal number of Soviet 
institutions. Over 200 Indian scientists will visit 
the Soviet Union under this pro9ra11111e over the next 
two years and a si•ilar number of Soviet scientists 
will visit India. In fact. nearly 70 Soviet 
scientists have already COiie to India for initiating 
several joint projects since the ILTP was sinned 
last yur. 

"Over a dozen really outstanding results have 
already C!llllt' out of projects undertaken under this 
collaborative progra-e". Professor Harchuk said. 
He added that these would not have been possible 
if the two groups of scientists had worked 
independently. Among the projects Professor Harchuk 
highlighted was electron accelerator-based 
technology. being actively carried out between the 
Bhabha At1>111ic Research Centre and the Institute of 
Nuclear Physics of the Siberian Academy of Sciences 
at N~Jos:birsk. This co-operative project, he said, 
was now operative being used fo~ irradiating 
materials and food. In this field the other relates 
to the design and installation of synchrotron 
radiation source to study interaction of radiation 
with matter which will be useful in sub-micron 
microelectronic technologies and a new cycle of 
biology research. 

Apart from powder metallurgy. production of 
basalt fibres for the first time have also been 
achieved by Indian sr.ientists. These fibres 
will be soon sent t6 the Institute of Org"nic 
Chetnistry of H.e Siberian Ar.ademy of c;c:iences. 

Collaboration in the area of catalysis between 
the National Chemical laboratory, Pune, and the 
Institute of Catalysis of the Siberian Academy of 
Sr.iences was described by Professor Marchuk as 
"unrivCtlled anywhere in the world". According to 
Dr. t.K. Do.-Ctiswa111y, Direct.or, NCL, this process is 
Ctltogether new and quite different frOlll the NCL's 
proce·~ for the several zeolite catalysts it had 
e"rlier developed. 

Basic research: According to Professor Rao. 
about 50 per cent of the projects taken up relate t~ 
basic research while about 30 per cent are 
product-oriented technologies like very special 
lasers. superhard materials, diamond fil• coating 
of materials, special catal7sts. vaccine 
production, etc. The remaining 20 per cent 
would constitute areas where "we would like to 
develop technologies where both the countries 
will benefit". (Extracted frOlll The Hinc;lu. 
l Apri 1 '988) 

. . . . . 

A plan to bolster the international 
ca.ipetitiveness of the United States powder metals 
inou~try ~Y creating a research and developmePt 
centre was •~ailing the appro~a! - and the 
appropriations - of Congr~ss. The proposal, 
presented by the Industry to a group of legislators, 
argued that government support is needed to 
establish a powder metallurgy R&D centre as a key 
way of keepirg the domrestic industry ahead of the 
global pack. 

A group of legislators with powder 
11etallurgy finns in their districts or states 
has shown support for the idea; they were 
expected to seek funding for it as part of the 
fiscal 1990 appropriations process under way on 
Capitol Hill. 

The programie is necessary because the US is in 
danger of losi~o its leadership position in powder 
11etallurgy. according to the Center for Powuer 
Metallurgy Technology, the non-profit, 
industry-supported foundation which produced the 
proposal. 

Though the US is the world leader in powder 
metals production and powder metals technology, 
major European countries and Japan have targeted 
the 9rowth of the powder metals industry 
world-wide. 

There are a nU111ber of warning signals, says the 
proposal. The f1nnish Government and industry hCtve 
launched an $11 million, three-year progrCt11111e for 
powder metallurgy research. TCtiwan Ctnd Japan 
reportedly have efforts undi>r w"y tn upgrCtii"' ! heir 
domestic industries. 

"In addition", the proposal notes. "the 
[oropp;;n Economic Corrmunity to.int.-ie-; and -;everal 
non-~01111111nity countrieo; are <;ponsoring a 
co-operative international research effort r.Ctlled 
(OST. short for European Co-operation in the field 
of Sr.ientif ic and Technical Research". 

There is reCtson for concern Cthout Eastern Rlor 
i\ctivities, too: Powdf'r metallurgy has been 
"prominently mentioned" in several Soviet five-ye.tr 
pli\ns, according to the technology centre. "In 
fact, the Soviet Union probably has more people 
working in powder metallurgy researc:h t.hCtn Ctny 
other country in the world. Some Soviet powder 
metCtllurgy research institutes have staff-; of 
over 2,000 people". 



What would be the agenda for R&D projects? 
Efforts to develop a Cf>111Plete structure of standards 
for the manufacture and testing of materials would 
have high priority. One of the projects outlined in 
the proposal would seek to "develop and undPrstand 
powder flow under pressure, tooling stress. 
design and dynamics of forming operations using 
analytic techniques such as finite ele91ent 
analysis and soil mechanics". 

The other projects. as outlined in the 
proposal. would include these: 

- Develop a data base and network for 
exchange of new and existing technologies; 

- Develop methods to eli•inate hannful 
effects of admixed lubricants using 
non-harmful substitutes, die coatings 
and die materials; 
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Oevelop alternate sinteri119 methods or 
technologies; 

Develop techniques such as robotics, 
automated adjustment systems. aut011ation 
applied to short runs. aut011ated inspection 
systems and ~utoaiated material handling 
systems; 

Honitor marketability of powder metallurgy 
versus C0111Petitive technologies and 
off-shore products; 

Study the means of further penetrating 
and expanding off-shore 111arkets. 
(Extracteo from Allerican ~~-Har~!. 
13 June 1989) 

* • • • • 
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10. TREll>S IN tMRKETING 

Powder 111etallurgy was developed largely by 
post-World War II entrepreneurs who i111c1gined the 
pussibilities of a new technique and set up 
111011-and-pop-style shops to 111ake it a working 
technology. 

Now, four decades later, 111c1ny of the original 
lllOlllS and pops are eying retirement, and those who 
retnain are imagining a far different business when 
powder metallurgy celebrates its fifth or sixth 
decade as a full-fledged industry. 

Realities of the 111arketplace and the demands of 
hard-driving custOl!lers are pushing the 1110re than 
$1 billion North American p/m industry towards a new 
sophistication, and towards an industry 
consolidation that could compress the number of 
parts-111aking c0111panies in the United States to 50 
in 1999 from 150 now, according to some estim~t~s. 

Today, about 70 per cent of t~e p/m companies 
take in less than $20 million from annual sales, 
while the more successful companies of the future 
probably will have sales of more than $100 million, 
according to some estimates. 

Bulk suppliers of metal powder already are 
quite large. But they face demands for ever-better 
materials because of pressures on parts makers. 

A complex of factors is at work to force powder 
metallurgy into a new era. 

The changes are looming at the same time that 
the technology seems to have gained a new level of 
acceptance among customers. 

"I am begining to sense that powder metallurgy 
in the past couple of years has matured in the sense 
that it is now truly a technology in its own right, 
a technology that is very often now a preferred 
solution", said the president of the Hetal Powder 
Industries Federation (HPIF). 

In the past, powder metallurgy was the 
stepchild. It was very often an alternative, and 
not the choice at the top of a customer's list. 

Users increasingly are recognizing 
possibilities for gains in strength and r.omplexity 
of parts, as well a• in r.osts of producing them. 

Contributing to the new view are major gain• in 
thP performance of parts made by powder metallurgy. 

for example, ford Hotor Co., Dearborn, Hich., 
is using a p/m forged r.onnecting rod in 1.9 liter 
engines for its Lynx and Escort models. Early this 
year it announced plans to install p/m connecting 
rods in its new modular engine, scheduled to go into 
produr.tion in 1991. The rod i• said to be stronger 
than r.onventional forged parts. 

Such significant gains in the automotive sector 
are particularly important, bcr.ause the c~r industry 
ar.r.ounts for some 60 per cent of p/m parts 
tnnsumption, industry executives sa11. 

For the same reason, the policies adopted in 
recent years by the big automakers, led by Ford, 
have spurred s0111e of the fundamental changes under 
way in the p/m industry. 

Powder metallurgy companies have been in a 
heated COll'lpetition to win coveted preferred-supplier 
among the auto companies, as the carmakers pursue 
tough quality standards in line with their plans to 
develop long-term relationships with a smaller 
number of suppliers. 

Because p/m is so heavily de~endent upon the 
auto industry as a market for its goods, the 
automakers' requirements alone are spurring 
significant changes in powder metals. Carmakers' 
moves t~ reduce their supplier base probably will be 
the cause of some industry consolidation. according 
to industry executives and observers. 

The US p/m industry is the largest and most 
advanced in the world, accounting for about 
60 per cent of p/m output. 

In 1988, shipments of iron and steel powders 
reached a record of more than 235,000 short tons. up 
about 9 per cent from 1987, according to HPIF 
figures. 

North American powder makers are entering a 
period of stiff competition, partly because of the 
entry of a Japanese-owned competitor, Kobeico, a 
joint venture i~volving Kobe Steel Ltd. 

Where shipments of iron and steel powder 
rose to about 235,000 tons in 1988, they are 
expected to decline slightly from that record in 
1989. But with Kobelco's addition, North American 
capacity would hit 360,000 tons, according to HPIF 
calculations. 
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ABSTRACT: 

A joint European policy on research in science and technology pf 

materials appears necessary for Europe·s economic independence 
and to secure Europe·s industrial and scientific competitiveness. 

For this, joint multinational R&D policies, coordination of 

national policies, and definition of projects of interest to the 

European Community are re~uired. Such research activities can be 

carried out as Com~unity funded programs, for which participation 

is open only to Community mcr.1ber states, or in the form o~f con

certed research actions at which all OECD states, and c1lso 

Yugoslavia, may take part. These COST-actions are operatin9 in 

various fields of materials research, the action COST-503 is 

solely devoted to concerted research work in the field of powder 

metallurgy. The European activities in powder metallurgy v1ill he 

discussed in detail. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The changing face of world politics, staggering technological 

developments, the oil and energy crises, and new awareness of 

environment and resources emphasised the key role of research and 

technology for future develop~ents. It became evident that a 

j o i n t p o 1 i c y o n s c i e n c e a n d t e c h n o l o g _y i s a t• s o l u t e l y n e c e s s a r· y 

for Europc-s independence and that European industrial and scirn

tific compctitivenes~ could only be secured in the long tPrin b~· 

the 

*creation of a joint multinational R&D policy for the European 

Community, 

*coordination of national policies in Europe, 

* definition of projects in the fields of science Jn;: techno-

logy of interest to the Community States+). 

B a s e d o n t h e s e c o n s i de r a t i o n s t h e C o u n c i l o f t h e E u .· o ~' r a n 

Community adopted already 1974 a resolution calling for a ~rJme

work program for Community research, development and dP~onstra

tion activities. According to this action-programmes drc estab

lished for specific scientific and technical objectives. In each 

case a decision has to be arrived at to which extent the objec

tiv£:s can be attained by the Community'~ own research capacity 

{e.g. at the Joint Research Center), or in form of contractual 

research (preferably involving financial contributions by the 

contractors), or by coordination of national activ~ties (e.g. in 

form of concerted actions). 

Community actions must satisfy following criteria: 

*research on a large scale for which individual Community 

states could not provide the necr.ssary ~cans, 

')At present, the European Community consists of the following 

memher r,tatrs: U, 0, OK, E, F, GR, I, !RI., L, NL, P, and th<' UK. 
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* research the joint execution of which would offer obvious 

financial benefits (even after taking into account the extra 

costs inherent in all international cooperation), 

* research which, because of the complementary nature of work 

being done nationally in a given field, enables significant 

results to be obtained in the Community for the case of 

problems whose solution requires research on a large scale, 

*research which helps to strengthen the cohesion of the 

Community, reduce the technological gaps, to unify European 

scientific and technical areas, and 

* research leading to the establishment of uniform standards. 

COMMUNITY FUNDED MATERIALS RESEARCH PROGRAMS: 

The research programs cited in the following are carried out with 

partial Community funding and should serve as typical examples 

for "Community programs". Participation in these programs is in 

general limited to Community member states. 

The BRITE program (Basic Research in Industrial Technologies for 

Europe) was adopted in 1985 with Community funding of 125 Mio ECU 

for the period 1985-1988, to which industry will add an identical 

sum. This program aims to stimulate the development of a solid 

foundation of advanced technologies to support traditional 

Community industries. Industry and institutions are encouraged to 

work togeth~r on certain projects. The BRITE program covers pre

competitive research as an intermediate stage between fundamental 

research and development work preceeding marketing. The research 

topics include new materials and powder metallurgy. 

The EURAM program (European Resedrch on Advanced Materials) aims 

to combine basic materials research with the engineering develop

ment of advanced materials in order to help to raise the techno

logical lrvel of industrial products and to compete better on 

world markets. The program includes creation, development and use 

of new materials as well as upgrading of more conventional 

materials to higher levels of performance. The EURAM program 

takes into account the existence of national programs in order to 
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provide cohesion between complimentary activities. lhe main 

topics of EURAM program are listed in the Table l, projects on 

powder metallurgy of Al-, Hg- and Ti-alloys as well as advanced 

ceramic and composite materials are part of the EURAM program 

( 1 ) . 

Table 1: Research Topics of th~ EURA~ Program 

a. Metallic Materials: 

Al-, Hg-, Ti-alloys 
Electrical contact materials 

Magnetic materials 

Ccating materials 

Thin-walled castings 

b. Ceramic Materials: 

Optimization of technical ceramics 
Compatibility of metals and ceramics 

Cermets 
Properties of ceramics at elevated temperatures 

c. Composite Materials: 

Organic composites 

Metal-matrix composites 

d. Advanced Materials for Special Applications: 

Shape-memory alloys 

Metallic glasses 

High-damping materials, etc. 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS BY COORDINATION OF NATIONAL ACTIONS: 

It was soon recognized that the geographic framework of coopera

tion should not be limited by the Community-s frontiers but that 

neighbouring European states with an equivalent level of techni

cal development were also interested to take part in the common 

endeavor. It 1-:as anticipated that this extension of cooperative 

efforts would lead to quicker success at lower costs. The frame

work and forum for international research cooperation was termed 

COST, i.e. European Cooperation in the field of Scientific and 

Technical Research (2). Participation in COST is open to all OECO 

Member States which signed the agreement at the Ministerial 

Conference on European Cooperation in Scientific Research, i.e. 

the EEC-Countries and the non-EEC Countries A, CH, N, S, SF, TR, 

and, in particular, also Yugoslavia, Fig. 1. 

COST is closely bound up with the creation of important sections 

of the European community research policy and constitutes a 

framework for cooperation between the European comm~nity and 

European non-community states in the field of research and 

development. Multiannual research programs are decided by the 

Councll of the European Communities. Joint research planning is 

carried out through a concerted action system which means that 

financing is provided by individual states, only results are 

exchanged across national boundaries. It is important to note 

that all participating states enjoy the same rights whether they 

are Community members or not. 

The COST-Action has no legal personality but possesses its own 

particular institutions and its own jointly managed financial 

resources, adopted in a joint resolution of the European Research 

Ministers in 1971. The Community-COST Concerted Agreement can be 

considered as a unique model for formal international agreements 

which since has been copied many times. Memoranda of Under

standing are the expression of the will of the signatories to 

coordinate projects on the basis of national laws, that duplica

tion can be avoided and results can be exchanged without infrin

ging industrial property rights. 
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There are four possible categories of cooperation, i.e.: 

Category I: Community programs with which interested COST 

States which are not members of the Community may 

be associated, 

Category II: COST projects which alsc form the subject of a 

Community program, 

Category III: COST agreements where there is parallel partici

pation by Community states. the Community itself, 

and by COST states which are not members of the 

Community, and 

Category IV: COST projects where there is no participation by 

the Community as sucn. 

In most cases the Commission of the European Communities provides 

for the secretarial services to avoid states having to carry out 

their own finance authorization procedures. The commission is 

also kept informed of the progress of the projects. 

PREPARATION OF COST-PROJECTS 

The preparation of COST projects starts with a submission of 

proposals to the COST-.Committee of Senior Officials which de

cides whether a COST-project in this particular field should be 

undertaken. If so, a working party is entrusted with further 

planning. Ne1t, the states representing COST consider whether 

they wish to participate in the proposed joint research project. 

With signing of a Memorandum of Understanding by the Signatory 

Countrirc; an implementation phase is initiated. All COST states 

are invited by the Commision to an initial meeting of a project 

committee, which selects a chairman and co-chairman, agrees on 

rules of procedures and decides on the Secretariate. This is 

shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

Sub-committees may be appointed to ensure that research topics 

and the research contributions made by the parties are exploited 
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to the best. Regular coordination meetings or subgroup meetings 

may be organized to review the status and progress of individual 

projects. Annual reports and a final report at the end of the 

working period {in most cases after 3 years) must be issued to 

all partners of the collaborative projects to document the 

achievements of the COST action. 

CONCERTED ACTIONS IN THE FIELDS OF METALLURGY: 

I n the f i el d s of met a 11 u r gy sever a 1 concerted act i on s ha v e been 

initiated. A program on gas turbine materials (COST-50) arose 

from the recognition that Europe needed collaborative efforts to 

maintain fut1.1i4 e competitive positions of the relevant European 

industries. The initial first round of three years was followed 

by two additional three-years working periods, participating were 

major companies involving building of gas turbines, suppliers of 

components and alloys, as well as users, research institutions 
and universities. Powder metallurgical projects formed part of 

this program with the major objectives in the selection of fabri

cation parameters to achieve optimum mechani~al properties of gas 

turbine comporents. Grain size control and properties of disper
sion strengthened alloys were of particular interest. Results of 

this Action were presented in accordance with the prescribed 

reporting procedures and in addition summarized in two intern~

tional conferences organized by the COST management committee (3, 
4 , 5). 

It soon became apparent that tt.e concerted activities should be 

expanded into materials for broader areas of energy production 

and conversion. This need resulted in COST SOi, which included 

powder metallurgy in research projects on creep and fatigue 

properties of oxide-dispersion strengthened superalloys for 

blading application. Alloys have been produced and effects of 

microstructure on mechanical propertils determined. Further 
research and development efforts were aevoted to improve disk 

materials prepared from powders produced by rotating electrode 
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processes. In summary it can be stated that the Actions COST-SO 

and 501 have provided the participants with information by a 

combined use of resources which would not h~ve been available to 

a single institution. The Actions COST-50 and COST-501 have 

created significant savings for the European gas turbine industry 

and associated firms. 

In view of the success of these concerted actions in metallurgy 

further COST-programs were initiated, i.e. 

COST-502, Corrosion in the construction industry (32 projects) 

COST-503, Powder metallurgy (58 projects) 

COST-504, Advanced casting technologies (36 projects) 

COST-505, Materials for steam turbines (54 projects), an~ 

COST-506, Light alloys for transport systems {in preparation). 

To date more than 340 professional man-years have been invested 

in the COST-actions 501 to 505. The participants are associated 

by 60'%. with industry, by 401. with research institutions or 

universities. It is interesting to note that while the guide 

lines of COST limit public funding to soi of total costs, appro

ximately 8% of the industrial participation is self-supporting 

(zero public funding). Apparantly the value of information 

received in the course of collaboration is sufficient to justify 

corporate fundings. 

A more detailed description of the Action COST-503 "Powder 

metallurgy" is given in the following. 

COST-ACTION 503 ON POWDER METALLURGY: 

In view of the advantages of the powder metallurgical processes 

(savings in energy, materials, taylor-made properties) this 

particular industry has been considered as one with a high growth 

potential. Experience has shown that the lead time between R&D 

and transition into production can be relatively short, so that 
under appropriate support-measures technological progress can be 
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achieved rapidly. 
These considerations resulted in a project proposal and a 

Memorandum of understanding for a COST-Action on Powder 

Metallurgy, COST-503, which was signed by A. B. CH, OK. FRG. SF. 

Sand the UK in 1984. Fig.3. The basic objectives of COST-503 

include: 

* 

* 

* 

to provide cooperation between the industrial and research 

organizations in Europe (of which more than 100 are engaged 

in pm-processing, technicdl development and research work) 

to support and coordinate these activities and to improve 

the competitive position by work-sharing 

to provide collaborative research on a wide range of topics 

of particular relevance to industry. 

The main areas of this pm-r~search effort are listed in the 

following: 

* Powder metallurgy of light metals and alloys. 

projects on: 
- ~owder production by inert gas atomisat~on 

including 

- powder compaction and extrusion. evaluation of mechanical 

properties, m~crostructural investigations 

- fatigue testing of ODS and RS alloys. extruded ~nd forged 

parts 

- investigations on alloy TiA16V4 with respect to differe~t 

powder sources and techniques of consolidation 

* Powder metallurgy of hard materials. including projects on: 

- ceramic materials (evaluation of boron carbide, cemented 

carbides. fine grained aluminum oxides) 
hard metals ind h~avy alloys (cemented carbides from recycled 

powders. impuritiy effects, characterization of carbide 

p~wders, effects of trace elements) 
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* Powder metallurgy of Fe-base alloys. including projects on: 

- HIP of corrosion resistant alloys 

HIP processing 
- fatigue design of connecting rods of pm-materials 

- optimization of properties of pm-products by heat treatments 

- processing with binder materials 
production of complex shaped parts by joining 

- heat resistant parts by joining 

- high performance gears 

- near net shape high speed steel part~. 

For the first round of COST-503 a total of more than 50 projects 

have been positively evaluated by an Expert Team and recommended 

for national funding by the Management Ccmmittee. Table 1 gives a 

listing of the titles of projects presently in progress. As an 

average. the size of the projects is one professional man-year 

per year. This approximates a total value of all efforts in COST-

503 to 7,5 Million ECU (European Units of Account). 

An extension of COST-503 for a second round starting from 1988 

ap.,ears feasible. procedures and topics will be decided upon by 

the Management Committee. 
Work in most of the projects has been started during 1985 and 

some of the first annual progress reports (classified) have been 

completed and distributed amongst project partners. Annual 

Reports of the Management Committee for 1984 and 1985 have been 

issued (6, 7) and are available on request from the COST-Secreta

riat, Brussels ( EUROP-COST, Secretariat, Rue de la Loi 200, B-

1049 Brussels, ~). 
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Table l~ Summary of titles of projects carried out in the 

concerted action COST-503 

1. Powder ~etallurgy of Light Metals and Alloys: 

Country: Project title: 

no. 

A 2 Preparation of high-class Ti-parts by powder 

metallurgical technique 

CH I 

CH 2 

D 1 

D 22 

0 41 

0 4 2 

s g 

High performance P/M Al alloys, produced via extrusion 

Mechanical properties & microstructure of high

temperature powder metallurgy Al alloys 

Process development for rapid solidification of 

titanium alloy powders by inert gas atomization 

Mechanical properties and microstructure of high

temperature powder metallurgy Al alloys 

Process development for rapid solidification of Al 

alloy powders by inert gas atomization 

Mechanical properties and microstructure of high 

temperature powder metallurgy Al alloys 

Production and assessment of rapidly solidified 

temperature aluminium alloy 

UK 5 Production and assessment of forgings made from 

mechanically alloyed aluminium alloys 
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2. Powder Metallurgy of Hard Materials: 

Country: Project title: 

no. 

A 3 

A 9 

A 10/13 

Development of methods for trace element analysis for 

PM-materials 

Characterization of powders in view of their 

application in hard metal manufacturing and their 

influence on the mechanical and technological 

properties of cemented carbides 

Investigation of thermophysical properties of compacted 

and of sintered parts 

A 11 Effect of trace elements on metallurgical and 

microstructural features of sintered & deformed heavy 

metals 

B 2 

CH 6 

CH 7 

D 7 

D 3 2 

Preparation and characterization of cemented cJrbide 

parts from recycled powders 

Impact and crack propagation testing of sintered 

products 

Morphological description of sintered polycrystals 

Densification of boron at relatively low temperatures 

by hot pressing & hot isostatic pressing 

Investigation of the influence of powders, especially 

Tac, NbC, HfC and WC, on the performance of cemented 

r.arbide milling grade, based on WC-TiC-TaC-Co and WC-Co 
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D 37 Characterization of carbide powders in view of their 

application in hard metal manufacturing & their 

influence on the mechanical & technological properties 

of these hard metals, in particular based on WC-TiC

TaC-NbC mixed carbides 

DK 2 Quality examination of powder metallurgical products by 

use of non-destructive control methods 

S 4 Densification of fine grained Boron Carbide by hot 

isostatic pressing 

S 5 The characterization of impurities in cemented carbides 

and their influence on technological properties 

S 11 Effect of trace elements on metallurgical and 
microstructural features of sintered and deformed heavy 

metals 

SF 1 Preparation & characterization of WC and cemented 

carbide powders for hard metal production 
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J. Powder Metallurgy of Iron-based Alloys: 

Country: Project title: 

no. 

A , 

A 5 

A 12 

D 5 

D 16 

D 19 

D 20/36 

D 21 

D 27 

D 30 

Preparation of complex PM-Iron parts by joining methods 

and evaluation of the mechanical properties of the 

joints 

Preparation and evaluation of PM composite materials 

for application as wear resistant components 

Fatigue and fracture behavior of PM-components 

Hot isostatic pressing of highly corrosion resistant 

P/M alloys 

Preparation of complex & multifunctional sintered steel 

parts by joining two or more different PM parts. 

Evaluation of mechanical properties of the joints 

Powder metallurgical production of near net shape parts 

of high speed steel by direct sintering 

Fatigue design of PM-connecting rods using sintered 

steels 

Use of powder ·metallurgy for load bearing applications 

such as gears 

Non-destructive evaluation of residual stresses in 

hardmetals and ceramics 

Preparation of sintered, wear resistant parts by 

joining and evaluation of their properties 



D 34 

D 35/33 

D 39 

D 40 

D 43 

D 45 

OK 1 

s 1 

s 2 

s 3/6 

s 8 

s 10 

- 04 -

Influence of segregation behavior of trace elements on 

the mechanical properties of PIM-materials 

Improvement of fatigue & toughness properties under 

constant & variable amplitude loading for alloyed 

sintered steel by optimizing heat treatments 

Preparati~~ & evaluation of P/M composite materials for 
application as wear-resistant components 

Influence of inclusions on the mechanical properties at 

powder metallurgical products 

Use of powder metallurgy for load bearing applications 

such as gears 

Influence of segregation behavior of trace elements on 

the mechanical properties of PM materials (sintered 

steel) 

Influence of inclusions on the mechanical properties in 

powder metallurgir.al products 

Fatigue design of PM-connecting rods using sintered 

steels 

Heating of powder compacts 

Improvement of mechanical prnperties of alloyed 

sintered steels by optimising heat treatments 

Hot isostatic pressing of highly corrosion resistant PM 

alloys 

The u~e of powder metallurgy for load bearing 

applications such as gears 

- I 

I 

I 
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~K 4 The development of high density, high perforrn~nce 

sintered powder metals components using Hot Isostatic 

Pressing 

UK 9 Development of powders for the production of high speed 

steel bars & preformed components by a new process 

REFERENCES: 

1~ European Research for Advanced Materials, EEC, DOK. 

XIl/396/85-E (1985) 

2. ~epertorium COST, Quatrieme edition, Mars 1986, Secretariat 

COST, CCE, Bruxelles 

3. High-tempP.rature alloys for gas turbines, D.Coutsouradis et 

al, Eds., applied Science Publishers, London, 1978 

4. nigh temperature alloy for gas turbines 1982, R.Brunetaud et 

al, Eds., D.Reidel Publ .Co., London ( 1982) 

5. High-temperature alloy for gas turbines and other applications 

1986, to be published 

6. COST-503, 1st Annual Report of the Managem~nt Committee on 

its Activities in Jq84, EUCO/PM/04/85, DOK.Xll/263/85 of March 

1985 

7. COST-503, 2nd Annual report of the Managment Commi tte on its 

Activities in 1985, EUCO/PM/01/86, DOK.XII/335/86 of April 

1986 
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COST-Europa 

Fig.1: Countries participating in COST-Actions 
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COUNTRY ROUND ROUND II 

AUSTRIA 8 7 

BELGIUM 2 2 

DENMARK 2 1 

FINLAND 2 3 

FRANCE 3 
GERMANY 20 10 

LUXEMBOURG 2 

SWEDEN 10 4 

SWITZERLAND 4 2 

UNITED KINGDOM 5 3 

TOTAL: !13 37 

STARTING DATE:1985 1988 

FINISHING DATE:1988 1991 

Tc:.ble 1: COST-503 NUMBER OF PROJECTS 

SUBGROUPS COORDINATORS 
ROUND I ROUND II 

PM of light metals G.Hilllriegl (CH) M.J.Couper (CH) 
P .Schwellinger (CH) A.Schaf er (D) 

PM of hard materials A.Mocellin (CH) K.Weiss (Fl) 
H.Ortner (A) H.Ortner (A) 

PM of Fe-based materials W .Paton (UK) W.Paton (UK) 

Table 2: Concerted action COST-503 Powder Metallurgy 
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Processing, manufacturing economics, materials and product performance, 
quality control. etc. 

SUBGROUP 1: 

SUBGROUP 2: 

SUBGROUP3: 

LIGHT METALS 
pm-Al alloys: ASP, ODS, Al-Li 
pm-Ti alloys: blend and prealloyed 

Fe-BASED MATERIALS 
CIP and HIP processing of components. 
special property alloys 
fatigue resistant components, 
joining of dissimilar pm-components, 
heavy-duty components (gears, connecting-rods) 

HARD MATERIALS 
hard metals 
hard materials and ceramics 
high speed steels 
heavy metals 

Table 3: COST-503 Powder Metallurgy I.Round 

Optimization of piOcessing, manufacturing: quality control; product 
characterization, NOT evaluation: testing, service performance: data bank, 
specifications 

SUBGROUP 1: 

SUBGROUP 2: 

SUBGROUP 3: 

LIGHT METALS 
high-temperature alloys from RS-powders 
processing, properties, 
evaluation precision forging, 
effects of sintering defects 

Fe-BASED MATERIALS 
components (roller bearings, connecting rods) 
near-net-shape processing 
dynamic/static properties 
effects of surf ace treatments 

HARD MATERIALS AND REFRACTORY METALS 
processing/microstructure/properties/performance 
effects of impurities 
T(C, N) and B-carbide based hard materials 
Zr-oxide ceramics 
ultrapure sputter targets 
high-purity refractory metal silicides 

Table 4: COST-503 Powder Metallurgy, II.Round 
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12. METHODS FOR PREDICTING THE FATIGUE STRENGTH 
OF pm-MATERIALS 

Brigitte Weiss and Roland Stickler 
University of Vienna, Austria 

Abstract 

Experimental data on the high-cycle fatigue properties of 
defect-containing pm-materials showed that fatigue failure 
may occur after high numbers of loading cycles at stress 
amplitudes much below the fatigue limit deduced from con
ventional test results. It was the objective of present 
investigation to develop a procedure which permits a pre
diction of the high-cycle fatigue limit and of the influence 
of microdefects (pores, inclusions, precipitates) on the 
basis of geometrical and intrinsic material properties. As 
demonstrated with several examples, this task can be 
accomplished with the aid of experimentally determined modi
fied Kitagawa-diagrams with the effective threshold stress 
intensity as the critical parameter and a quantitative 
metallographic characterization of the size and location of 
the largest defects. 

Introduction 

Powder metallurgical materials are known to contain various 
degrees of porosity, inclusions and microstructural defects 
which may affect their mechanical properties. The magnitude 
of the decrease of properties depends on amount, nature, 
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si~e. shape and distribution of these inhomogeneities within 
the ma teri a 1. 

At present there seems to exist no general model to explain 
on a quantitative basis the interrelationship between 
defects/porosity and the aechanical properties of pa-aate
rial s. While these materials usually exhibit outstanding 
tensile properties, the high-cycle fatigue strength aay be 
affected drastically. More or less eapirical aodels have 
been described in the literature correlating the detriaental 
effects of inclusions or voids on fatigue properties with 
the stress concentration around defects, differences in 
elastic properties and strength between inclusions and 
matrix, etc. Th~ experimental verification of these •odels 
requires involved testing efforts for each aaterial under 
consideration. It appears therefore of interest to find 
methods for the deduction of the high-cycle fatigue proper
ties of defect-containing materials from basic principles. 
i.e. on the basis of intrinsic material constants and •icro
s true tura 1 parameters. 

Why predictive methods? 

In earlier work (1) on the fatigue limit of high-strength 
pm-Al alloys fatigue failures were encountered in speci•ens 
after exposures to 108 to 109 lBading cycles. at stress 
amplitudes considerably below the endurance li•it found at 
the conventional run-out limit of N = 107. We ••Y suraise 
that the endurance limit at more than 108 cycles approaches 
the true fatigue limit of the material (19). On the other hand. 
technical components in rotating machinery •ay well ex
perience such numbers of loading cycles over their lif~ ti•e 
( 2) • 

Fractography of the specimens failed after extensive cyclic 
loading invariably revealed that nucleation of the fatigue 
cracks occurred at internal sites. e.g. at inclusions. voids 
or microstructural segregation zones. Th~ large scatter in 
experimental data for the pm-Al alloy IN 9052 shown in the 
S-N diagram in Fig.l is caused aainly by the non-un~for• 
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CYCLIC STRESS AMPLITUDE, MPa 
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Fig.I: S-N diagram for the high-cycle region of the pm-Al 
alloy IN-9052 tested at R = -1 

Fig.2: Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface 
of the IN-9052 specimen marked A in Fig. 1 
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distribution of internal defects. The characteristic appea
rance of such an internal nucleation site, the fatigue 
fracture zone and the overload failure is shown in Fig.2. 

In view of the inherent risk involved with the unexpected 
failure of components made of high-strength alloys 
under high-cycle loading it seems mandatory to provide the 
designer with sufficient information on the reliability of 
such materials. At the present state of the art it appears 
that the occasional presence of inclusions, foreign partic
les and microstructural inhomogeneities cannot be avoided. A 
control of the maximum sizes of such defects and their 
distribution, however, may be feasible. Therefore, experi
mental procedures are required to predict the magnitude and 
criticalness of the detrimental effects on the high-cycle 
fatigue behavior as function of the size, distribution, 
location, geometry and nature of the defects. 

Since such detrimental effects cannot be deduced from ten
sile data and are only in severe cases indicated in fatigue 
data within the conventional range of loading cycles, 
fatigue tests need to be extended to 109 cycles. This eva
luation requires extreme long testing ti11es and large 
numbers of specimens to permit the requ·red statistical 
evaluation. Predictive methods which provide information on 
the degree of degradation due to the presence of defects in 
pm-components appea•· therefore highly desirable from a 
standpoint of both 1·eliability and economics. 

Proposed procedures for the prediction of the high-cycle 
fatigue behavior of defect-containing pm-materials 

Amongst the first to suggest an explanation of the effects 
of defects on the fatigue behavior of pm Ni-base alloys by a 
fracture mechanical approach were Betz&Track (3). In their 
study the authors assumed that fatigue crack initiation 
occurs during the first few loading cycles and calculated 
the fatigue crack growth to overload failure by fracture 
mechanics relationships. The authors shewed that the fatigue 
strength of pm-materials is related to the number, the size 
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and the location of inclusions. Three cases of locations of 
defects were considered, i.e. internal, near sub-surface 
(with the fatigue microcrack intersecting the specimen al
ready after short growth episodes) and tangential. 

Depending on the position of this crack nucleating defect 
different relationships for calculating the stress inten
sity factors at the crack tip (edge of the circular crack) 
may be applied (3). The pertinent equations are inserted in 
Fig.3. Based on these equations and the knowledge of the 
position of detrimental defects the fatigue life of compo
nents may be calculated. It is obvious from above equations 
that a defect positioned tangentially (at the sp~cimen 
surface) is the most critical of the three cases considered. 

CYCLIC STRESS AMPLITUDE TO FAILURE , MPa 

10 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,.~~--~~~--, 
location of defects on fracture surface 

FATIGUE LIMIT 3 .. : llK• t,12.2/fn .dl2a I ~ 2 +----~-.,...,,~~2 .... 61< • l,12.2/{n.~}.{a t~ 
···---·-··-·········l········l·.f ···l·· ····----·-·· ··· ·············:;,.··~:::·.--~-r.·;.--2;<~·:<;-11·--········· 

: : 

CRITICAL DEFECT SIZES 

10 1------..----.......-.----...-_..__. ......... ...__~----........... ......-
101· 10 2 10 3 10 4 

CRACK RADIUS, µm 

Fig.3: Kitagawa-diagram for the pm-Al alloy IN-90SXL 
showing the effect of defect location (calculated 
acc~rding to Ref .3) 

A dependence of the fatigue limit on the size of a fatigue 
crack was noticed already by Frost (4). Kitagawa&Takahashi 
(5) found that the similitude concept of fracture mechanics 
appears to break down for small crack sizes, as revealed in 
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a diagram of cyclic stress amplitude vs. crack length 
("Kitagawa-di a gram"). In this di a gram the am pl i tu de for 
resumption of growth of long fatigue cracks can be revealed 
by a line corresponding to the threshold stress intensity 
for fatigue crack growth. For shorter fatigue cracks no 
explicit expression for the threshold was found, a 
cut-off value is given by the fatigue limit. Thus, a criti
cal crack size can be deduced which, when exceeded, causes a 
reduction in fatigue strength. The significance of the 
various regions of the Kitagawa-diagram was discussed in 
detail by Miller (6). 

Pineau (7) in studying the fatigue behavior of nodular cast 
iron found that shrinkage pcres acted as potent crack 
nuclei. Critical defect sizes could be determined from a 
Kitagawa-diagram by using an effective value of the 
threshold stress intensity as the critical parameter. This 
effective threshold stress intensity is supposed to reflect 
an intrinsic materials property independent of testing para
meters or experimental configurations. Fathulla et al (8) 
could demonstrate that fatigue cracks initiate at inclusions 
or precipitates in a number of commercial grade Cdst, 
wrought and pm-alloys. The typical short crack behavior 
could be correlated with the critical sizes revealed in 
modified Kit~gawa diagrams based on the effective threshold 
values (assumed to correspond to the stress intensity value 
at a crack growth rate smaller than 10-ll m/cycle). 

The effects of porosity on the fatigue crack initiation in 
pm-steels were studied by Holmes&Queeney (9). While for low 
porosities the reduction of the load bearing cross-section 
was found negligible, the effect of pores was explained by 
acting as crack precursors and as sites of local stress 
concentration in a plane normal to the stress axis (a stress 
concentration factor for pores was given as Kt= 2, with the 
region of stress concentration extending up to 5 times the 
pore radius). The initiation endurance was prcposed to be a 
function of the quotient interpore-spacing/pore-size. Thus, 
one should be able to calculate the initiation endurance of 
a porous materials based on results from quantitative metal
lography. Unfortunately, the authors were not able to 
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predict the fatigue behavior when the porosity approaches 
small values. 

The ef feet of sma 11 art if i c i a 1 surf ace defe·:ts on the 
fatigue limit of high-strength steels was studied extensive
ly by Murakami and coworkers (10, 11). In agreement with 
others these authors found that the effect of small surface 
notches cannot be described sufficiently by a stress-concen
tration factor. It could be shown that during initial cyclic 
loading a small fatigue crack is formed around an artificial 
surface defect (small drilled holes). Quantitative relation
ships for computing the values of the threshold stress 
intensity and the fatigue limit were proposed using the 
fatigue limit (deduced from hardness measurements) and the 
square-root of the area of the initial fatigue crack (pro
jected on a plane normal to the stress axis) as parameters. 
In a similar fashion the 'fatal· size of inclusions or 
internal pores were calculated, whereby size and location of 
the defects have to be taken into consideration. Murakami 
concludes (in agreement with the definition of the fatigue 
limit by Lukas,(12)) that the fatigue limit of unnotched 
specimens corresponds to the threshold stress for non-propa
gating fatigue cracks nucleated at holes, pores, inclusions 
etc. Thus the fatigue problem of defects and incl11sions 
should be considered as a problem of the growth conditions 
for small superficial or internal cracks. It is unfortunate 
that Murakami did not correlate the results with the effec
tive threshold values more appropriate to describe the 
growth conditions for small cracks. 

Numerous papers have been published about the influence of 
macroscopic notches on the fatigue behavior. The fact that 
microscopic notches (cavities, holes, scratch~s) may affect 
the fatigue limit of materials has also been noted. However, 
only recently a qualitative expl~nation for the existence of 
non-damaging notches and a quantitative derivation of their 
critical sizes were presented by Lukas et al (13). This 
analysis requires the knowledge of only geometrical factors 
describing the nJtch (stress concentration factor) and 
intrinsic materials parameters (fatigue limit of the un
notched materials and the value of the threshold stress 
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intensity). This proposed relation was shown to be valuable 
for the prediction of the limiting size of non-damaging 
notches in engineering application of metals and alloys. 
The analysis of notches was subsequently extended to a 
prediction of the size of non-damaging surface holes (hemi
spherical or shallow cylindrical) under fatigue loading 
(14). Results to date indicate that the critical hole 
geometry can be predicted also on the basis of material 
properties (fatigue limit of the unnotched material, effec
tive threshold stress intensity) and parameters pertaining 
to the distribution of the stress concentration around the 
hcle. These considerations may eventually be extended for a 
quantitative prediction of the effects of internal pores on 
the high cycle fatigue limit of porous pm-materials. 

As a consequence of the review of all pertinent possibili
ties we considered the use of modified Kitagawa-diagrams as 
the most suitable and practical method for the prediction of 
fatigue limits of defect-containing pm-materials. The proce
dure for the experimental determination of such diagrams i; 
outlined in the following. 

Experimental technique to establish KitagJwa-type diagrams 

To establish a Kitagawa-diagram of a particular material it 
is necessary to determine the high-cycle S-N data, in parti
cular the fatigue limit for high numbers of loading cycles, 
e.g. N = 109, and the threshold stress intensity for fatigue 
crack growth, ~Kth· It should be pointed out that this AKth 
is not a material constant and depends on loading condi
tions, crack closure, etc (15). As an intrinsic material 
parameter the effective threshold stre s intensity, 
4Kth,eff• must be applied. In fact this parameter was found 
independent over a wide range of loading conditions (mean 
load) for a number of technical alloys (16) and should 
represent the actual stress ~ondition at the crack tip. Only 
this ~alue governs the crack propagation behavior. To obtain 
the ..::1Kth,eff-value, the magnitude of the crack openir1g 
stress intensity is determined, and 4Kth,eff computed (16). 
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The Kitagawa diagram ( log <5c vs.log a; 6c •• cyclic stress 
amplitude, a •• crack length or crack depth) is t~en estab
lished by drawing the fatigue limit as a horizontal line, 
and a slanting line according to 

Ge proportional to ~Kth,effla 1 12, 

in addition a factor related to the geometr cal conditions 
has to be applied (17). 
Both lines intersect at a point assumed to resemble the 
critical size below whic~ defects will not affect the 
fatigue limit. Since the dKtheff value is independent of 
mean stress, the same diagram is representative for a wide 
range of loading conditions if for the fatigue limit (depen
ding on mean stress) the appropriate maximum stress is 
plotted (18). 

Experimental approach 

Specimen materials: 

To demonstrate the applicability of the predictive methodo
logy the experimental results of various powder-metallurgi
cal Fe-, Al- and Ti-Jased materials are presented in the 
following. The composition and properties of these materials 
are ~·immarized in Table 1. 

Test methods: 

For the S-N measurements dumbbell shaped specimens with a 
cylindrical gauge section of 4mm diam. and 15mm length were 
used. Constant amplitude fa' igue tests were carded out in a 
nigh-frequency resonance system, operated at 20 kHz to 
achieve the desired rumbers ,Jf loading cycles of up to 109 
within reasonable test times. All fatigue tests were carrieo 
out at room teraperat~re at a stress ratio of R = -1. A 
detailed description of this test procedure is given in 
Ref.19. 
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Table 1: PM-MATERIALS REFE~RED TO IN THIS PAPER 

A 11 oy: 

pm-Fe 
*) 

DISTALOY-AB 
**) 

Al IN-905XL 
***) 

Al IN-9021 
***) 

Al IN-9052 
***) 

TiA16V4 
+) 

tcmposition, condition and heat treatment, 
properties 

pure Fe-powder (Hoganas ASC 100.29) 
compacted and sintered or hipped, Rm= 140-320, 
density: 6.8-7.8, Porosity 0-12, 

1.5Cu-1.75Ni-0.5Mo-0.01C-rem.Fe 
compacted and sintered or hipped, porosity 0-9, 
Rm: 700-900 

4Mg-1.5Li-1.1C-0.802-rem.Al 
mechanically alloyed and extruded, Rm: 565, 
density: 2.57 

4Cu-1.5Mg-1.1C-0.802-rem.Al 
mechanically alloyed and extruded, Rm: 625, 
density 2. 78 

4Mg-l.1C-0.802-rem.Al 
mechanically alloyed and extruded, Rm: 515 
density 2.66 

prealloyed powder (6Al-4.1V-0.0102-rem.Ti), 
compacted and heat treated or hipped, Rm: 880 
density 4.43 

(Rm in MPa, density in g/cm3, porosity in %) 

Suppliers: *) Prof.G.Jangg, TU-Vienna 
**) HIP-Ltd. Chesterfield UK 

***) INCO Engineered Products Ltd., Birmingnam, UK 
+) Metallwerk Plansee GmbH, Reutte, A 

For the determination of the fatigue crack growth behavior 
near threshold a servohydraulic system operated between 10 
Hz and 50 Hz at room temperature was available. For the 
experiments center-s~rface-notched specimens (20) with cross 
!' .;tions of Smm x lOmm or 6mm x 15mm were used. The tests 
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were carried out in accordance with ASTM-recommendations 
(21). The stress intensity values for such cracks were 
computed as given in Ref. (22). Details of the test proce
dure to determine the crack opening stress intensity by a 
strain gauge method are described in Ref. (16). 

After completion of the crack growth measurements the 
specimens were ruptured in tension and the shape and the 
extent of the fatigue crack determined by SEM-micro
fractography. This information is needed for the computation 
of the stress-intensity values. Particular attention was 
given to the identification of the region of crack 
nucleation, and the nature, size and magnitude of the crack
initiating defect. This information is compared with the 
value of the critical defect size deduced from the Kitagawa
diagram. 

Examples of the application of Kitagawa-diagrams to 
predict the high-cycle fatigue properties of pm-materials 

Effect of the location of defects: 

In the diagram shown in Fig.3 for the alloy IN-905XL the 
effect of the location of the initiating defect is revealed. 
Assuming that there is no drastic change in the fatigue 
limit, the reasoning of Betz&Track (3) may be applied for 
the calculation of AKth for defects in various locations of 
the specimens (see section 3). The defect may be considered 
as an inclusion surrounded by a short circular crack formed 
early during the fatigue loading of the specimen. 

As shown in Fig.3 the maximum size of a critical crack not 
affecting the fatigue limit is 30 µm depths for a semi
circular tangential crack while for an internal penny-shaped 
crack the critical radius is about 80 µm, applying experi
mental values of the fatigue limit at N = 1.109 and a value 
o f 6K th , e f f = 2 M P a • m 1 I 2. 
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Fig.4a: Kitagawa-diagram for the pm-Al alloy IN-9052, points 
indicate the size of inclusions initiating a fatigue 
crack, the corresponding fatigue life is listed 
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Fig.4b: Kitagawa-diagram for the pm-Al alloy IN-9021, points 
indicate the size of inclusions initiating a fatigue 
crack, the corresponding fatigue life is listed 
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Effect of inclusion size: 

Results of two pm-Al alloys with similar values of 4Kth,eff 
( 26 ) are shown i n Fi gs. 4 a ( H! - 9 0 21) and 4 b ( I N - 9 0 5 2). The 
diagrams are drawn for the fatigue limits at N = 1.109 and 
the llKth,eff values for a penny-shaped internal crack. From 
these diagrams critical defect sizes of about 50 µm can be 
predi~ted for both alloys. This is in reasonable agreement 
with fractographic observations. The defect with a size of 
about 60 µm radius in IN-9021, shown in Fig.5, resulted in a 
fatigue failure after 3.106 loading cycles. 

Fig.5: Scanning electron micrograph of the fracture surface 
of a specimen of IN-9021, note the internal crack 
nucleation at an inclusion 

The fatigue limits shown in the diagrams of Figs.4a and 4b 
were determined from a large number of specimens. Fracto-
graphy of specimens failed ·ly or after large numbers of 
loading cycles just sligh ,bove the fatigue limit re-
vealed in many cases the f nee of inclusions giving rise 
to nucleation and growth c internal fatigue cracks. The 
sizes of these inclusions and the cyclic amplitudes of 
loading to failure are indicated for the individual speci-
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mens in the diagrams. It can be seen that the particle size 
in some of the specimens was smaller than the critical size, 
thus it may be surmised that these specimens would not have 
failed if tested at the average fatigue limit. However, in 
several specimens the particle size was larger than the 
critical size which would have resulted in fatigue failure 
even if the specimens were tested at stress amplitudes 
considerably lower than the fatigue limit. 

Corroborating results were obtained by evaiuating published 
fatigue life data for pm-TiA16V4 materials manufactured 
from prealloyed powder mixed with Al20 3 particles of various 
particle siz~s to simulate foreign inclusions (23). The 
fatigue data showed a decrease of the endurance limit (for 
N = 106) with increasing particle size. The loss of fatigue 
life related to the increasing particle sizes appears larger 
in the high-cycle than in the low cycle regime. The diagram 
in Fig.6 is calculated for the case of an internal penny-

CYCLIC STRESS AMPLITUDE TO FAILURE , MP;. 

10 3~~~~~--~--.-~~~~~-----.,-~~~~~~--, 
ENDURANCE LIMIT (N•2.10°6)(R•0, 1) TiA18V'4 (prealloyed powder) 

ci with Al203 ~ 
t:========~50~µ~m~;==~ t 

. -· - · 150µm- · - · OWNRE~LJ~::_1) 
350 µ~ t . ure) 

10 2 - ........ . ·······················································--·-···············r···-·················· 

~ 
CRITICAL DEFECT SIZES 

i 

6K th eff 

(penny shaped~crack) 

! 
~ 

10 1 -1--~---------....... -t-~------------~~---------...... ...; 
100 10 1 10 2 10 3 

CRACK RADIUS , i.im 

Fig.6: Kitagawa-diagram for doped (23) and pure pm-TiA16V4 
( 24) 

shaped crack. The value of Kth,eff was determined for a 
similar technical pm-TiA16V4 alloy (24) and 1 may deviate 
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slightly from that of the contaminated material. It should 
be pointed out that literature data indicate that the 
presence of fine particles should not affect measurably the 
fatigue crack propagation behavior. The fatigue limit 
(determined at R = -1 for N = 2.108) of the technical 
material is marked by an arrow in Fig.6. The intersection of 
the AKth eff-line would predict an internal defect size of , 
less than 40 µm radius. A comparison of the defect sizes 
deduced from the diagram in Fig.6 with the fractographically 
observed defect in a failed specimen of the pure pm-TiA16V4 
(Fig.7) shows reasonable agreement considering the possible 
variations in endurance limits, ~Kth,eff and the varying 
locations of defects. 

2a 

Fig.7: Scanning electron micrograph of a specimen of "pure" 
pm-TiA16V4, note the crack initiating inclusion 
surrounded by a circular short crack of diameter 2a 

Effect of poros)ty: 

The effect of porosity is demonstrated in Fig.8 for pm-Fe 
(25) and the pm-steel Distaloy-SA in Fig.9 (24). For both 
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Fig.8: Kitagawa-diagram for pure pm-Fe containing various 
amounts of porosity 
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materials the fatigue limit (for N = 2.108) decreased with 
increasing porosity. The results with porous specimen mate
rials clearly indicate that pore distribution and geometry 
have a strong effect on the fatigue behavior. As long as 
pores act as isolated defects crack nucleation occurs pre
ferentially in the interior of the specimen. For the pm-Fe 
material this ,.ondition is prevalent up to a total po.·osity 
of approx. 4% • The critical defect size deduced from the 
corresponding Kitagawa diagram coincides with the experimen
tally observed size of the largest pores. With the porosity 
increasing further a pronounced effect of the open (inter
connected) porosity was found. The critica1 defect sizes 
predicted from the Kitagawa diagram are much larger than the 
observed pore sizes. A better correlation with the predicted 
sizes is found if the size of pore aggregates (clusters) is 
taken into account (25). 

Experimental data for as-sintered porous DISTALOY-SA speci
mens (up to 8% porosity) showed that increases in porosity 
lead to a reduction of the fatigue limit. The evalua'ion of 
the data for specimens of hipped and practically p -free 
material indicated a critical defect size of 20 µ~ This is 
in agreement with the observed size of inclusions initiating 
cracks during extended fatigue loading. 

Summary and conclusions 

In this paper an attempt was made to emphasize the advan
tages of exploiting the information included in a modified 
Kitagwa-diagram for the prediction of the fatigue limit of 
pm-materials containing defects (sintering voids, foreign 
particles, precipitates): 

(i) During fatigue loading near the (high-cycle) fatigue 
limit the microstructural defects give rise to the formation 
of surrounding microcracks. The observations support the 
statement of Murakami (11) that the fatigue problem asso
ciated with materials containing pores or inclusions is in 
fact 3 problem of defining the fatigue limit of materials 
containing short cracks of various location and sizes. ~o 
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far our tests fail2d to reveal the presence of non-propaga
ting circular m~crocracks around inclusions or voids in run
out specimens, obviously related to experimental difficul
ties. However, the existence of such non-propagating cracks 
was clearly demonstrated in run-out specimens of technically 
pure Cu containing artificial small holes at the specimen 
surface. It should be pointed out that the influence of 
microscopic defects on the fatigue properties is revealed 
with high sensitivity only by cyclically loading of a 
specimen near the fatigue limit. Due to the random distri
butfon of such microstructural deftcts an experimental veri
fication of the predictions would require testing of a 
statistically significant number of specimens. 

(ii) The critical defect size can be deduced from the pro
posed modified Kitagawa-diagram with ~Kth,eff as parameter. 
Since the critical defect is composed of the particle and 
the surrounding near-circular microcrack, the critical 
defect size is only to a mi nor degree dependent on the shape 
of the particle assumed to be globular. The shape of the 
particle, however, certainly influences the initiation life. 
The experimentally determined Kitagawa diagrams reveal thdt 
there exist critical defect sizes below which the fatigue 
limit of defect-containing materials is not affected. The 
knowledge of such non-critical defects should be of signifi
cance for the design of improved pm-materials. On the other 
hand, the diagrams permit the predicti~n of endurance limits 
of materials containing larger defects. An important advan
tage of the presentation in form of Kitagawa-diagrams is the 
fact that the same diagram applies for a wide range of mean 
stresses as long as for the fatigue limit the value of the 
maximum stress is plotted. The AKth,eff values are practi
cally not affected by mea~ ;tress. 

(iii) The position of the defect has a strong influence on 
the fatigue limit as can be deduced from the calculations of 
the stress intensity factors. Most detrimental are inclu
sions or pores at tangential and near sub-surface positions. 
Internal defects of comparable size are le~st detrimental 
and show the longest propagation life, in agreement with the 
findings o~ Betz&Track (3). 
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(iv) The proposed methodology requires for each material to 
establish a odified Kitagawa-diagram based on its effective 
threshold value, supported by results of a quantitative 
metallographic analysis (extreme value statistics for esti
mating the maximum expected inclusion or pore sizes). From 
the fatigue limit determined for specim 0 ns of a particular 
material the maximum size of the defects can be deduced. The 
upper bound of the fatigue limit would apply to a G.~fect
free material, in which the magnitude of microstructural 
paramaters, such as grain size, dislocation or slip-line 
arrangements, are the dominating features limiting the 
fatigue strength. 

(v) The deter~ination of these material parameters involves 
considerably less efforts than the determination of high
cycle S-N curves and fatigue limits for each material in 
each microstructural condition. The proposed method appears 
of advantage in characterizing the effects of changes in 
production schedules, compositional variations, optimization 
treatments, etc. on the high cycle fatigue limit. 
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13. PUBLICATIONS 

~jor PH publications in 1990 International Syinp9~ium on Advanced Structural 
Haterials (198~: Montreal, Quebec) 

following PH'90 (London, 2-6 July) The 
Institute of Hetals will be launching an integrated 
series of texts to meet the needs of undergraduates 
and practising enginePrs. 

An Introduction to Powder Metallurgy 

This vol11111e, designed for students, covers the 
basic scientific and tec•;nological concepts with a 
number of practical exa-iples for illustration. 
Sections on fabrication, powder characterization, 
consolidation, property development, and specific 
materials (e.g., ceramics, ferrous and non-ferrous 
components) are included. An emphasis is placed on 
the advantages and limitations of applying these 
principles in practice. (Approximately 150 pages.) 

* ••• " 

Selected Case Studies in Powder Metallurgy 

Intended for students and materials engineers 
working in industry and elsewhere. Volume 2 
contains a series of short case studies of component 
design and manufacture covering many traditional and 
non-traditional applications of powder metallurgy. 
These range from automotive and aerospace parts to 
magnetic and electronic uses. Each case stud~ is 
written to a specific set of objectives covering: a 
description of the part/specifications, rP.as?ns for 
choosing PH, where basic principles are relevant to 
finding a technological solution, design r.riteria. 
ThPse are followed by a brief description of the 
actual processing and finishing route. 
(Approximately 150 pages.) 

• * • • * 

A series of review articles summarizing the 
current status of powder metallurgy technology for 
practising PH engineers. This volume includes 
powder production, characterizations, sintering 
theory and practice, rapid solidification 
technology, injection moulding, alloy development, 
quality assurance, and selection procedures. 
(Approximately 400 pages.) 

The series was initiated through 
Or. Ivor Jenkins, the late 
Professor Malcolm Waldron, and Professor John Wood. 
(ontributions have been commi~sioned after 
consultation wit.h the international PM community and 
with the aim of responding to the widely-expressed 
need for an integrated package grounded in 
tethnological reality. 

The Institute of Metals is offering a 
competitive pre-publication price for the series. 
for details please tontact: Sales and Marketing 
Department (004), The Institute of Metals, 
1 Carlton House Terrace, London SWlY 508. 
Tel.: 01-839 4071. Telex: 8814813. 
rax: Ol-839 2289. 

Editor: P. Ramakrishnan, Dept. of 
MP.tallurgical Eng., Indian Institute of Technology, 
Bombay, 1985, 520 pp. Oxford & IBH Publishing Co. 

Proceedings 

Edited by D.S. Wilkinson. NY: Pergamon, 
1989. 318p, $56.25 (Proceedings of the 
Hetallurgical Society of the Canadian Institute 
of Hining and Metallurgy; Vol. 9) 
620. 1'1 TA401.3 88-38801 ISBN 0-08-036090-4. 

Contents: Hetal matrix composites. Structural 
ceramics. Interfaces. Pol)'llleric c0111posite 
material - advanced processing methods and 
applications. Powder metallurgical materials. 

* * * • lit 

Powder Het1llurgv Design Hinual covers design, 
shapes and forms, COlllpositions, properties, 
manufacturing (pressing, sintering, heat treating, 
surface finishing, machining and joining) of 
powder-metal parts, 110 pp, $75, Hetal Powder 
Industries Federation (Princeton, NJ, USA). 

* * • * * 

"P/H Desiyn Guidebook" devotes 40 pages to topics 
such as the benefits of powder metallurgy, process 
steps, secondary operations, and material 
selection. Other chapters cover engineering 
properties, designing powder-metal parts, 
applications, terminology, and how to specify. Many 
useful drawings and data tables accompany the 
discussion. Photographs show a variety of 
powder-metal parts formed in various processes. 
Metdl Powder Industries Federation, 
105 College Rd. E, Princeton, NJ 08540, USA. 

• * • • • 

PM sintering 

Atmosphere requirements for sintering of powder 
metallurgy (PM) components are outlined in 
literature from Liquid Air Corp., Walnut Creek, 
Calif. Also discussed are atmosphere setup and 
selection, control instrumentation, and selection of 
alloys for furnace belts. 

• • • * * 

Eight-page brochure detol1s powder metallurgy 
(PM) manufacturing capabilities of ferralloy, Troy, 
Mich., USA. The company manufactures PM components 
for automotive, appliance, power transmission, 
farm equipment and hydraulic applications. 
In-house computer-aided design facilities and 
slatistical quality control <SQC) techniques also 
are described. 

fll ••• * 

~~~int~ Technical ~it.i. edited by 
Shigeyuki Somiya, is an updated English translation 
of the 1984 Japanese edition. The term ·~rhnical 
ceramics as defined by Dr. Somiya refers to 
"ceramics that exhibit a high degree of industrial 
efficiency through their carefully designed 
microstruture and superb dimensional precision ... 
Rigorously controlled conditions of shaping and 
firing." The 23 contributors are largely from 
Japanese industrial laboratories, with several, 
including the editor, from technical institutes. 



The book is divided into three major sections. The 
introduction includes chapters on definitions and 
types of ceramics: synthetic raw materials; 
product:on processes; and methods of evaluating 
mechanical and thermal properties. The section on 
properties and applications covers electrical. 
electronic, magnetic, thermal, chemical, optical and 
mechanical properties in separate chapters, plus a 
chapter on biological applications. The final 
section covers precision n1achining methods. An 
appendix that presents a chronology of the 
develop111ent of advanced electronic and engineering 
ceramics from 1893 t~ 1982 is a novel and 
infonnative addition. (Academic Press Inc., 
465 South Lincoln Drive, Troy. HO 63379. 
Phone: ( 800) 321-5068) 

IQtif.rf!IJJl'_J;!ffi~~t ing_eQ ll!!!fr~ Processing, 
r~ll_ri cati9!!._~e.Jl.il.ll2!!4- L imitations. by 
H. Aldissi of Los Ala11as National laboratory, was 
originally written in 1987 as a report for the 
Department of Energy. As the author points out, the 
many potential applications for electrically 
conducting polymers have made them the subject of 
much research. Unfortunately, the connercial 
applicability of t.hese potentially useful materials 
has been hampered by their instability and 
intractability due to their conjugated backbone, 
which is responsible for their conduction. The book 
describes the progress that has been made in solving 
these problems. It discusses several methods of 
synthesizing conjugated polymers and ways of doping 
the backbone to render them more highly conductive. 
Various stabilization techniques are covered 
including chemical doping, ion implantation, 
plastification, copolymerization, anti-oxidative 
treatments, surface protection, and the use of crown 
ethers. The author notes that while considerable 
~rogress has been made, conducting polymers still 
need further investigation for improving their 
processability, high perfonnance in various 
applications, and long-term stability. Possible 
uses of conducting polymers are described along with 
the conditions for successful applications. The 
relative advantages and disadvantages of currently 
available polymers ar~ also discussed. (Noyes 
Publications, Hill Road at Grand Ave., Park Ridge, 
NJ 07656. Phone: (201) 391-8484. fax (201) 
391-6833) 

Co!!!21!sHe..A2JUj~nio.n..s_;_ ___ !b.Lu!.lure is Now, edited 
by Thomas J. Drozda, is a ~ublication of the Society 
of Hanufacturing Engineers (SHE) Manufacturing 
Update Series. It is a compilation of 31 papers 
presented at various SHE conferences between 1985 
and 1988. The purpose of this series is to provide 
up-to-date information on various topics re la ti nq to 
manufa(turing for engineers working in the field and 
as a reference source. The papers are divided into 
six chapters: ceramic matrix composites; metal 
matrix COlllposites; resin matrix composites; 
tooling; testing and inspection; and 
applications. Alnong the presentations included are 
"Struclvre and Properties of Hybrid SiC/LAS III 
Glau Ceramic Composites"; "Metal Hatrix Composite 
Hateriah for Manufacturing"; "Advanced 
Thermoplastic Preforms"; "New Haterials for 
C0111posite Tooling"; "Pultrusion - flexibi 1 ity for 
Current and future Automotive App Ii cations"; 
"Oamage-AssessR.ent Non des true ti ve Inspection 
Hethods"; "Ultrasonic NOE Potential in Composite 
Hanuhcluring"; "Design of Composite AulOlllolive 
Parts· A General Discussion"; "Stale-of-the-Art 
Materials for Orthopedic Prosthetic Devices". 
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(Publication Sales. the Society of Hanufacturinq 
Engineers, One SHE Drive, P.O. Box 930, Dearbo·11, 
HI 48121-0930. PhonP: (313) 271-1500, [xl. 418 
or 419. fax (313) 271-2861) 

Ba~i~-R~~rch in Supercond~~~-QL.._J;!'f~i~~_ml 
Set11iconductor Sciences at Selected Japanese 
Laboratori_f_i, by Robert J. Gottschall, is a report 
based on visits in 1988 to 14 major industrial, 
govermnental and university R&D organizations and 
laboratories. The subjects covered in this llOSl 
interesting and infol"llative 194-page report are: 
superconductivity; diamonds; 'ubic boron 
nitrides; synchrotron radiation, accelerators, and 
applications; bea11 technology and lithography; 
semiconductor sciences; ceramic process science; 
high pressure and bonding cera111ic process science; 
mec~~Jnical behaviour and characterization of 
ceramics; ceramic design and engine applications; 
ceramic surface 110dification and behaviour; ceramic 
superplasticity; ceramic matrix COlllposites; 
carbon; ordered alloys; metal matrix C0111posites; 
and advanced instrU111ents and facilities. This is 
highly reconnended for obtaining an overall picture 
of the thrust and scope of materials R&D in Japan. 
While the supplies last the report is available 
gratis. (Or. Robert J. Gottschall. Division of 
Haterials Sciences, Office of Basic Energy 
Sciences. Hail Stop G-256 GTN, Washington, 
DC 20545. Phone: (301) 353-3428. Also available 
for purchase: The National Technical !nfonnalion 
Service, 5285 Port. Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22161 
as PB89-174264/WFT. Phone: (800) 336-4700) 

!r!ldE!le!IL!'n>g_nirui-2L'1f1triih is the Report of 
an Industrial Workshop Conducted by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 
1988. The SO-page report includes a description of 
the conce?t of intelligent processing and reviews 
its advantages; the reports of three working 
groups - polymer processing, ther.nomechanical 
proc~ssing and ceramics processing; and a SUftllllary 
of two workshops on the hot isostatic pressing of 
metal alloys. Benefits from the intell1gent 
processing of materials noted in the report are a 
marked improveinent in the overall quality of the 
product and a reduction in rejected products; a 
lowering of the cost of post-111anufacturing 
inspection and rejection; the flexibility lo change 
manufacturing processes or material types quickly 
and economically; and a short~ning of the long lead 
lime needed to bring new materials 'rOlll the 
development stage lo mass production. The report is 
available gratis. (Or. H. Thomas Yolken, Chief, 
Office of Nondestructive Evaluation, NIST, 
Gaithersburg, HO 208Q9. Phone: (301) 975-5727) 

Sur(Jte tlotifi~ition Engin~erir:igL_VoJvme_J, 
fvl'!df~r:it~L~uuts;_ Yol.l/ll'le II ,_!.etf:\no1ogic;•l 
Aseecl$, editor Ram Kossowsky. Tne intended 
audience for these volumes is the general 
practitioner of 111aterials and en9ineerin9 sciences. 
The first volu~ begins with a discussion of the 
properties of surfaces and how surfaces are 
characterized. This is followed by three chapters 
on environmental effects on surfaces including 
aqueous corrosion, the biological interracial 
phenomenon, and friction and wear. The last four 
chapters discuss the fundamentals of inethods 
dev•loped to protect surfaces from their 
environments: chemical vapour deposition, physical 
vapour deposition, ion implantation and ion beam 



m1~1n9, and modification of polymer surfaces. The 
second volume covers broa'.f applications of surface 
modification engineering: surface engineering of 
ma~erials for bioloQical ,.,d medical applications, 
protective coatings.for high temperature technology. 
applications ot surface modification techniques to 
electron device technology, plasma (ion) processes 
for case hardening of metals, technological 
applications of surfaces ~odified by ion beams, 
surface modification with laser beams, laser 
cladding. and alloying for surface modification. 
ICRC Press, Inc., 2000 Corporate Blvd .• Boca Raton. 
FL 33431. Phone: 1-B00-27Z-7H7 or (401) 994-056.H 

Practica! Handbook of _t'!ate_riaJL_sdfil!ce. edited by 
Charles T. Lynch. includes an enormous amount of 
useful infor-mation in a little over 600 pilges. Huch 
of the information is ~imilar to that in the 
ori gi na 1 four-vo 1 ume ~Br,; ~i!l'!~!1QQi _of _~_li'.rJa! ~ 
S~ifl'!~f. from which it is drawn. However, wherever 
necessary. particularly in the newer area of 
composites, the information has been updated. The 
conveniently sized book is divided into 
13 sections: the elements: elemental properties: 
physical properties of compounds; conversion 
tables: properties of miscellaneous materials. 
e.9 .. building materials, concrete, foundations, 
rocks. soil, wood, cryogenic, flame retardant, 
paints. coatings. textiles, adsorbents and acoustic 
materials; cer-amics and glasses; composites 
(ceramic, metal and polymer matrix) and 
reinforcements: electronic materials; graphitic 
materials: metallic materials; nuclear materials: 
polymeric materials: and materials information. 
This last section covers major compilation; of 
information on ~aterials plus comprehensive lists of 
federal materials information centres and federal 
materials research centres. with brief descriptions 
of each. The e-haustive table of conversion f1ctors 
alone should prove invaluable to students and others 
working in materials sriPnrP and engineering. 
!CRC Press. Inc .. 2000 (orporate Blvd., Boca Raton. 
Fl ll·UI. Phone: 1-fl00-272-77l7 or (407) 9'l4-056l) 

Energy Pulse and Parti~le Beam Modifitil~ion of 
Materials. edited by Klaus ttennig, is the published 
proceedings of an international conference held in 
September 1987 in Dresden, DOR. The 157 conference 
papers (in English) were divided among the following 
topics: implantation into silicon; implantation 
and annealing of compound semiconductors; 
implantation into metals; transient heat treatment 
nf semirondurtors; formation of silirides: ion 
beam-assisted deposition and ion beam mixing; 
deposition. modification and ~tructu~ization: 
silicon on insulator (5011; diagnostics and focused 
i"n beams. While about 15 countries were 
r-epresented al the conference, the 1.1ajori ty of the 
papers were from East and West Germany and the USSR 
with several from Austria, Hungary, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and even Romania. Alllonq the papers 
rategorired as 111isrellaneo11"l is one of partirular 
inter-est by H. &leiter and rn-workers on the 
structure and properties of nanolllf'ter-sized solids. 
(Akadl'tl'lie-Verlag Berlin, leipriger Strasse 1-4, 
DOR- I OAf\ k,. I i n . DOR l 

Sho(k W•ves for lndustri•' Appli~•tions. edited by 
lawrenre f. Murr. As ih nallll' i111plie\, this hook is 
aimed at thl' indu\trialist, the manag~rs of 
ll'chnole~y. the 111anufarturers and anyonl' involved in 
111anufart11ring prores•u•s where "lhork wave fabrir .. t ion 

could offer a ·~wand novel approach. It is also 
intended ior use by students and others as a 
reference in this field. The topics covered are: 
shock wave fundamentals; effects 011 the structure 
and behaviour ot engineering materials; shock 
hardening and strengthening; explosive forming and 
material working applications; process parameters 
of explosive forning and applications in the 
automotive industry; explosion welding; 
parameters, structures, properties and applirations 
of bimetals; explosive welding and bonding of 
multilaminates; principles and applications of 
shock wave compaction and consolidation of powdered 
materials; explosive shock wave consolidation of 
metal and ceramic powders: and the fabrication of 
nov41, bulk superconduc~or composites by 
simultaneous explosive consolidation and bonding. 
The authors of this last section. who include its 
editor, have done pioneering work in the explosive 
co111paction of the new ceramic superconductors. An 
attractive feature of this book is its many 
excellent illustrations, both diagrams an~ 
microstructures. (Noyes Publications. Mill Road at 
Grand Ave., Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Phone: 12011 
191-8484. rax (201) 191-6831) 

~~v·~~ed M~te~i~l~ in ~he H~l'!ufacturing RevQlutiQ~ 
is the proceedings of a conference held in June lq88 
Jt Argonne National Laboratory IAtn). The topic and 
speakers were chosen. according to Alan Schreisheim, 
Director of ANL, to help manufacturing industry 
leaders gain a broader awareness of the advances in 
materials and processes that are currently under 
way. Two areas were emphasized in the 
preser.tations: 111anagement issues and initiatives 
involved in adapting technological advancPs in 
materials and manufacturing methods, and exploiting 
these advances to gain a competitive advantage; and 
•pecific trends in the development and codlll•·•(ial 
availability of advanced metallics, cer-amics, 
polymerics and their .omposites. The presentations 
inrluded: The Process for ProcPso;ing: How lo 
Commerc i a 1 i ze It A 11 : Devel oping a Plew Produr t: 
Disconnects that Exist Between Design, Materials 
Selection. Materials Perfo,.mance and Manufil(turing; 
E.ploiting New Materials lechnology for Competit.ive 
Advantage; An Assessment of New Engineered Hetallic 
Materials; Developing Trends and Characteristics of 
High Performance Polymers and Composites: 
Manufacture, Supply and Use: fhe Materials Elfert 
ir 'he Manufacturing Revolution: Emphasio; on 
Advanced Ceramics; Manufacturing flexibility for 
Competitive Ad~antage: The Strateqic Imperative 
for CIM. IANL-89/l, COtlF-flAOtlOl: ll.S. Department 
of Commerce. Plational Terhnical Information 5Prvire, 
5285 Port Ro1al Rd .. Sprinofirld. VA 27161. 
Phone: (70'1 487-4610) 

Materit1$ Resort~ Society'$ tHRSi new 
put> 1 i i;at ions: (MRS: 9800 Mc kn i qht Road, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15237, USA) 

~iUria1$ Proceuing : n the P.ectuced (irjivi ty 
Enviroument of Spate 

Volume Al (lqR6 11115 fall Heeling. ffo\lnn, HA) 
Editors: R.H. Doremus, P.C. NordinP 

Describes recent work in proce~sinq and 
mlasur-ing materials properties in micro9ravity 
environment. including flight r•perimen~s whirh 
prov i Ill' new and une•pec tell results in 
elrrtrophoretir processing, crystal qrowth and fluid 
'>l'haviour, as wl'll as qround-based l'•peri1111'nts anti 
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plans for future research. Topics: space processing 
viewed by a scientist-astronaut; theoretical studies 
of gravitational effects in chemical vapour deposi
tion: isothennal dendritic growth; solidification 
of undercooled Hi-Sn eutectic alloy under microgravity 
conditions in the space shuttle; thennogravimetric 
measurements in an electrodynamic balanre: 
microgravity materials processing for connercial 
applications: floating-zone processing of indium in 
earth orbit; ultrafine particle and fibrP 
production in microgravity: containerless polyineric 
micr~sphere production for bi0tnedical applications: 
glass rormation in microgravity: noncontact true 
temperature measurement; and effects of an applied 
magnetic field on directional solidificat;on of 
off-eutectic Bi-Hn alloys. 1987, hardcover. 
18 papers, 166 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-57-Q. 

NondesJrl!~ ti ve _!12rri_ t.o_ri_nQ..J!l Hateri_ill 
!'ropertin 

Volume 14Z ii~88 HRS rall Heeling, Boston, HA) 
Editors: J. Holbrook, J. Bussiere 

This vol~me has a dual focus: (1) using 
nondestructive inspection of materials for process 
control during manufacturing to increase quality, 
and (2) nondestructive monitoring of the aging and 
degradation of materials in service to obtain 
estimates of r~aining useful life. Two conclusions 
emer~e from this research. Based on the apparent 
breadth and intensity of international activity in 
this area, there is a strong industrial and 
goverlllllf"nt need for further development of NOE 
1110nitoring technology. On the other hand, because 
almost all the development is still in the 
laboratory stages, the connunity's job of technology 
development has just begun. Also, continued 
progress in NOE technology will require a full 
interaction between materials scientists with the 
kno~ledge of how properties depend on 
microstructure, and NOE physicists who understand 
how changes in NOE signals pr~vide information on 
differences in microstructure. 1989, hardcover, 
45 papers, 374 pages. ISBN: 1-55899-015-1. 

N~'!J:.••J.friih flpproa~l!es to Tri!>ology:_ Theory 
a!ld ApJI ! i c~t j ons 

Volume 140 11988 HRS rail Heeling, Boston, HA) 
Editors: L.E. Pope, l. rehrenbacher, W.0. w:ner 

As this volume shows, atomic and molecular-scale 
tribobehaviour calculations are being made which 
explain interfacial interactions between materials 
undergoi~g relative motion. These calculations 
accurately predict the location of shear planes and 
thereby provide guidanr.e to experimental progrannes 
aimed at modelling frirtion and wear processes. Al~o 
discussed are applications for severe envi rornnent s 
which require materials that operate at high 
tet11peratures. An emerging area of investigation is 
the evaluation of ~eramics for these environments; 
and a new class of materials, lubricious oxides, is 
discussed. Hardbound, 1Q89. ISBN: 1-55899-011-5. 

Hftfri•Js F.11tur1s; Stnt1gitS.J.!'.lll_ OD2.l'.111nHi.ts 

(1988 US-Sweden Joint Symposiutn, Philadelphia, 
0 A) Editors: R.B. Fipes, R. Lagneborg 

The technological race which has captured the 
a(t~ntion of the world's industrial nations has 
sti111t.ilated considerable discussion about the future. 
While that' was also a 111a.jor concern ('f partir.ipants 

at this symposium, confere£s addressed this great 
un~n~wn in part by examining the past - srecifically. 
the materials developments which have shaped 
connerce over the past four centuries. Using the 
3~0th anniversary of the founding of New Sweden 
Colony in North America as the occasion for their 
investigations, academic a~d industrial leaders from 
Sweden and ~he United States gathered in the 
birthplace of American inde~endence to discuss the 
importance of inateriais in developing wealth for the 
citizens of these two nations. Topics: challenges 
and opportunities of htgh teinperature superconduc
tivity; materials technology for space applications: 
catalysis on zeolites; i111pact of new inaterials on 
products and systetns in the information technology 
indu~try; the role of sensors in intelligent 
materials processing; the transfonnation from 
aluminium to advanced materials; and strategic 
challenges for materials-oriented finns in the 
year 2000. 1988, hardcover, 16 papers, 150 pages. 
ISBN: 1-55899-000-3. 

'9ti!l'~i~r~~$ed_HicrQ}~Pi~_D~s~riptign qf ~he 
Slrn_cture ~- PrQlltl.ies_ !!L~ter.i~ti 

Volume 63 (1985 HRS rail Heeling, Bo~ton, HAI 
Editors: J. Broughton, W. Krakow. 
S.T. Pantelides 

This volume is of interest to scientists 
working on electronic structure and the dynamics of 
atomic 1110tion, as well as those who design and use 
special-purpose computers and who sitnUlate 
experimental data. ontents: structural, electroni~ 
and magnetic properties of surfaces, interfaces and 
superlattices: study of surface phonons by electron 
energy loss spectroscopy - theory of the excitation 
cross section; computer simulation of electron 
microscope images from atomic structure models; 
simulation of equilibrium in alloys using the 
embedded atom method; dynamir; of compressed and 
stretched liquid Si02 and the glass transition; 
pseudopotential calculations of structural 
properties; fracture and flow via nonequilibrium 
1110lecular dynamics, interatomic forces and structure 
of grain boundaries; and special-purpose processors 
for computing materials properties. 1986, hardcover, 
36 papers, 289 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-28-6. 

Br.Uer_{frl.!!'.1-U. Throv,g!i ~hf:llli $try II 

Volume 71 (1986 HRS Spring Hfoeting, Palo Alto, 
CA) Editors: C.J. Brinker. O.f. (l~rk, 
D.R. 'Jlrich 

Covers developments of ceramir. materials through 
synthetic chemical routes, e.g .• solution processing 
and polymer pyrolysis, as alternatives to con~en
tional processing of natural minerals mined from the 
earth; solution chemistry and synthesis of gels and 
powders: characteriz~tion of r.hetnically derived 
cera111ics; drying and consolidation; structure of 
random and ordered systems; nono•ides; comparisons 
of chetnically and conventionally deriveo cera111ics; 
apolications of HO/HD calculations; and materials 
for Plectronic packaging. Also: 22 poster session 
papers cover cera111ics frOlll hydridopolysilazane, bulk 
glass and glass fil111 compositions determined by 
indt•ctively coupled plas111a-at0111ic t111ission spectro
metry, the phys i co-chemi ca 1 charac tPri zat.i on of 
alu111ina sols prepared frOlll alu111inium alco•ides, etc. 
1986, hardcover, 99 papers, 832 pages. 
lSffN: 0-911817-39-1. ..... 
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~t~r _(~riJ!li cs_.!'1.rQ~!l!!-Ch@!'_i~.lrl-_ lII 
Volume 121 (1~88 Hr<S Spring Heeling. Reno. NV) 
Editors: C.J. Brinker, D.E. Clark, D.R. Ulrich 

Po 1 yrer scientists. geo 1 ogi sts ... i ere .copi sts 
and 111any other specialists have joined ceramists and 
chemists to 111ake this a highly successful SJlllPosium 
proceedings series. Principal topics here include 
sol gel routes for preparing oxides, powder 
processing and non-oxides. However, this S}'lllPOsiuin 
was unique in that it e111phasized thin fil .. formation, 
high temperature superconductors and il!i~illl methods 
of characterization. Highlights: sol gel chemistry 
of silicates; thennodynamic versus kinetic control 
in silicate polywierization pathways; !~methods 
such as s .. all angle scattering, photo-physical probes 
and cryogenic TEH; and an approad1 to thick films 
based on organic 1110dification- 1988, hardcover, 
122 papers, 844 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-91-X. 

l:f_i!ID= 1'!!J!~UJ1filHi !lh=~ri!>Dl!il!U (O!llf!OS i !U 

Vol11111e 120 (1988 HRS Spring Heeling, Reno, NV) 
Editors: f.D. lemkey. A.G. Evans. 
S.G. fishlllan, J.R. Strife 

Covers novel processing methods for metal-based 
composites; deformation mechanisms in 111etal .. atrix 
C0111posites; ceramic composite .. irrostructural 
developnent; ceramic COlllflosite ..echanical 
performance; c0111posite interfacial effec~s; novel 
c0111posite struct~res; and potential applications in 
aerospace structures, propulsion devices and energy 
conversion systems. 1988, hardcover, 41 papers. 
]82 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-90-1. 

. . . . . 
A!fyi!ln~ _in Structur..il Yr.i!!!.ill 

Vol11111e 78 (1986 HRS fall Heeting, Boston, HA) 
Editors: P.f. Becher, H.V. Swain. S. SOllliya 

Covers recent research in the field of toughened 
ceramics, inc:uding studies on transformation 
toughe~ing and fibre- and whisker-reinforced ceramic5. 
Headings: transformation analysis; transformation 
plasticity and tou~~ness; 111echanical prooerti~s and 
.. icrostructures of zirconia-toughened cera11ics; 
.. echanical behaviour of reinforced cera .. ic co.._ 
posites; and fracti..-e and defonnation be.,aviour in 
cera .. ic cOlllposites. Specific topics include: 
te11ture on gr<1und, fractured and a.ged Y-TZP surfares; 
crack propagation in Hg-PSZ; effect of chan~s in 
qrain boundary toughness on the strength of alumina; 
and analysis by SJHS and EELS-EDX in a ~tem of S;C. 
1981, hardcover, lO papers, J06 pages. ISB~: 
0-9l1837-43-X. . . . 

J.n.t.tr1 ~ii L~ln1~t.11re. •. eJJ)ttrlitl.1-nJt.Qe1_i q~ 

Volume 122 (1988 HRS Spring Heeling, Reno, NV) 
Editors: H.H. Yoo. W.A.T. (larK. C.l. Briant 

Covers interrelationships of structure, proper
ties and chemistry of interfaces in metals, ceramics 
and semiconductors; recent advances in structural 
characterization and analysis of internal interface 
and lnterphase boundaries; structure and thenno
dynamlcs: diffusion and segrega~ion; elasticity and 
locali1~d defonnation; r.ohesive strength and inter
granular fracture: processing and alloy dnign; 
st rue tura I cera11i cs and superconductors; ~·eterophase 
interfaces and thin films; effects of processing on 
the grain boundary structure and ch111istry of high 
te111perature ceramic superconductors and the 
resulting changes in r.r1tical current'; and a 

significant adv~nce in processing and crystal growth 
techniques, which include the UHV diffusion bonding 
and HBE techniques for the controlled production of 
homo- and heterop::ase interfaces. 1988, hardcover. 
80 papers, 606 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-92-8. . . 

Adhesion in Solids 

Voluine 119 (1Q88 HRS Spring Heeling. Reno. NV) 
Editors: D.H. Hatto11. J.E.E. Baglin. 
R.J. Gottschall, C.D. Balich 

Covers fracture mechanics; fracture mechanics 
and tribology; postdeposition treatments; 
deposited inorganic films; adherence of natural 
layers and surface treatment of polJ111ers; surface 
treatinent of polymers and analytical techniques; 
and analytical techniques such as electron 
.. icroscopy and Auger ar.alysis. 1988, hardcover. 
40 papers, 312 pages. ISBN: 0-931837-89-8. . . . . . 

~~.Hllng~~_J!f __ }.!ivan~~~piic;~ 

V~lUllle 155 (1989 HRS Spring Heeling, San Diego, 
CA) Editors: I.A. Aksay, G.l. HcVay, 
D.R. Ulrich 

Covers the role of advanced ceramics and ceramic 
111atrix CQllPOSites in C0111Plex syste111s for st.-t~tur-.t -
electronic, magnetic and optical applicaticn~. The 
tailoring of C0111Posites that display spati"'l ;.!'PHu
tion in the 11icro- and nan0111eter range; fa~rication 
techniques ranging frOlll consolidation of sublllicron
~ized powders to vapour phase deposition as well as 
two fundamental fabrication technologies: liquid/ 
solid and gas/solid procP.sses. Topical headings: 
powder synthesis and colloidal processing; sol-gel 
processing and ceramic-polywier COlllPOsites; sol-g~l 
proces>ing of thin films and electronic ceramics; 
plasma-assisted proce~sing and novel composite\; and 
fibre and whisker-reinforced tOlllposites. 1989, hard-
cover, 40 papers, 387 pages. ISBN: 1-55899-028-3. 

Brochure details specifications of new 
thel"lllf)plastic powder prepregs and conningled yarns 
fr011 Thennoplastic (0111posites Div., BASF Structural 
Materials Corp., Charlotte, N.C. The docuinent also 
gives an overview of thennoplasti( powder prepreg 
technology, and gives complete sper.ifications for 
se~eral connercially a~lilable produr.ts. 

. .... 

free 560-page catalogue offers over 
4,000 products specifically suited for R&O needs. 
It cont1ins a COlllprehensive selection of high-purity 
materials, precious 1111tals, inorganic c0111pounds, pure 
elet11tnts, fabricated 111tals, rare earth~. platinum 
labware, analytical standards and fluxes, supercon
ductor 111aterials and .. ore. New product lines are 
featured for precious metal catalysts, electronic 
materials, ICP/DCP single-eltinent and multi-element 
solution standards, oil-based standards and 
analyticAl graphite produc~s. Existing produr.t lines 
in platin11111 labware, temperature 1111asurement and 
superconductor research ""terlals have been expanded 
and enhanced. (Johnson Hatthey/AESAR, 892 Lafayette 
Road, P.O. Bo~ 1087, Seabrnok, Nh 03874-1087; 
Phone: (800) 343-19go or 16031 474-5511) ..... 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor; Code 504 
Editor - Room 01950 
P.O. Box )00 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

Advances in Materials Technology: Konitor 
Reader Survey 

llie Advsnces 1n Katerials Technology: Monitor has nov been published since 1983. 
Although its mailing list is continuously updated as nev requests for inclusion are 
received and changes of address are m.ade as soon as notifications of auch changes 
are received, l vould be grateful if readers could reconfirm their interest in 
receiving this newsletter. Kindly, therefore, answer the questions below and mail 
this form to: 'Dte Editor, Advances in tUterials Technology: Monitor, UNIDO 
Technology Prograaae at the above address. 

Computer access number of mailing list (see address label): 

Name; 

Position/title: 

Address: 

Do you wish to continue receiving issues of the Advances in Materials Technology; 
Monitor? 

ls the present address as indicated on the address label correct? 

How many issues of this nevsletter have you read? 

Optional 

Which section in the Monitor is of particular interest to you? 

Which additional subjects vould you suggest be included? 

Would you like to see any sections deleted? 

Have fOu access t~ soae/aosr. of the journals from which the information contained 
in the Monitor is dravn? 

Is your copy of the Monitor passed oo .to friends/colleagues etc.? 

Please .. ke any other co..eots or suggestions for i•proving the quality and 
usefulness of this nevsletter. 
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If you would like to receive issues of the Advances in Materials 
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ORGANIZATION 

STREET ANO No_ {or P.O. Boxl 

CITY ANO STATE OR PROVINCE 

COUNTRY 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
Advances in Materials Technol~gy: Monitor; Code 504 
Editor - Room: Dl9SO 
P.O.Box 300 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

Type or print clearly (one letter per boll) and leave a '~ betwftn eadl WClfd 
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Reader's co11111ents 

We should appreciate Lt if readers could take the time to tell us in 
this space what they think of the 22nd issue of Advances in Mar.erials 
Technology: Monitor. Connents on the usefulness of the information and the 
way it has been organized will help-us in pi-epering future issues of the 
Monitor. We thank you for your co-operation and look forward to hearing from 
you. 
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